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ABSTRACT
For many years, the multinational corporations (MNCs)
have been looked upon as agents of development, especially
in terms of resource transfers from developed countries
(DCs) to less developed countries (LDCs).

Some scholars

have argued that the MNCs are the "only real hope" for
developing nations.
However, a group of protectionists have risen in re
cent years to denounce this "doctrine" and have maintained
that the presence of an MNC in LDCs is a "cause" of the
problem instead of a "blessing" to these nations.

They

have asserted that MNCs exercise a total dominance over
a peripheral national and can or have dwarfed economic
growth.

The only way to avoid this "doom" is to introduce

some regulatory schemes which will help to control the
behavior and the activities of the MNCs.
These regulatory schemes are the focus of this study.
The purpose is to determine their effectiveness.

The

effectiveness is measured in terms of the extent to which
the regulatory schemes aid Nigeria in achieving a set of
pre-determined national objectives.
The results of the empirical study point out the fact
that all but one objective is a valid goal for Nigeria
xviii

(p^.OOl).

The only exception Is the objective of export

ing of final products.

These views were also shared by

the three groups of respondents.
There were divergent of opinion regarding the means
of accomplishing each of the major national objectives.
As one would expect, the government officials were gener
ally In support of the majority of the means while mana
gers of foreign companies tended to discredit most of
them.
The results of the study on the Impacts of means con
vincingly Indicate that the Impacts varied from sector to
sector and from one nationality of Investors to another.
Taken together, the Impacts of the means (laws) were
found to be greater on the low technology Industries than
on the high technology Industries.

Among all the nation

alities studied, the laws had more impact on the American
investors than any other nationalities of investors.
By way of a final summation, the findings clearly
confirm the primacy of national objectives as a major
impetus to national control.

Thus, a potential investor

in Nigeria should use these objectives as a guide in
assembling investment packages and in seeking ideological
support for his/her investment proposals.

xix

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The need and the process of economic development have
been recognized today as a very complex endeavor, invol
ving a variety of factors.

The complexity of this pro

cess has resulted in a certain amount of confusion in
Third World countries as to the nature of development and
how to achieve it.

For many years, multinational corpora

tions have been looked upon as agents of development, espe
cially in terms of resource transfer from Developed Coun
tries to the Less Developed Countries.

The classical

economist thought that international movement of capital
would benefit both the home and the host country because
capital would flow from countries with low marginal pro
ductivity to countries with high marginal productivity.
Today, this theory is being challenged on several
grounds.

The discussion has not been restricted to welfare

consideration for the countries concerned but in addition
a number of other topics have attracted attention.

A

handful of scholars are n ow very active in this debate
which has entered a new dimension with the rise of Latin
American Dependency school.

2

Dependency theory has many variants.

It is outside

the scope of this work to explore the Dependency theory,
but it will be appropriate to give a brief and general
outline of the main theme.

Adherents of Dependency theory

maintain that the Third World present state of under
development can be traced to the colonial era w hen the
then colonized territories entered into a relationship
with the developed countries.

The division between the

center and peripheral countries can be traced to this
time.

The center was made up of Western industrialized

countries whose capitalists' economics were undergoing
rapid expansion.

The whole process of development in

the Third World was thus geared to the requirement of the
capitalist center.

The peripheral countries became the

suppliers of raw materials and other primary products
needed to feed the industrial world and, at the same time,
serve as a market for the products from the developed
countries.

It is asserted that these ties and relation

ships continued to exist even after the attainment of
formal political independence.*

^Theotonio D. Santos, "The Structure of Dependence,"
American Economic Review, 60(1970), p. 232.
John Galtung,
"A Structural Theory of Imperialism,
Journal of Peace
Research. 8(1971), pp. 81117; Klaus Gantzel, "Dependency
Structures as the Dominant Pattern in World Society,"
Journal of Peace Research. 10(1973), pp. 203-215.
Giovanni
Arrighi, "International Corporations Labor Aristocracies,
and Economic Development in Tropical Africa," in R.I.
Rhodes (ed.), Imperialism and Underdevelopment, (New York
and London: Monthly Review Press, 1970), p. io.
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It is hard to try to synthesize all aspects of the
"Dependency School".

Ronald Chilcote observed that "there

are as many conceptions of dependency as there are authors,
that the proponents of the theory work at various levels of
analysis, and that there are limitations to the formulation
2
of a workable conceptualization."
These critics are now spreading the "gospel" that Third
World nations should keep their eyes on these "hawks" in
order to eliminate their evil consequences or reduce them to
a minimum.

Even two arch proponents of the classical school,

Paul M. Goldberg and Charles P. Kindleberger, warn all na-r
tions that:
In the absence of some regulatory scheme, the cul
mination of present trend will be a world organiza
tion of individual industries....Such a situation
may leave individual nation-states relatively
helpless in the face of a powerful closely inter
locked and geographically mobile network of
industrial enterprises.
Adhering to these warnings, L D C s governments have
gradually abandoned their passive roles and are now actively
controlling the entry of foreign investments into their
territorial boundaries.

Several studies have been done to

Ronald H. Chilcote, "A Critical Synthesis of the
Dependency Literature," Latin American Perspectives 1(1974),
p. 134.
3Paul M. Goldberg and Charles P. Kindleberger, "Toward
a GATT for Investment:
A Proposal for Supervision of the
International Corporation," Law and Policy in International
Business II, 1 (Winter 1970) ,’^ p T T ‘55T 2?5T
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measure the dynamics of this process using different models.
Unfortunately, most of the models have been limited in their
coverage and most of them have failed to consider the im
portance of national objectives in a control process.

Thus,

one of the major purposes of this research is to determine
the objective setting of national control and then examine if
controls are helping a developing country, namely, Nigeria,
to achieve those objectives.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This research is undertaken to investigate the rationale
and the impacts of national control of multinationals in
Nigeria.

Since the past eight years, Nigerian government

has imposed and implemented a number of regulations on foreign
businesses.

However, most of the researchers have ignored

the determination of the objectives of the controlling inter
est (Nigeria) in order to measure if these control processes
have been effective or ineffective.^

Any national control

program should be task oriented in order for it to be success
ful.

The policymaker should first designate the objectives

that have to be achieved and then apply control which will
enhance the achievement of these objectives.

Richard D. Robinson, National Control of Multinational
Corporation:
A Survey of Fifteen Countries (New York:
Praeger Publishing Corporation, 1976), p. xxxii.
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The primary purpose o f this investigation is to deter
mine the effectiveness of national controls of foreign
businesses in Nigeria.

Effectiveness being measured in

terms of the extent to which the control system aids
Nigeria in achieving a set of national objectives.
study will answer such research questions as:

This

What are

the major objectives of Nigerian government with respect
to industrial policies in the country, particularly as they
relate to multinational enterprises?

Of the several means

to accomplish the objectives, which means are regarded as
the most important?

Do the means identified above help

in actual accomplishment of the objectives?

Is there any

indication that objectives are being accomplished?
THE NEED FOR THIS STUDY
Most of the controversy about multinationals in less
developed countries has focused on Latin American examples,
even though the multinationals' capacity for influence may
be more far-reaching in Africa.

Nigeria is selected b e 

cause it is the leading country in a region largely over
looked in studies of multinationals.
Albeit no single country on the continent is a true
representative of Africa, Nigeria encompasses a great deal
of its diversity.

It contains at least 250 distinct groups
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descended from several ethnolinguistic groupings.^

It also

contains adherents of several major religions, and geograph
ical diversity ranging from rivers, forests, swamplands, and
low-lying coasital areas to mountains and deserts in an area
of land 356,700 square miles

(approximately the size of

Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana combined).**

Nigeria is the

most populous black African country (80 million people, or
nearly one-fifty of black African's total population),
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and

hence contains its largest and most independently viable in
ternal market.

Nigeria also contains a rich mixture of

"traditional" and "modernizing" economic sectors with a wide
range of technological and product diversity.
Nigeria has attracted more foreign investment than any
other country in black Africa.

In 1979 its estimated stock

of foreign investment was approximately N2663 million ($4394
million), or 22 percent of all foreign investments in Africa
Q

for that year.
Nigeria also deserves attention because it has intro
duced many regulations affecting multinationals which may

^Nigeria Public Service Review Commission:
(September, 1972), pp. 62-65.

Main Report,

**Levi A. Nwachuku, "Nigeria's Uncertain Future,"
Current History 71 (November, 1976), p. 51
7
New Nigerian,

(9 May 1974), p. 1.

O

Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Review,
(19 June 1980), p. 32.
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diminish the flow of foreign investment in Nigeria.

Strict

limitations have been imposed on areas of ownership and be 
havior of multinationals.

Inherently, those multinationals

that feel that these regulations are too tough are pulling
away from the country.

Coupled with this stringent entry

control process, is the uncertainty connected with indigenization and the retroactive nature of decrees.
In an international setting, a study of this type is
necessary in the control of multinationals.

Most of the

studies done so far in this area have not related the system
of control to national objectives.

Effectiveness of control

system should be measured on its ability in helping the
nation-state achieve national objectives.

This study at 

tempts to close that gap.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In trying to understand the rationale for control and
the effects of selected control process on multinationals in
Nigeria, the study will be concerned with three major issues.
The research questions will therefore address these three
major issues.
The first issue concerns the objectives which the
Nigerian government wants to achieve by imposing controls.
Invariably, these objectives will constitute the intended
purpose of control.

The research questions are:

What are

the major objectives of Nigerian government; with respect to
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industrial policies in the country, particularly as they
relate to the activities of multinational enterprises?

Do

the managers of multinational enterprises perceive the
national objectives in the same light as the government
officials?
The second issue pertains to the means of accomplishing
objectives.

Of the several means to accomplish the stated

objectives, which means are regarded as the most important?
Do the managers of multinational enterprises agree with the
government officials with respect to the means for the
accomplishment of each of the objectives?

If not, what might

cause such differences?
The final issue the study will address itself to is the
impact of control.

Do the means identified above help in

actual accomplishment of objectives?

Is there any indi

cation that objectives are being accomplished?

Are there

means unidentified by the government and/or multinational
managers which might be responsible for the accomplishment
of objectives?

If the objectives are not accomplished, what

might be the underlying reasons?
To get at these issues, the study will attempt a measure
ment and an interpretation of six dependent variables.

These

are:
Xj:

Self-Reliance

X£:

Local Resource Content of Manufactured Products

Xj:

Generation of Employment Opportunities
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X^:

Nigeria's Technological Capabilities

Xg:

Production of Industrial Raw Materials

X^:

Export-Promotion

It is hypothesized that these variables will have an in
fluence upon the way Nigerian government controls multi
national corporations.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Table 1-1 shows the type of information that was
gathered and the sources of the information. Specifically,
data was gathered on the Nigerian Economy
dicators).

(economic

in

Information on the GNP, Balance-of-Payment,

inflation rate, flow of foreign direct investment by country
of origin, and sectorial investment were all obtained from
this data.

Secondly, all pieces of regulations on specific

industries, firms and sectors were gathered.

Thirdly, the

original copy of the Nigerian Enterprise Promotion Decrees
(1972, 1975, and 1977)

waa

obtained.

Finally, in order to

determine the perceptions of government officials and multi
national corporation executives in respect of the impacts
and the objectives of national controls in Nigeria, two
questionnaires were administered; one to the government
officials and the other to the multinational corporation
executives.
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TABLE 1-1
DATA BASE
1.

Data on Nigerian Economy
(economic Indicators)
e.g. GNP, Balance-ofPayment, inflations.

1.

Federal Office of Statis
tic, Lagos (industrial
survey division).

2.

Nigerian Third National
Development Plans
(1975-1980).

2.

Federal Ministry of
Information, Lagos.

3.

Nigerian Enterprise
Promotion Decrees (1972,
1975, 1977).

3.

Nigerian Enterprise Pro
motion Board, Lagos.

4.

All pieces of regulations 4.
on specific industries,
firms, sectors.

Federal Ministry of Trade
and Industry.

5.

Data on Foreign Invest5.
ments (aggregate level),
e.g., flow of foreign pr i 
vate investment by coun
try of origin, sectoral
investment, e t c .

Central Bank of Nigeria,
Lagos (Foreign Investment).

6 . Impact of national control.

7.

6.

Host country control pro- 7.
cess: objectives of con
trols and perception of
MNCs by host government
officials.

MNC's questionnaire
Government questionnaire.

LIMITATIONS
There are three major limitations of a study of this
nature.

First, to test the model proposed in the study, a

longitudinal study might be necessary.

In this study, an

attempt will be made to determine the national objectives;
means to achieve those objectives, and finally an assessment
will be made to investigate their impact.

Secondly, the

selection of two industries for detailed analysis might not
necessarily uncover the real impacts of control on MNCs.
larger number of industries

A

(say 50) and a larger sample

size from each industry (say 100 firms) would have been more
appropriate and the findings would have been more revealing.
However, this large sample would have been too cumbersome to
manage for a study of this kind.

Finally, to get a true

representative sample, firms from major Nigerian cities and
several top state government officials could have been inter
viewed.

Under limited budget and time constraints, it would

be practically impossible to cover this area in this study.
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DEFINITIONS
Self-Reliance
A nation is said to be self-reliant or self-sufficient
if it depends primarily upon its human and material resources
in achieving its national goals.
Local Resource Content of Manufactured products
This concerns the use of local factor inputs (labor,
management and materials)

in manufacturing operations in

Nigeria.
Generation of Employment Opportunities
Employment opportunities are created; if the opening
of a new business or the expansion of an existing business
creates additional openings in which idle labor force is
engaged.

This implies that this labor force would involun

tarily be unemployed at that point in time in the absence
of the new industry or the expanded industry.
Nigeria's Technological Capability
This means the extent to which Nigerian indigens can
independently initiate and complete fundamental productdevelopment work.
Production of Industrial Raw Materials
This is the extent to which a multinational corporation
actively engages in the production of industrial raw materials
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locally and/or pay (monetary or non-monetary) another firm
to produce locally raw materials it needs for its produc
tion.
Export-Promotion
This is the extent to which the Nigerian government
actively encourages foreign companies to engage in exportoriented activities by granting them tax holidays and a
host of other concessions.
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
This is the transfer of fund (capital) from a home
country base to a host country for the purpose of establish
ing a manufacturing activity or expanding an existing plant.
Sovereignty/Autonomy
A nation-state is said to be a sovereign nation eco
nomically, if it can unilaterally direct the course of
economic activities without interference from foreign
economic order either directly or indirectly.
Technology Transfer
A technology is said to be transferred if the technical
know-how has been adequately passed on from the "transferor"
(owner) to the "transferee" (recipient) in such a way that
the "transferee" can effectively and efficiently carry on
the productive activities without the aid of the "transferor".
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Employment
Employment here refers to the number of people who are
actively engaged Cpart-time or full-time) in productive
activities.
Balance-of-Payments
By balance-of-payments we mean the net effects of the
outflows and the inflows of funds in the economy.

A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF NATIONAL CONTROL PROCESS
OF MULTINATIONALS
A conceptual model of national control process of
multinationals is shown on page 16.

Specifically, this

model has four subdivisions which can be grouped under three
broad divisions, namely:
1.

Dependent variables:

National Objectives

and Impacts of Control.
2.

Independent Variables:

3.

Intervening Variables.

Means of Control.

Each of these variables will be discussed in the next chapter.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS STUDY
Chapter II will provide theoretical and empirical bases
for the model on page 16.

The emphasis will be to relate

each part of the model to one another and to the entire sys
tem as a whole.
Chapter III will explain the methodology of the research.
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It will show how the research sample was designed, how the
data was collected and how the data was analyzed.
Chapter IV will discuss the results and Interpreta
tions of the research results.
Chapter V will summarize the findings of the research
and will examine the Implications of the research.

Sug

gestions for future research will also be Indicated In this
chapter.

INTERVENING VARIABLES

4

.timing
.stability
•sector
.severity
.nationality of investors

- - .,1
NATIONAL
OBJECTIVES

MEANS OF
CONTROL

1

.self-reliance

Z

.nature of
ownership/
involvement

.generation of
employment
opportunities

.expatriate
quota

.increase Nige
ria's technolo1

•type of
know-how
transferred

.increase local
resource content
of manufactured
products

■purchase of
inputs
locally

.production of
industrial raw
materials

■export of
final
products

.export promotion

Figure 1-1:

— —

IMPACTS OF CONTROL
INTENDED
.self-reliance/
sufficiency
.employment

.FDI/divestment
.sovereignty/
. autonomy

.increase
.technology
Nigeria's tech transfer
nological capa
bilities
.increased
locsl resource
content
.production of
industrial
raw materials
.increase in
volume of
export

r

A Conceptual Model of National Control Process of Multinationals.

■Relationships that will be examined.
Relationships that will not be examined.

3

UNINTENDED

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature
in the area of national control of M N C s .

The model on page

16 provides a conceptual framework on which literature re 
view will be based.
A.

OBJECTIVES OF NATIONAL CONTROL

There are so many allegations and controversies con
cerning the objectives of national control.

It is sometimes

erroneously assumed that the two parties (i.e. MNCs and the
host nations) are in a win-lose ”battle"--that if one party
gains, the other must lose.

While that is a possibility,

it is also possible for all parties to either gain or lose
in any economic transaction.

It is inconceivable that any

party would willingly participate in a cross-national trans
action with the anticipation that the deal would be the
detriment of its objectives.
With this brief overview, it is safe to say that the
overriding objective of national control is to maximize
national benefits.

The theoretical foundation of the prin

ciple of profit maximization dates back to the sixteenth
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18
century at the birth of mercantilism.

By the end of the

seventh century, the movement had become overwhelmingly
strong.

This economic chauvinism injected several govern

ments into the roles of protecting and financing trade
across national boundaries in order to build a strong
1

economy; in other words, to maximize national benefits.
However, at the beginning of the eighteenth century a
group of Physiocrats from the London Physiocratic School
of Economics emerged and challenged the restrictive prac
tices of the mercantilists.

This period was nicknamed,

the "Age of Enlightenment."

Their teachings were diame

trically opposed to the former.

The mercantilists argued

that only the state should have the central role of con
trolling economic activity while the Physiocrats emphasized
individual rights and individual contributions to the hap2
piness of mankind.
Adam Smith was greatly influenced by this latter

phi

losophy, and in his book, The Wealth of Nations he advoca
ted laissez-faire capitalism— the "invisible hand" should
control the economy.

He noted that the "annual revenue

of the society" will be maximized if the individuals (and
presumably the business enterprises) are left alone to use

^■John Fred Bell, A History of Economic Thought, (ed.),
(New York: Ronald Press, 196^), p. 53.
o
John Bowditch and Clement Ramsland, (ed.), Voices of
the Industrial Revolution (Ann Arbor: University of Micigan

Press, 1961)7 pp- iv-v.
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their capital to produce the goods they think the consumers
3
would purchase.
Although Smith lived approximately four centuries ago,
his economic ideology might run into serious problems in
modern society because of the enormous size of modern multi
nationals.

John Hein observes that, of the world's fifty

largest units in terms of economic output, forty-two are
countries while eight are companies.

This means that the

sales of General Motors and Exxon exceed the GNP of such
countries as Switzerland and Saudi Arabia.

Of the next

fifty units, thirty-one are companies and only nineteen
are countries.

4

However, Smith made a very important point:

Maximum benefits for the society can only ensure if indivi
duals' and firms benefits are maximized.
It is interesting to note that although Smith's eco
nomic doctrine made a great deal of sense in an environ
ment where the individual producer (and/or consumer) and
the firms were all locally based, but problems arise where
business activities cut across national boundaries.

In

such a situation, the common interest may be diluted.
The MNCs' allegiance is geocentric;

their overall ob 

jectives are growth and profits globally rather than ful
filling any one specific host country objective.

Robock,

O

Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of
the Wealth of Nations (New York: Modern Library, 1937.
Originally published in 1776), p. 27.
^John Hein, "The Top 100 Economies," Across the Board
(May 1980), pp. 8-11.
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Slmmonds and Zwick argue that the parent company and each
member of the family (affiliates) have a nationality.

But

through bonds of common ownership, the family group may op
erate as a transnational system which must necessarily ad
just its activities in order that it might achieve its
global goals.

These goals may be in harmony or in conflict

with the goals of one or more nation-states.^
The conflicts derived from the divergent goals of the
host nations and the MNCs can be as varied and numerous as
there are nations and corporations.

Table 2-1 is an at 

tempt by Endel-Jacob Kolde to identify limited areas where
conflicts may arise.

Kolde commented that it is unrealis

tic to hope for a perfect harmony between the host coun
tries and the MNCs.**
It is assumed that in a domestic business, the country
expects to capture somewhere within its territorial boun
daries, the total net contribution of the enterprise.

Ho w 

ever, the situation is entirely different in the case of a
transnational business.

In this case the host nation may

not receive what it considers to be its legitimate share
of the total global benefits.

Thus, the MNCs must focus

on individual nation-state benefits rather than on world
benefits.

This might be the only way a foreign business

Stefan Robock, Kenneth Simmonds, and Jack Zwick,
International Business and Multinational Enterprises (Homewood, Illinois: Pichard
Irwin, Inc., 1977), p. 175.
^Endel-Jakob Kolde, Environment of International Busi
ness (Boston, Mass: Kent Publishing Company, 1982), p. 293.
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Table 2-1:

Selected Strategic Goals

Host Governments

Multinational Companies

Increase of national Income.

Return on investment and in
crease of corporate assets.

Economic modernization.

Competitive position.

More and better employment.

Efficient, low cost produc
tion.

Broadly based development
and dissemination of Indus
trial skills.

Selective hiring and train
ing of employees.

Diversification of economic
activity.

Specialization of production
for efficiency.

Avoidance of foreign take
overs of domestic firms.

Acquisition of indigenous
capacity.

Development of domestic re
search equability.

Location of research and de
velopment facilities in coun
tries with best universities
and other scientific institu
tions.

Stimulation of investment in
backward regions and rural
areas.

Location in large cities where
infrastructure and labor sup
ply are most developed.

Balance of payments equili
brium.

Free convertibility of curren
cies.

Control over the pattern of
economic development.

Freedom of trade and invest
ment.

Maximization of public reve
nues .

Minimization of tax burdens.

Source:

Endel Jakob Kolde.
Environment of International
Business (Boston, Mass i Kent Publishing Company,
1982),"p. 293.
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could legitimize itself in the host country?
Another hot and controversial issue in the literature
of goal-setting at the national level is the difficulties of
quantifying benefits and costs.

Benefits may range from

political, social,spiritual to the more specific economic
goals.

The problem is not usually associated with the

identification of what the benefits are, but on ho w to
quantify these benefits.
raised.

A number of key questions can be

What are the costs of having some prized cultural

values changed?

How much is it worth to have more compe

titors injected into an economy or for indigeneous entre
preneurship to be stimulated (or stunted) by the entry into
a country of foreign firms?

How does a nation measure the

value of a transfer of technology to nationals of that
country?
In a President's Commission on International Trade and
Investment Policy whose primary objectives was to consider
the benefits and costs of U.S. international enterprises
to the United States, Raymond Vernon noted that:
There are n o economic models as yet sufficiently
subtle and dynamic to capture the . ..consequences
of creating an overseas subsidiary...the decision
on whether to support or retard this kind of de
velopment. . .must be made by what amounts to an
intuitive leap .8
^Corporate Citizenship in the Global Community (Washington, D.C. : International Management bev. Inst., 1976),p.39.
®Raymond Vernon, U.S. International Economic Policy
in an Independent Interdependent World (Washington, D.C.;
Tr75T~5overraent~FrIntInguTiIce"rT77Ty, p. 312.
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Yet often, nation-states (both developed and underdeveloped)
make this "intuitive leap" in establishing and imposing con
trols on international business.
SUMMARY
Thus, a prerequisite step in planning for economic de
velopment is the establishment of national objectives.

The

orientation of development policies should therefore be
determined by the nature of the different objectives de
sired.

Since most (if not all) of the objectives are meant

to be reached in the course of development, economic p o l i 
cies should be guided by the comparative importance of each,
given the structure and system of values of the particular
country concerned.

Since these objectives would vary from

country to country, so wo u l d development policies pursued even among countries starting out under similar environmen
tal conditions.

Since the resources available for develop

ment are usually insufficient' for the simultaneous achieve
ment of all the major objectives, a choice must be made and
priorities must be established.

Richard Robinson suggests

to the developing countries to carefully determine what
their priorities are in terms of:
.. .maximum in production, maximum growth in con
sumption, maximum growth in international reserve,
more even (or uneven) domestic income distribu
tion (in terms of aggregate employment, ethnic
g r oups, geography, and/or enterprise ownership),
regionalization, and economic and/or technical
independence (or self determination) .9
^Richard D. Robinson, National Control of Multina
tional Corporation:
A S u r v e v o i Fifteen Countries (New
York: Fraeger Publishing Corporation, 1976), p. xxxii.
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Robinson concludes that without such a set of national
priorities any controls imposed on MNCs would fail because
there will be no criteria with which to use to measure
their effectiveness.^

Daniels, Ogram and Radebaugh argue

that it is difficult for nations to prioritize objectives
since it is natural to want only benefits without c o s t s . ^
INDUSTRIAL POLICY AND OBJECTIVES IN NIGERIA
In the summer of 1980, Nigerian Government published
a booklet entitled Nigerian Industrial Policy and Strategy:
Guideline to Investors in which they carefully outlined
government objectives for the manufacturing sector in
Nigeria.

These objectives constitute the basic framework

for our model.
1.

Self-Sufficiency
During the Arusha Declaration, President Kenneth Kaunda

of Tanzania commented that "Independence means self-reliance.
Independence cannot be real if a nation depends upon gifts
and loans from another for its development."

12

Self-

sufficiency became a central theme in most African countries.
Thus, the central dogma of all heads of state in Africa is,
^Robinson, Op. cit., p. xxxii.

11

John D. Daniels, Ernest W. Ogram and Lee H. Radebaugh,
International Business: Environments and Operations (Reading,
M a s s . : Addison-Vesley Publishing Company, 1982), p. 295.
^■^Walter Rodney, How Europe Underdeveloped Africa
(Vashington, D . C . : Harvard University Press, 1974), p. 29.
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"tighten your belt" and live within your means.

Ali Mazrui

observes that developing countries are preoccupied with con
stant struggle to catch up with the West.
...developing countries became excessively p re
occupied with attempting to emulate Western m e 
thods of production, Western techniques of analy
sis, Western approaches to organization, and W e s 
tern style of behavior.
In that very initiative
complex lies vulnerability to continuing manipula
tion by Western economic and political interest.
...To narrow the gap, in say, per capita income
in a manner that widens the gap in power is to
pursue affluence at the expense of autonomy.
To
narrow the gap in the utilization of computers
while increasing Western technological control...
is to prefer gadgetry to independence. . .somehow,
each African society must strike a balance b e 
tween the pursuit of modernization and the pu r 
suit of self-reliance.13
Thus, in a budget speech by the Nigerian Head of State,
Obasanjo maintained:
One of the major social maladies of the Nigerian
society...has been conspicuous consumption of
non-essential goods by the affluent minority....
Our consumption pattern and expectations ran
ahead of our ability to produce what we sought to
consume... such a state of affairs was a recipe for
social chaos and national bankruptcy...no coun
try has yet developed in history without sacri
fice...we must get out of the illusion of want
ing to be like Europe or America without making
necessary sacrifices and without going through
some of the process.. .they went through.
Devel
opment has never been a painless process...we
m u s t . ..return to sanity...realism must take place
of expensive and unjustifiable tastes for foreign
goods of all descriptions.
Ali A. Mazrui, "Beyond Dependency in the Black World:
Five Strategies for Decolonization," in Decolonization and
Dependency (ed.) by Aguibon Yansane (Westport, Connecticut:
Greenwood Press, 1980), p. 92.
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Our emphasis will continue to be on self-reliance
and self-sacrifice in development...the burden and
sacrifice of development and of creating a wholesome
society must fall proportionately on all those living
within our borders according to their means and
ability....!^
One shortcoming of the Nigerian Industrial Policy Guideline
is that self-reliance was never defined.

No nation is com

pletely self-reliant.

All nations exist in a dependent

interdependent world.

An operational definition of self-

reliance needs to be established before the Nigerian govern
ment can determine if self-reliance is being achieved.
2.

Increase in Local Resource Content of Manufactured
Products
This objective conforms with the principle of self-

reliance.

A nation cannot be self-reliant if majority of

the inputs it uses for manufacturing activities are all im
ported.

Dependency on foreign sources of inputs has a

number of obvious consequences.

First, the importing n a 

tion can neither control costs of inputs nor their regular
supply.

Secondly, it can neither control their qualities

nor their quantities.
ward.

Thirdly, it cannot integrate back

Furthermore, it causes a drain in balance-of-payments.

Thus, the reason for this objective is to make the effects
of FDI widespread in order to stimulate all sectors of the
economy

1979)

^ " A Budget for Civilian Rule,1' in West Africa (April
(London, West Africa Publishing Co.), p. 613.
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3.

To Generate Employment Opportunities for Nigerians
The manufacturing sector is one of the main employers of

labor.

Most countries expect MNCs operating in their terri

tories to reduce unemployment.

In a study done by Sabolo,

it was found that MNCs created two million jobs by the end
of 1970.

This represented "0.2 per cent of the total active

population of LDCs and compares with an unemployment total
of about 50 million."

15

One of the main reasons why LDCs

are so critical over MNCs in their use of capital intensive
technology is due to unemployment problems that are associa
ted with such practice.

This might be the main reason why

LDCs are pushing for export promotion and import-substition
industries.

As a strategy for achieving this objective,

Nigerian government explains that:
technologies will be encouraged.

"...Labor-intensive
Industries based on mate

rials available in each locality or making the most of local
skill and manpower will enjoy definite official encourage
ment."^
4.

Increase in Nigeria’s Technological Capabilities
MNCs are called upon to contribute to the dissemination

of skills and knowledge ultimately employed in domestic pro
ductions in Nigeria.

This process might make it possible

Sabolo, "Employment and Unemployment, 1960-1990,"
International Labor Review (December 1975), p. 47.
^ F e d e r a l Republic of Nigeria, Nigerian Industrial
Policy and Strategy^Guidelines to Investors (Lagos, Federal
Government Press, 1980), p. 13.
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for Nigeria to increase its technological capabilities and
make it technologically independent.

Bade Onimode comments:

transnational corporations, which is restric
ted to a foreign-dominated enclave of the Nigerian
economy and is irrelevant to the overall input en
dowment of the country has led to technological
distortions and technical discontinuities and has
constituted a potent imperialist barriers against
the emergence of a truly national technological
culture.
As the sedate foreign technology affects
less than 10 percent of the national population
and is monopolized even within that minority by
large racist-Inclined expatriates, the imported
technology has nQ real chance of being interna
lized by the masses....17
Elliot Skinner observes that most African states manu
facture little of the materials necessary to maintain the
operation of a
5.

18
modern nation - "not even a paper clip".

Production of Industrial Raw Materials Locally
Production

of industrial raw materials locally will

make for backward integration of manufacturing operations
in Nigeria.

Backward integration is the entry into the

business of supplying some of the firms' inputs.
objectives here are numerous.

The

Some of the most important

ones being to 1 ) preserve foreign exchange, 2 ) Improve and
secure quality control over parts and components, 3) assure
supply, or a more regular supply of materials and components

Bade Onimode, "Technology Gaps Between Rich and Poor
Countries," Scottish Journal of Political Economy,
1 9 (November 1972), pp. 213-230.
*®Yansane, O p .c l t .. p. 78.
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from sources which otherwise might be controlled by power
ful firms in monopolistic or oligopolistic markets, and
4) cause a "ripple effect" in the economy in that subsidiary
industries may spring u p .
6.

Export of Final Products
The main purpose of this objective is to enable Nigeria

to engage meaningfully in international trade.

To be able

to compete effectively, Nigerian-made products must be in
ternationally competitive in terms of both quality and pri
cing.

Exporting may also increase foreign reserves and

consequently improve the balance-of-payments.
Summary
An important purpose of this research is to determine
which of these stated objectives are pursued by the Nigerian
Government and secondly to determine if they are being
achieved.

The next section will deal with the "means" of

achieving these objectives, i.e., section 2 of the model.

B.

MEANS OF ACHIEVING OBJECTIVES

To ensure that these objectives are achieved, a nation
state may institute tight control over those elements that
might cause a deviation in the plan.
identifies three phases of control:

Arnold Tannenbaum
1 ) the legislative phase

in which rules and regulations are formulated to ensure
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objective's accomplishment, 2 ) the administrative phase in
which the objectives, rules and regulations are communicated
to the system members, and 3) the sanction phase in which
the laws are implemented.

19

The nation-state has a variety of controls from which
it can select.

Since nations are different in many respects,

each nation must choose carefully what controls to impose
because each of the controls may have a specific objective
to achieve.

Moreover, the imposition of any regulations

may be dependent upon the intensity of concern for foreign
penetration and the nature and the impact of such an in
volvement to the LDCs' economy.

Almost no country has a

complete open-door policy for foreign investment.

Even

the U.S., with its liberal policy, restricts foreign invest
ment in banking and coastal shipping.
Controls can be classified in terms of the specific
element that is being controlled.

Hence a host country

may be interested in controlling the "behavior" of MNCs or
in controlling their "ownership" structure.

20

Sometimes, a

different dichotomy may be used: Controls on operations

^ A r n o l d Tannebaum, "The Concept of Organizational
Control," Journal of Social Issues (June 1956), p. 53.
20Neil Hood and Stephen Young, The Economics of Multi
national Enterprise (New York: Longman, Inc., 1979), p. 242..
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(behavior) and controls on transfer (ownership).

21

What

ever dichotomy is used, the important thing is that the
ways a host government may influence these elements are
large.
MEANS OF ACCOMPLISHING OBJECTIVES IN NIGERIA
In the following sections, an attempt will be made to
briefly discuss various ways Nigerian Government has adop
ted to make sure multi-national activities do not inhibit
the attainment of the national objectives discussed in the
last section.

The literature will also be scanned to

determine the rationale for adopting each of the policy
instruments in controlling MNCs in Nigeria.
1.

Nature of Ownership/Involvement
It is hard to find a host nation which adopts a close-

door policy or an open-door policy to all foreign invest
ment.
tremes.

Rather, nations tend to operate within these ex
However, there have been cases in which some sec

tors were completely closed and all existing investments
expropriated by the host country.

In a study by William,

it was observed that the incident of nationalization as
a policy instrument has increased in recent years.

Between

1960-1974 about 1,400 cases of expropriations were recorded
in over 50 different countries.

It was also noted that the

^^William G. Ouchi, "The Transmission of Control
Through Organizational Hierarchy," Academy of Management
Journal 21(November 1978), pp. 173-192.
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rate of expropriations rose from a yearly average of 47 in
the 1960's to a huge number of 140 in the 1970's.

Region

al analysis shows that MNCs operating in socialistdeveloping countries were more prone to nationalization
and expropriations than their counterparts in non-socialist areas.

22

tionalized.

In Nigeria many corporations have been n a 
A typical case is that of British Petroleum

and Barclays Bank of Nigeria.
One way to avoid expropriation is to spin-off equity
to nationals.

'Empirical studies indicate a close relation

ship between the home base of an MNC and the extent to
which it can accept a joint venture arrangement.

The

studies show that 52.6 percent of all U.S. affiliates
were wholly owned, the rest of th&m being joint ventures.
In contrast, MNCs from other countries had only 18.9 per
cent of their affiliates operating under wholly owned.

23

This result supports several other findings that in gen
eral U . S . corporations prefer to have majority ownership
of their equity than do multinationals from other n a t i o n 
alities.

Regional analysis indicates that countries in

Asia (excluding India) , Africa and Central American Com
mon Market had few requirements and few sectors closed
to foreign investments.

In contrast, countries of the

Middle East and North Africa insisted on joint venture.

22

Hood and Young, Op. c i t ., p. 80.

23

U.N. Economic and Social Council. 1978.
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Among all the regions covered In this study, South Ameri
can countries were the most strict In the Issue of owner
ship structure, and those countries also maintained a
relatively large sector that was closed to foreign Invest
ments.

In the Issue of technology transfer, this region

also had an ongoing screening process while the rest of
24

the regions did not.

In almost every case examined by researchers, there
seemed to be a universal pressure over MNCs to change
their nature of involvement by spinning off equity to host
country nationals.

While these pressures may be relative

ly mild in some countries, they appear to be very strong
in others.

IBM's refusal to spin-off equity in Nigeria

and India made it discontinue operations in these countries.

25

Robinson observes that the differences in the

structure and characteristics of national control process
of different countries are attributable to the differences
in their ordering of national objectives.
2.

26

Expatriate Quota
It is agreed in the academic circles that one of the

major causes of retarded growth in economic development of

^Robinson, Op. c i t . , pp. 85-92.
^ Wall Street Journal. (May 1979), pp. 45-50.
26

Robinson, Op. C i t ., p. 48.
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the Third World countries results from lack of managerial
capabilities.

The need for trained managers becomes In

creasingly greater as the national resources Increase and
the organizations become larger and more complex.
The Nigerian government realized that the process of
"indigenization" may not be effectively implemented with
out rapid increase in managerial personnel.

This led to

the adoption of two policy instruments to increase mana
gerial pool.

First, Nigeria established the Nigerian

Council for Management. Education and Training (NCMET) to
give formal training to those who would like to become
managers.

Second, Nigeria established an expatriate quota

to limit the influx of foreigners into executive positions
in Nigeria in order to give Nigerian's practice in manage
ment.
During the colonial era, Africans were not allowed to
advance beyond chief clerkship.

But under the contemporary

neo-colonialism, the practice was to allow Africans to ad
vance to the managerial level without any responsibilities.
Sani observes that the "... indigenous executives of multi
nationals are little more than glorified clerks who, like
monks without hoods, are generally dressed in borrowed
robes while occupying the token executive chairs assigned
to them ,|27

a survey <J°ne in 1978, no Nigerian employ

ees of a multinational were classified among senior manage27Habibu Sani, "The Invisible Governments: Multina
tionals in the Third World," Daily Times (April 16, 1978),p.10.
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ment.
3.

Types of Technology Transferred

All growth theories stress the Importance of technology
In economic development of a nation.

Denison, In a study

of a selected Industrialized country, found that between
1950-1962, about 60-85 percent of economic growth that

occurred resulted from Increased output per unit of
29
labor.
Unfortunately there are no markets available
through which LDCs can purchase technology.

Some scholars

have argued that LDCs should not attempt to develop their
own technology If they can purchase such technology from
an Independent owner.

They recommend that a cost benefit

analysis be done to determine If such funds can be used
30
better elsewhere.
On the other side of the spectrum are a group of
critics who argue that only little technology Is actually
transferred because multinationals concentrate their R & D
In their home-country base.

This argument has been sup

ported by numerous studies.

Specifically, studies done

^ Daily Times (March 27, 1978), pp. 6 -8 .

^ E . Denison, "Why Growth Rates Differ," in the Eco
nomics of Multinational Enterprise, by Hood and Young (New
York: Longman, 1970), p. 199.
30

Raymond Vernon, The Operations of Multinational
United States Enterprises in Developing countries (New
York: United K a t l o n s ^ C T A D TD/B/339, 1972), p. 20.
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by the Nigerian Council of Science and Technology in 1971
showed that 40 our of 309 (or less than 13 percent) of
the firms studied reported any type of expenditure on
R & D in Nigeria.

The researchers concluded that for most

subsidiaries of foreign companies in Nigeria, R & D is
performed in the parent companies.

31

Harry Johnson argues

that "the corporation...has no commercial interest in diffusing its knowledge to potential native competitors."

32

In addition MNCs may further minimize theJtransfer
of technology by neglecting to train host-country nation
als for R & D positions.

The refusal to train nationals

may have another dimension--it may reduce economic capa
bility because the technological dependence that is crea
ted may strongly inhibit the technological capabilities
in the country.
Specifically, two key issues arise in relation to the
transfer of technology.
ness of technology.

First is the issue of appropriate

Secondly is the issue of the cost of

technology transferred.

The basic scheme of these issues

will be briefly discussed.
31

Thomas Babatunda, Capital Accumulation and Techno
logy Transfer (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1975), p. 40.
32

Harry G. Johnson, "The Multinational Corporations,
An Agency of Economic Development:
Some exploratory
Observations," in Barbara Ward (ed), The Widening G a p :
Development in the 1970's (New York:
Columbia university

Press, 1971) “ p / H * ; ----
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3.1

Appropriateness of Technology
By appropriateness of technology is meant that type

of technology that is suitable to the local factor inputs.
Lall and Streeten identify two variants of this construct.
One deals with the products which are manufactured with
the technology, and the other concerns the use of local
factcrs.

The multinational, because of its massive size

and highly differentiated product line, tries to segment
the market in order to target each product to the needs
and wants of specific.groups of consumers.

Lall and

Streeten explain that the reason for this strategy is b e 
cause:

"...these products have been developed in high

income, high savings, high investment per worker coun
tries, where consumers' demand is sophisticated and capital per worker is plentiful."

33

With regard to the issue of appropriateness of fac
tors, these scholars argue that multinationals transfer
capital intensive technology in relation to the LDCs fac
tor endowment and as a result cause unemployment, income
inequalities, produce products that are unfit for that
economy and force other MNCs to use similar capital inten
sive technology.

Steward comments:

While Nigeria '8 relative labor abundance
and early state of development dictate the need
for relatively labor intensive, medium and small
33

S.
Lall and P. Streeten, Foreign Investment, Trans
national and Developing Countries (London: Macmillan
Press, Ltd., 1977).
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scale production technology, the relative abun
dance of capital and advanced stage of develop
ment in Western Europe and North America have
led to indiscriminate impositions of their n a 
tive capital-intensive and sophisticated tech
nology on this country b y their transnational
corporation.34
The international business literature examining cases
where technologies have been properly adapted and cases
where no adaptation has occurred is immense in both volume
and scope.

In the following paragraphs, prominent cases

will be briefly reviewed.
3.1.1

Cases Where Technology has not been Adapted
Studies done in Kenya show that an MNC in the building

business used corrugated iron sheets for roofing instead
of adapting the local materials such as timber and bamboo.
The same studies mention that a multinational-tire pr o 
ducer failed to adapt its tire plant in such a developing
economy like Kenya.

35

Results obtained from Nigerian studies are not dif
ferent from those obtained from most developing countries.
From his study on the character of Nigerian manufacturing
companies, Gerald Helleiner observed that "Nigerian manu
facturing technology...seems to have been imported without
3 ^F. Stewart, "Choice of Techniques in Developing
Countries," Journal of Development Studies a(October 1972),
pp. 99-121. --- -------------35 S. A. Morley and G. W. Smith, "Limited Search and
the Technology Choices of Multinational Firms in Brazil,"
Quarterly Journal of Economics, XCI(1977), pp. 265-287.
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major modification.'

36

Terisa Turner saw very little

adaptation in the establishment of Nigeria's first petroleum refinery

37

and in the same way, Babatunde describes

"the predetermined factor proportion in the imported capi
tal equipment and the ineffective adaptation of such equipment to local (Nigerian) conditions."

38

Merhav observes

that not only do multinationals in Nigeria have complete
freedom to the type of productive methods they use, but
also they have freedom on their areas of operations.

He

adds that these have led to the establishment of enclave
industries yielding the quickest and highest amount of
profit.

Unfortunately, such industries usually fail to

contribute towards the achievement of the objectives of
the nation.

He observes that the mass cultivation of

tobacco and rice was all instigated by the Nigerian
Tobacco Company and Phillip Morris respectively even
though this led to shortage of food in Nigeria.

39

36

Gerald K. Helleiner, Peasant Agriculture, Govern
ment, and Economic Growth in"Nigeria (Homewood, 111.:
Richard D. Irwin 1966), p. 33().
37

Terisa Turner, "Two Refineries; A comparative Study
of Technology Transfer to the Nigerian Refining Industry,
World Development. 5(1977), p. 241.
38
39

Babatunde, op. c i t ., p. 111.

M. Merhav, Technology Dependence. Monopoly and
Growth (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1^69) , p. 99.
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3.1.2.

Cases Where Technology has been Adapted

There are also Incidences of where the MNCs have suc
cessfully adapted their technologies to local factors.

The

most famous case often cited in the literature is the case
of India where buffalo milk is used for infant nutritional
purposes instead of the more conventional cow milk.

In

the same study, Reuber and his associate found in a sample
of 78 MNCs that 30 percent of the sampled firms adapted
their technologies to suit local factors.^®
Other researchers have argued that the issue of tech
nological adaptation is a function of the technology being
transferred and the country where it is to be adapted.
While it may be relatively easy to adapt certain techno
logy, others may be very difficult to adapt.

Moreover,

adaptation may be relatively easy in certain countries
than others.

41

Morawetz argues that the degree of adap

tation is a function of competitive pressure.

He main

tains that in an oligopolistic market environment where
the technology producer has differentiated its product, the
incentive to adapt to local factors will be relatively low.
He concludes that the relative price of factors will also
have a stake in technology adaptation.

42

L. Reuber, Private Foreign Investment in Develop
ment (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), pp. 203-204.
^ D . J . C . Forsyth and R.F. Solomon "Choice of Techno
logy and Nationality of Ownership in Manufacturing in a
Developing Country," in The Economics of Multinational
Enterprise by Hood and Yo u n g , op. cit.. p. 20u.
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Apparently, the findings from the literature in terms
of technology transfer is mixed and inconclusive.

Morley

and Smith comment that:
the evidence suggests that the choice of
technique is not so limited as it is often
portrayed to be and that the failure of firms
to adapt may well be the result of their limi
ted search in a permissive environment rather
than the technical factors. Therefore... if
LDCs want multinationals to employ more laborintensive methods, they should be prepared to
reduce the permissiveness of their environment.
This means avoiding ’'over kill" in granting
favors to attract foreign firms.43
3.2

Cost of Technology
The second issue usually raised in terms of technology

transfer is the cost of such technology transferred.

Fre

quently, MNCs over-value the technology transferred. Se
cond-hand technology may be transferred to affiliates
and declared new or valued at prices much higher than one
would obtain the same technology on an independent market.
This will result in an increase in the value of fixed
investment which automatically lowers the rate of return
and consequently decreases the tax liabilities of the
affiliates.
Other critics have accused MNCs of 1) inflating the
royalties and management fees they charge their affil
iates, 2 ) including tie-in clauses in their contract agree42

D. Morawetz, "Employment Implications of Industria
lized in Developing Countries," Economic Journal. 84(1974),
pp. 491-554.
^ M o r l e y and Smith, op. c i t ., p. 287.
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ments which mandate affiliates to purchase repair parts
and other components from the parent company, when such
parts and components would be obtained from an indepen*
dent agent, and 3) including export-prohibition clauses
thereby limiting the recipient nationals to sell product
of the technology only in national m a r k e t s . ^

These re

strictive clauses make it very difficult for Third World
Countries to become bases for multinationality; this also
makes it hard for them to improve their balance-of-payment
positions.
4.

Purchasing of Inputs Locally
There are two basic reasons for regulations over the

purchase of local inputs.

First, purchasing inputs lo

cally might help to stimulate the economy.

Infant indus

tries providing various input factors could emerge (back
ward integration), idle labor force could be absolved and
entrepreneurship encouraged.

Secondly, there might be

less drain on the economy which could result in subsequent
improvement on the balance of payments.

Other malpractices

such as transfer pricing could be reduced to a minimum.
5.

Export Promotion
Every nation-state adopts programs for promoting e x 

ports as well as restricting imports.

These needs have b e 

come increasingly important in the LDCs because of their
deteriorating balance-of-payment position.
^ H o o d and Young, o p . c i t ., p. 201.

Producing for
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exports may have another dimension.

It may result in in

creased employment since corporations involved in export
ing would normally expand their capacity.

Thus, the

United States has its Export-Import Bank, which promotes
U.S. Exports by providing medium and long-term financing
to foreign buyers because these could help create jobs at
home.

Producing for export may require more hands, hence

unemployment could be reduced.

The objective for this

control is to gain foreign exchange and improve the balance
of payments.
C.

IMPACTS OF MEANS (REGULATIONS) ON
OBJECTIVE ACCOMPLISHMENT

The impacts of control are divided into two basic
parts: the intended (primary) and the unintended (secon
dary) impacts.

The intended impact variables are the same

as the objective variables discussed earlier in this re
view.

The reason being that the intended impact variables

constitute the objectives which the host country wants to
achieve.

On the other hand, the unintended impact varia

bles are the consequences of the control system imposed
which inherently result as byproducts.

They may not con

stitute major reasons for imposing controls on MNCs.
Thus, a system of control may result in:

1) an increase

or a decrease in FDI/divestment; 2) an increase or decrease
in sovereignty/autonomy; 3) an increase or decrease in
amount of technology transferred; and 4) a positive or

44
negative balance of payments.

These impacts can further

be strengthened or weakened by any of the intervening
variables.
The overriding reason why host countries impose con
trol is economic.

As a result, the impacts of controls

are usually measured using economic criteria.

The theo

retical and empirical foundations of these criteria have
been discussed at some length in earlier sections of this
review, but at this point, an attempt will be made to
examine the balance-of-payment issue.
1.

The Balance-of-Payment Effects
Of all the variables used in measuring the impacts of

direct foreign investment on host country, the most fre
quently discussed, the most controversial and the most in
conclusive has been the balance-of-payment effects.

The

discussions have always centered around four basic argu
ments: 1 ) a comparison of capital inflows versus outflows,
2) direct versus indirect benefits, 3) availability of
/ ft

alternatives, and 4) behavior of the firm.
1.1

Inflow Compared with Outflow
This method tries to measure the benefits a nation

derives from FDI by first determining the total volume of
"transfer-in” and then subtracting the total "transfer^ H . C. Bos, M. Sanders and C. Secchi, Private For
eign Investment in Developing Countries. (Boston: b. Reidel
Publishing Company, 1974), p? 31.
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out".

Components of transfer-out include profits, manage

ment fees, royalty payment and interest.

Table 2-2 shows

investment flows and repatriated profits of U.S. ftNCs b e 
tween 1965 to 1969.
From the result of this study, it can be concluded
that all U.S. corporations withdrew more than they put in
these years, resulting in a negative effect on the balanceof-payment of the host country.
Table 2-2:

Investment Flows and Repatriated
Profits (in U.S. $ Million)
1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

Mew Investment

2207

2188

2118

2899

2566

Outflows of Profits

3489

4095

4286

5006

5380

Source:

OECD Development Assistance Review, Various Is
sues UNCTAD, The Outflow of Financial Resources
from Developing Countries, TD/B/C.
3/92 Rev.

Robert B. Stobaugh, in a study undertaken for the
U.S. Department of Commerce, found that U.S. capital out
flows associated with foreign investment were, on the
average, fully recovered within four to eight years after
the initial i n v e s t m e n t A n o t h e r interesting case is
that of General Motors (G.M.) Holden's Ltd. in Australia
in which G.M. made a profit of 14 percent (between 19531954) and this represented 560 percent of G.M.'s original

^ R o b e r t B. Stobaugh, "How Investment Abroad Creates
Jobs at Home," Harvard Business Review 50(SeptemberOctober 1972), pp. 118-126.
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invest; this, on the other hand, was equivalent to 8 per
cent of total earnings of Australia for that y e a r , ^
Eugene Onwumere reports that multinationals operating
in Egypt exported to the U.S. a net profit that was four
times greater than Egypt's GNP for the year 1974.

In the

same study, Onwumere observes that all U.S. corporations
transferred a total of $23,300 million from the developing
countries for the year 1974-1975.

48

Osahon observes that

DeBeers exported a total profit worth 30 times its total
49
capital originally invested in Tanzania by 1977.
However, Lall and Streeten argue that the evaluation
of the benefits of FDI based on transfer-in minus transferout is misleading.

For one thing, this analysis does not

consider what would have happened in absence of the FDI
and for the other thing, it does not consider the indirect
effects.

Raymond Vernon comments that consideration is

needed to the savings in imports and the increase in ex
ports in addition to profit flows.

Vernon adds that only

if the domestic output would have occurred in the absence

^ H o o d and Young, o p . c i t ., p. 211.
48

Eugene Onwumere, "Africa and Multinational Corpora
tions," Daily TimeB (Augsut 2, 1978), p. 24.
49

Naiwu Osahon, "How Foreign Companies Cheat Us,"
Daily Times (September 18, 1977), p. 18.
^®Lall and Streeten, o p . c i t ., p. 157.
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of the foreign investment without any further resources
cost to the developing country, can a payment of a profit,
management fees, et al to foreigners be considered an
economic drain.
1.2

51

Direct and Indirect Effects
Because of the criticisms over the inflow-outflow

methodology of assessing the benefits of foreign invest
ments , the direct and indirect method was suggested as a
means of correcting the error.

It is alleged that this

method would take into consideration the import-savings
and the export-promotion generated by the FDI.
Pearson argues that to evaluate the balance-of-payments effects of FDI in say an oil-producing nation by a
simple comparison of capital inflows with profit remit
tance will only be realistic if oil exports are incorporated into the calculation.
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May conducted a research for

council for Latin American Inc., to measure both the di
rect and indirect benefits of FDI.

He found that b e 

tween 1965-1968, investment has increased the balance of
payments of Latin America by an average of $8.55 billion
annually.

First, he calculated the amount of export ex

pected through U.S. companies.

This totalled $4.5 billion,

^ R a y m o n d Vernon, "A Program of Research on Foreign
Direct Investment," in C. Fred Bergsten (ed.), The Future
of the International Economic Order: An Agenda for Research
(Lexington, Mass.: D.c. Heath and company, 19/3;, p. vb.
**^A. Pears-n, Partners in Development (London: Mac
millan Publishing, 1969), pp. 100-101.
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In addition, U.S. companies produced $8 billion for domes
tic market, which was estimated to have resulted in a
balance-of-payment gain of at least $4,780 billion (linkage effect).
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The calculation is shown on Table 2-3.

Table 2-3

Direct-Indirect Effegts of U.S.
Investment in Latin America
1965-1968

Direct Contribution (Billion $)
Linkage Effect
Original Investment
Total Contribution
Profit Repatriation

$4.5
4.790
.700
$9.990
1.440

Net Effect (Negative)

$8,550

Bos, Sanders and Secchi criticize this result because
the analyst failed to make allowance for input content
of exports.

Any corporation operating in an environment

must use some resources from that environment.

The costs

of these resources must be subtracted to determine the
total value of exports.

In addition, the analyst assumed

that there were no alternative investment opportunities
available locally.
1.3
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Availability of Alternative Investments
Paul Streeten argues that the analysis of direct-

indirect benefits can only be rational:
^ H e r b e r t A. May, "The Contributions of U.S. Private
Investment to Latin America's Growth," in Bos, et al.,
op. cit., p. 30.
^Bos,

Sanders and Secchi, o p . c i t ., p. 33.
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...if all resources employed in the project were
previously unemployed, all sales were either e x 
ports or import substitutes, and all additional
income were saved, or if the marginal propensity
to import were zero or if fiscal policy kept con
sumption constant.
Otherwise, there will be some
reduction in the maximum foreign exchange earnings
and savings depending on the amount of extra im
ports or reduced exports.
A difficulty in the
approach outline...is that such indirect effects
emerge from any investment, and not merely from
foreign direct investment.
The characteristic
peculiar to the latter, as distinct from domestic
investment, is that private owned foreign exchange
first flows in for the construction of the project
and later flows back in the form of remitted pro
fits. 55
Analysis based on alternatives presents an incomplete
picture.

One can raise some questions:

How many alterna

tives are there for an investment of say $ 200,000 on a
specific plant?

How can we determine which alternatives

will yield the best net positive effect?
what is an alternative?
1.4

Who determines

We can go on and on.

Behavior of the Firm
The host nation may raise such questions like: How

has the corporation been behaving?
as a good citizen?

Has it been behaving

The most notorious allegation over

MNCs in terms of behavior has been their strategy regard
ing transfer pricing - that is underpricing exports or
overpricing imports - to enable individual firms to adapt
to governmental regulation and to reduce tax liability.

^ P a u l Streeten, Some Aspects of the Balance-ofPayments Effects of Private Foreign Investment, UNCTAD
TD/B/C.— 3/79,"p. 13.
------------------------
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Incidence of transfer pricing is hard to detect be 
cause of the present international accounting and disclo
sure requirements.

However, in a study done in Columbia

it was found that between 1967-1970, all pharmaceutical
products were 87 percent higher than their actual value.
This represented an overpricing of 155 percent.

This

forced the Columbian government to establish a ceiling
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for profit repatriation.
Hood et al also reported simi
lar overpricing among pharmaceutical firms in U.K.

In

this case, Hoffman-La Roche were selling their product to
their U.K. subsidiaries a t 370 a n d 922 per kilo respect
i v e l y whereas the same products were being sold in open
market

atjz9,

and ^ 2 0 per kilo."^

As has been mentioned earlier, one of the major in
centives to engage in transfer pricing is due to increase
in local corporate tax.

Kopits looked into the impact of

host government tax rate on corporate behavior.

He found

that 25 percent of all overpricing was prompted by an in
crease in corporate income tax by the government.

Analyz

ing data from different countries, overpricing was more
pronounced in France, Germany and U.K., and in developing
areas, India and the Philippines led the way to high inci
dence of overpricing.

The researcher concludes that when

^^Lall and Streeten, o p . c i t .. p. 159.
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Hood and Young, op. c i t ., p. 209.
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all tax revenues and foreign exchange losses are combined,
all host governments lost $38 million in 1968 as a result
58
of transfer pricing.
1.5

Overall Effects
There are two studies that are particularly outstand

ing in the measurement of the aggregate balance-of-payment
effects on host government economy.
and Streeten,
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One was done by Lall

the other was done by Bos, Sanders and

Secchi.
Lall et al surveyed 159 companies in six developing
countries.

In five of these countries, the balance-of-

payment effects were negative.
tive result.

Only Kenya showed a posi

The results were expressed in terms of the

percentage of sales; thus Kenya +2.7 percent; Jamaica -25.5
percent; India -11.7 percent; Iran -55.0 percent; Columbia
-35.3 percent; and Malaysia -37.6 percent.

Analysis based

on the individual firm illuminated the fact that only 11
out of 133 foreign-controlled firms and 3 out of 26 locally
controlled companies had positive balance-of-payment
58

G.F. Koplts, "Taxation and Multinational Firm Be 
havior; A Critical Survey," International Monetary Fund
Staff Papers. November 23, 1976, pp. 624-73; G.F. Kopits,
"Dividend Remittance Behavior within the International
Firm: A Cross-Cultural Analysis," Review of Economics
and Statistics; 54(1972), pp. 339-342; and G.F. koplts,
"Intra-Firm Royalties Crossing Frontiers and Transfer
Pricing Behavior," Economic Journal 86(1976), pp. 781-805.
■*®Lall and Streeten, o p . c i t .. p. 209.
**®Bos, Sanders and Secchi, op. c i t ., pp. 213-215.
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effects.
Hood and Young*** made four observations in terms of
the results obtained.

First, these scholars succinctly

observed that the volume export of the companies selected
for the studies were very poor.

Only 65 percent of the

foreign firms and 60 percent of the locally-controlled
firms exported some products.

As such, it is possible

for one to rationalize that the sample selected for this
study comprised of firms engaged in import-substitution
production.

The second observation deals with the defini

tion of amount of capital.

The researcher defined it as:

amount brought initially minus profits and interests re 
patriated.

These scholars argue that this calculation is

partial since it does not tell the reader any subsequent
investments made thereafter.

Rather, they suggest that a

true measurement should be based on the net financial ef
fect , which is measured a s :

capital inflow minus royal

ties, profits, interests and technical payments.
observation is on inport dependence.

A third

This component is

crucial because a high reliance on imported commodity will
reduce the "linkage effect" which on the other hand will
increase transfer pricing.

The result of the study shows

that more than half of the firms sampled imported commodity
worth more than 30 percent of their annual sales.

®*Hood and Young, o p . c i t .. pp. 213-215.

The
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fourth and final observation concerns the issue of replace
ment.

The rationale was to determine which of the foreign

firms sampled can the host government adequately replace
with technology existing in the local.

Lall and Streeten

estimated that about 30 percent of them could be complete
ly replaced; 20-30 percent of the next 50 percent could be
replaced and only 20 percent of the firms could not be
replaced.
The other work (i.e., Bos, Sanders and Secchi), which
has been extensively quoted in this analysis, evaluated
five developing countries to determine the overall impact
of FDI on the balance of payment.

The overall impact on

national income and government revenue was positive for all
these countries, but the impacts on the balance of payment
were negative.

The reason for the positive results on n a 

tional income and government revenue was as a result of
forward and backward linkages.

These scholars argue that

in spite of the negative results on the balance-of-payment
of these countries, foreign investment must always have a
"ripple-effect" on the economy.

Foreign investment must

always induce changes elsewhere in the economy since it
provides new opportunities for domestic entrepreneurship
and job creation.

These indirect effects would not have

occurred in the absence of the foreign investment.
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D.

INTERVENING VARIABLES

The intervening variables act as moderators of the
control process.

The effectiveness of the control process

will be dependent upon the moderating effects of the inter
vening variables.

After the review of literature, the fol

lowing variables have been selected as moderators of con
trol.
1.

Timing
Studies done by Robinson shows that timing is an 1m-

portant element in the control process.
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timing on impact of control is two-faceted.

The effects of
First, we look

at controls imposed at the time of entry and controls im
posed after entry.

In each of the cases, one has to eval

uate the general reaction of investors to each of the two
types of control.
If the "rule of the game" is changed, the multination
als may find this uncomfortable since it may increase their
risks.

A multinational proposing to invest in such a host

country may decide to postpone or cancel such a proposal.
For those MNCs already operating in the host country, they
may decide to 1 ) postpone further investment, or 2 ) reduce
their stake in the country by actually lowering their exist
ing capital investment, or 3) divest to other areas, and/or
4 ) pull out of the country (if the cost of exit is not too

mu c h ) .
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The reduction in volume of investment may cause the
Robinson, o p . c i t ., p. 328.
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host country officials to change the laws and make the in
vestment climate more conducive.

Depending upon the time

the impact of control is measured (at the initial period
or later in the game), different results would be obtained.
Martin Shubik argues that the relationship between the host
country and multinationals must be seen in terms of "game
theory".^
2.

Stability of Control
Stability of control refers to the attempt of exam

ining the control system imposed by Nigerian Government
in order to determine if the controls have changed over
a period of time.

If it has changed, has the change been

abrupt and unpredictable?

Robinson observes that in those

countries where constant changes have occurred in their
investment laws, MNCs perceived those investment climates
as being u n s t a b l e . ^

This resulted in a drop of invest

ment and/or a divestment to other sectors that appear to
have the least adverse effect.
Two reasons can be used to explain this mode of be 
havior.

First, MNCs may postpone further investment and/or

divest with the hope that government officials may slack
off in the future.

Secondly, MNCs may reduce their invest

ment because they fear the worst is yet to come.

The major

^^Martin Shubik, "Game Theory and the Study of Social
Behavior," in Martin Shubik, (ed.) Game Theory and Related
Approaches to Social Behavior. (New York: J. Wiley, 1964),
p. 69.
:
^^Robinson, o p . c it., p. 330.
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question to raise here is:

How do the multinationals per

ceive the investment climate in Nigeria?

Their perception

may trigger a number of reactions toward the control im
posed and this may cause the regulations to have a differ
ent impact from the original intention of the regulatory
bodies.
3.

Sector
"The more prominent the size of foreign investment in

a particular sector of the economy, the more sensitive and
restrictive the host country will b e . ^
called "threshold effect".

This is the so

Robinson, in his study, con

cluded that the major motives of host governments in apply
ing control is to channel external resources into high pr i 
ority uses.®®

Lombard also feels that "the objective of

the host government is to minimize the dependence of the
country.^

In most Third Vorld countries, there is evi

dence of concentration of foreign capital in certain sec
tors of the economy.

The objective of the host country

is to diversity these resources in order to make for even
growth and development.

As a result of these mixed motives

(fostering economic development through foreign investment
and reducing economic dependency in certain sectors), the
impact of controls may have varying results from sector to
^Lom b a r d , op. c i t ., p. 176.
^Robinson, op. c i t ., p. 335.
^Lom b a r d , o p . c i t .. p. 176.
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sector, depending uopn the host country's priorities for
growth.

Thus, one will have to assess the impact of con

trols sector by sector instead of a "global" assessment.
Without doubt, some sectors will have negative impacts
while others will have positive impacts.
4.

Severity of Control
By severity is meant the degree of restrictiveness.

A control device that is perceived by the MNC as being
highly restrictive will affect investment policies of the
multinationals.

Foreign investors have a level of restric

tiveness that they are willing to tolerate.

When this lim

it is exceeded, they may decide to pull out of the country
in place of complying with such restrictions.
However, as was discussed earlier, the decision to
discontinue operation in a country is a function of other
factors.

The number of factors

considered is indeed

large depending upon the objective of the investors.

Af

ter weighing these other factors, an MNC can then make a
decision.

Usually, MNCs put heavy weight on the market

factor and political stability and de-emphasize severity
and stability of control.

A good example is the restric

tive nature of Burma's investment laws.

In spite of the

restrictiveness, there is still great influx of multi
nationals into Burma.

On the other hand, Peru, which has

relatively less restriction on foreign investment, has
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attracted almost no foreign Investment.

The reason for

this phenomenon Is because the socialist government In
Burma has codified Investment laws and this tended to clari
fy and stabilize the Investment climate.

In contrast,

Investment laws In Peru are so vague that many Interpretago

tlons are possible.
5.

Nationality of Investors
Robinson, in his study of fifteen developing coun

tries, comments that "in no country was there evidence of
any legal discrimination either in favor of or against in
vestors of any particular n ationality."^

Although dis

crimination may not be legal as observed by Robinson, it
is possible for a host government to adopt double stan
dards when screening investment proposals from two differ
ent nationalities.

Host government may perceive itself

as having been highly dependent upon MNCs from certain n a 
tionalities and may think its self-reliance objective is
being threatened.
of those MNCs.

This may result in an unfair treatment

When one reads about the wave of national

ization and expropriations of U.S. and U.K. corporations
while the Japanese corporations go almost untouched in the
Third World, one will hesitate to accept the findings that
there is no discrimination.

Most U.S. corporate executives

have been killed, kidnapped and insulted in most Third
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Robinson, op. cit., p. 340.
Robinson, o p . c i t ., p. 324.
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World countries.
Besides these, different nationalities of Investors
may read different meanings Into new regulations Imposed
by host government officials.

Thus, controls may have

different Impacts on different nationalities of Investors.
HYPOTHESES
Based on the literature review, the following hypo
theses have been proposed In relation to this study.

Hypo

theses 1, 3, 5, and 6 will deal with the means of accom
plishing national objectives; hypotheses la, 2, 4, 5a, 6 a,
7, 8 and 9 will attempt to measure the impacts of means
(regulations).
Hypothesis 1.
That the Nigerian government perceives multinationals
as a threat to their self-reliance objective and as a means
of "perpetuating" neo-colonial relationships.

That the

main purpose of regulating the nature of ownership/involve
ment is to ensure self-sufficiency in the economy.
Hypothesis la.
That if the nature of involvement is changing from
wholly-owned subsidiary to joint venture or from joint ven
ture to licensing agreement, the self-reliance is increasing.
Hypothesis 2
That if the MNCs are using more local inputs in their
manufacturing operations in Nigeria, then the resource con-
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tent of manufactured products in Nigeria is increasing.
Hypothesis 3.
That the Nigerian government associates the increase
in unemployment in Nigeria to the type of know-how trans
ferred into Nigeria.

That the primary reason for regula

ting over the type of technology transferred into Nigeria
is to increase employment opportunities for Nigerians.
Hypothesis 4.
That if fundamental product development research is
being done in Nigeria by MNCs, then Nigeria's technological
capabilities are increasing.
Hypothesis S.
That the Nigerian government is concerned about the
outflows of funds from Nigeria.

That the main purpose of

regulating over purchase of local inputs is to reduce
outflows and encourage production of industrial raw mate
rials locally.
Hypothesis 5a.
That if the proportion of the products companies sell
to other companies is increasing, production of industrial
raw materials is increasing.
Hypothesis 6.
That controls over export of final products are per
ceived by Nigerian government officials as having been made
necessary by the lack of sensitivity of foreign investors
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to national export promotion objective.
Hypothesis 6 a.
That if the value content of exports of manufactured
products of multinationals is increasing, then total export
is increasing.
Hypothesis 7.
That multinational firms initially react adversely
to the imposition of controls by Nigerian government, but
that subsequently stability in the controls imposed will
ameliorate their adverse impact.
Hypothesis 8 .
That foreign investors' attitudes toward the control
system imposed relate to the stability of the system of
control more than the severity of the system.
Hypothesis 9.
That controls may have widely different effects on
1 ) different industrial sectors, and 2 ) different nation

ality of investors.
SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have established the fact that
objectives serve as "pillar stones" that hold the control
structure.

The literature has been scanned to determine

national objectives in Nigeria.

Various control methods

(means) that are used by the Nigerian government to ensure
objectives accomplishment have also been carefully ana-
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lyzed.

And finally, the impacts of control (means) and

the variables that may intervene have been discussed.
After the review of literature, it has been estab
lished that it would probably be difficult to determine
the effectiveness of a control process without first
determining what the objectives are.

Moreover, a certain

type of control may have a widely different impact from
what was originally intended.

The reason for this is due

to the moderating effects of the intervening variables.
As a result, when considering the impacts of a control
system, these moderators must be taken into consideration.
Table 2-4 is a schema of the cited research men
tioned in this chapter.

The table has four columns.

first column shows the author(s)
the research was published.

The

name(s) and the year

Column two contains the p ri

mary variable measured in the study.
indicates the subject(s) studied.

The third column

The final column deals

with the major conclusion(s) reached after the study.
Chapter III will discuss the methodology used in this
research.

TABLE 2.4
A SUMMARY OF CITED RESEARCH

Author
(Date)

Variable
Studied

Subjects
Studied
Loggers

Latham/Yulcl
(1975)

Organizational
Objectives

Latham/
Mitchell/
Dossett
(1976)

Organizational
Objectives

Engineers
and
Scientists

Ivancevich
(1976)

Organizational
Objectives

Salesmen

Williams
(1976)

Robinson
(1976)

Control of MNCs

Control

S LDCs

15 LDCs

Major Conclusions
Participation in goal setting has
significant effect in goal accom
plishment.
Participation in goal setting has
no significant effect in goal accomplishment.

1.

Goal setting has a positive
effect on both satisfaction
and performance.

2.

Participation in goal setting
has no significant effect on
performance.

1.

Nationalization and expropria
tion has increased in LDCs.

2.

Nationalization and expropriaare more rampant in Socialistdeveloping countries.

1.

Control of MNCs is widely spread
in the Third World.

2.

Latin American countries were
the most strict in ownership
issues.

jle 2.4 (continued)
Author
(Date)
United Nation
(1978)

Variable
Studied
Control

Subjects
Studied
LDCs

Major Conclusions
U.S. corporations have nore joint
venture arrangements in the Third
World than other MNCs.
60-851 of economic growth that
occurred resulted from increased out
put per unit of labor.

Denison
(1974)

Technology

Rabatunde
(1975)

Technology

Nigeria
MNCs

Horley
(1977)

Technology

Kenya

Itelleiner
(1977)

Technology

Nigeria
MNCs

MNCs in manufacturing industry did
not adapt their technology.

Turner
(1977)

Technology

Nigeria
MNCs

Oil refiners in Nigeria did not adapt
their technology.

Babatunde

Technology

Nigeria
MNCs

MNCs operating in Nigeria did not
adapt their technology.

Mcrhav
(1969)

Technology

Nigeria

Phillip Morris did not adapt its
technology.

Reuber
(1973)

Technology

India

Ekeredolu

Historical Role
of MNCs

10 countries

Nigeria

87% of MNCs in Nigeria did not have
an R ( D division.
MNCs in building industry did not
adapt their technology.

1.

Buffalo milk is substituted for
infant nutritional purposes
(proper adaption).

2.

30% of MNCs operating in developing
areas adapted their technology.

Preemptive displacement has occurred
in Nigeria.

Table 2.5 (continued)
Author
(Date)
Bus iness
International
(1979)

Variable
Studied
Role of MNCs

Subjects
Studied

Major Conclusions

Nigeria

Nigerians are resistant to foreign
domination.

Columbia

The president blamed internal con
flict in Columbia on foreign
imperialists.

Lombard
(1977)

Political
Forces

Bierstelcer
(1978)

Economic
Forces

Nigeria

MNC had used breakfast cereals and
toothpastes (which have questionable
substantive value) to replace exist
ing products.

Sethi/Post
(1979)

Economic
Forces

Nigeria

Through false advertising an MNC has
led nursing mothers in LDCs to believe
that infant formula is more nutritious
than breast milk.

Stabaugh
(1972)

Balance of
Payments

U.S.

U.S. capital outflows associated with
foreign investment were, on the
average, fully recovered within four
to eight years after the initial
investment.

Onwumere
(1978)

Balance of
Payments

Egypt

1.

MNCs operating in Egypt exported
to the U.S. profit that was four
times the GNP of Egypt for that
year (1977).

2.

All U.S. corporations transferred
a total of $23,300 million from
the developing countries for the
year 1974/1975.

Table 2.4 (continued)

Author
(Date)

Variable
Studied

Subjects
Studied

Osahon
(1977)

Balance of
Payments

Tanzania

De Beers exported a total profit
worth thirty times its total capital
originally invested in Tanzania.

May
(1977)

Balance of
Payments

Latin
America

Between 1965-1968, foreign investment
has increased the balance of payments
of Latin America by an average of
$8.5S billion annually.

Lall/Streeten
(1977)

Balance of
Payments

Columbia

Between 1967-1970 all pharmaceutical
products in Columbia were 871 higher
than their actual value. This was an
overpricing of 1551.

Hood/Young
(1979)

Balance of
Payments

Kopits
(1976)

Balance of
Payments

Lall/Streeten
(1978)

Balance of
Payments

Bos/Sanders/
Secchi
(1974)

Balance of
Payments

U.K.

2 countries

6 LDCs

5 LDCs

_________ Major Conclusions__________

Hoffmann-La Roche sold their products
to their U.K. affiliates at 370 and
922 per kilo respectively whereas
the same products were being sold in
open market at 9 and 20 per kilo.
Overpricing was more pronounced in
France, Germany and U.K., and in
developing countries, India and
Philippines led the way to high inci
dence of overpricing.
1.

The effects of FDI on the balance
of payments were negative in five
of the countries.

2.

Only Kenya had a positive effect.

The effects of FDI on national income
and government revenue were positive
for all these countries but the impacts
on the balance of payment were all
negative.

Table 2-4 (continued)
Author
(Date)
Robinson
(1976)
Robinson
(1976)

Variable
Studied

Subjects
Studied

Timing

IS LDCs

Timing is an important element in
determining the impacts of control.

Stability

15 LDCs

In those LDCs where investment laws
have been frequently changing, the
MNCs' executives perceived the
investment climate as being unstable.
This resulted in a drop of FDI.

Major Conclusions

Lombard
(1977)

Sector

Columbia

The more prominent the size of
foreign investment in a particular
sector of the economy, the more
sensitive and restrictive the host
government will be for that sector.

Robinson

Sector

15 LDCs

The major motives of host government
is to channel external resources into
high priority uses.

Severity

15 LDCs

MNCs put heavy weight on the narhet
factors and political stability.

15 LDCs

In no country was there evidence of
any legal discrimination either in
favor of or against investors of any
particular nationality.

(1976)
Robinson
(1976)
Robinson
(1976)

Nationality

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH
As has been mentioned in Chapter I, the main purpose
of this investigation is to determine the effectiveness
of national control of foreign businesses in Nigeria.

To

accomplish this purpose, it might be necessary to deter
mine (1 ) the reasons (objectives) for imposing controls
on multinational corporations, (2 ) what means are avail
able for accomplishing the stated objectives, and (3)
determine if the means identified are helping in actual
accomplishment of the objectives.
This chapter will briefly describe the method the
researcher used to select (1 ) the population of the study,
(2) the sample design,

(3) the technique for data collec

tion, and (4) the technique for data analysis.
Population of the Study
The population of this study was comprised of two
main groups, namely:

(1) Nigerian government officials, and

(2 ) multinational corporation executives.
The multinational corporation portion of the study
was limited to two manufacturing industries in Nigeria.
However, the discussions, analysis of the variables, and
tests of the hypotheses were not restricted to the informa-
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tion collected about these two Industries.

As has been

indicated under the scope of the study, variety of other
data sources were combined to form a data bank on which
the analyses were performed.
The list of names and addresses of the top government
officials was collected from the Federal Ministry of Infor
mation.

The list of names and addresses of major multi

national corporations in the two industries was obtained
from the Nigerian Federal Ministry of Industries.
Sample Design
Two industries were selected for detailed study.
These were the textile and pharmaceutical industries.
These industries were selected because of their importance,
size and representativeness in the manufacturing sector
of Nigeria.
The textile industry was selected because it is
Nigeria's largest manufacturing industry both in value of
production and in employment.

In 1976, there were about

116 textiles firms in Nigeria (half of which were located
in Lagos area).

Seventy of the largest firms employed

90,000 workers that year.

In the same year, the market

size for textile goods in Nigeria was approximately $150
million.*
^Textile Industries in Nigeria (Washington, D . C . :
U.S. Department of Commerce, August 1978), p. 11.
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The textile industry is a low technology industry in
which the nationals can easily learn the skills involved
and take over the productive activity.

In 1976, the prin-

cipal owners were Chinese, Japanese and Indians.

2

The

industry accounted for 20-25 percent in the low technology
manufacturing sector.
The textile industry is in Schedule 3 in the Nigerian
Enterprise Promotion Decree in which 40 percent equity
interest is required.

The pharmaceutical industry is on

the list of "pioneer" industries in which Nigeria has no
expertise.

Nigerian government is giving foreign inves

tors incentives to produce locally (see Appendices B
and C) .
Both industries selected are engaged in importsubstitution activities.

In 1977, 90% of all pharmaceu-

3
ticals in Nigeria were imported.
drain on the economy.

This resulted in a

To remedy the situation, Nigerian

government designated this industry as a "pioneer", put
heavy tariffs on imported pharmaceutical products and de
signed an incentive package for those pharmaceutical com
panies that would produce locally.
It was determined that a sample size of 30 be selec
ted from each of textile, pharmaceutical and government
2 Ibid.. p. 1 1 .
q
Nigeria: A Survey of U.S. Business Opportunities
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Dept, of Commerce, Kay 197b), p. 132.
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groups.

This constituted a sample size of 90.

Two cri

teria were used In making this selection In the case of
textile and pharmaceutical groups.

These two criteria were

size of employment and total amount of capital Investment
(see Table 3-1).
Table 3-1
Size of Employment and
Capital Investment of
Sampled Companies

Industry
Textile

; Amount of
Capital Investment

;

HI,500,000 and Above

Pharmaceutical H

400,000 and above

Size of
Employment

!Ttl. No.
Selected

500 and above

30

50 and above

30
60

Total

Criteria used for selecting government officials were as
follows:
(1)

All the members of the Nigerian Enterprise Pro

motion Board were selected.
(2)
selected.

There were 16 of them.

All the members of Joint Planning Board were
There were 12 of them but 3 of them were also

active members of the Nigerian Enterprise Promotion Board.
(3)

Finally, the 5 member Board of Export Promo

tion Council was selected.
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Techniques of Data Collection
To test the hypotheses stated in this study, two
questionnaires were used.

The first questionnaire was en

titled "Government Questionnaire" (see Appendix A - l ) .

The

second questionnaire was entitled "Multinational Corpora
tion Questionnaire" (see Appendix A - 2 ) .
Questionnaire A-l contains 13 questions while ques
tionnaire A-2 consists of 25 questions.
Questions 1 through 13 were identical for both g ov
ernment and multinational corporation groups.

The reason

for this was to permit cross group comparison of the
scores of the two groups.

With this part of the question

naire, the researcher collected information regarding n a 
tional objectives, the rationale for each control element,
and the perception of the respondents with regard to the
effectiveness of the control program.

This information

is collected on a five-point Likert scale ranging from notat-all important to extremely important.
Questions 14 through 25 were restricted to multina
tional corporation groups.

The reason was to enable the

researcher to obtain additional information that would be
necessary in order to test the hypotheses stated in this
study.

Thus, information regarding the source of equity

capital, purpose of investing in Nigeria, employment,
purchase of and use of local inputs, export and import
records, and the nature of R & D porgram in Nigeria were
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all gathered.
Questionnaires A-l and A-2 also included biographi
cal questions regarding the age, education, position in
the organization, nationality and year spent with the
present organization.
The researcher used three steps in collecting data
from both government and multinational corporation execu
tives.

First, from the list supplied by the Nigerian

Federal Ministry of Information (in case of government
questionnaire) and by the Nigerian Federal Ministry of
Industry (in case of multinational corporation question
naire) , a personalized introductory letter was sent to
each of the respondents enlisting their support and coop
eration in the proposed study (see Appendix F ) .
A second step involved a personalized cover letter
and a sample questionnaire which was delivered in person
(see Appendix 6 ).

The researcher asked each respondent

if he could wait to collect the questionnaire immediately.
However, in almost every respondent interview, the r e 
searcher had to make two or three calls before the ques
tionnaires were completely filled out.

The personal in

terview technique was chosen in place of mailing because
most Nigerian executives seldom return mail questionnaires.
Coupled with this is the unreliable postal system in Ni
geria.
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The third and final step involved going back on the
agreed date and time to collect the questionnaires.

The

researcher thanked the respondents for their cooperation
in the study.
Table 3-2
Description of Data Base Variables*

X^

Joint Venture

Independent/Metrie

X£

Expatriate Quota

Independent/Metrie

X3

Type of Technology Transferred

Independent /Metric

X^

Purchase of Local Inputs

Independent/Metric

X^

Export of Final Products

Independent/Metric

Xg

Self Reliance (SR)

Dependent/Nonmetric

Xy

Local Resource Content (LRC)

Dependent/Nonmetric

Xg

Employment Opportunities

Dependent/Nonmetric

Xg

Technological Capabilities

Dependent/Nonmetric

X^ q

Export Promotion

Dependent/Nonmetric

X , , Production of Industrial Raw
Material

Dependent/Nonmetric

*These variables were selected on the basis of the con
ceptual model and after a thorough search of the litera
ture on the previous work done in this area.
Techniques of Data Analysis
Hypotheses 1, 3, 5 and 6 are similar because all of
them deal with the national objectives.

They all state

that the major reason for imposing control on multination
al corporations is to (1 ) ensure self-sufficiency in the
economy (hypothesis 1 ); (2 ) increase employment opportuni-
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ties for Nigerians (hypothesis 3); (3) encourage the pr o 
duction of industrial raw materials locally (hypothesis 5);
and (4) promote export in Nigeria (hypothesis 6 ).
To test these hypotheses, three-stage analysis was
done.

Firstly the simultaneous multiple discriminant analy

sis (MDA) was used.

The metric independent variables were

the five elements on which control may be imposed.
variables X^ through Xg

These were

(see Table 3-2), and the noiunetric

dependent variables were the intended (primary) objectives
for imposing controls.

These were variables Xg through X ^

(see Table 3-2).
The MDA technique was used because of two important
reasons.

First this technique tries to find a linear com

posite of the predictor (independent) variables in order
to determine which independent variables contribute most to
discriminating among the groups.

In other words, it high

lights the independent variable that appears to be a good
predictor (measure) of the criterion (dependent) variable.
Secondly, the MDA attempts to test .whether the group cen
troids (means) are different and, if so, where these differ
ences exist.
Secondly, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was done with
sample averages (means) obtained in the last stage of the
analysis.

The objective is to determine if the differences

in the sample means were significant.
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Thirdly, Scheffe's multiple range test was done with
the group means to determine if there were significant dif
ferences between the means.

The level of significance used

to test the hypothesis was .001,

.01 or .05.

Hypothesis la, 2 and 5a are similar in that they all
deal with the impacts of control (means) on MNCs.

Hypothesis

la states that if the MNCs nature of involvement (ownership)
is changing from wholly-owned to various degree of joint
venture arrangements, then it could be construed that selfreliance is increasing.

Hypothesis 2 states that if MNCs

in Nigeria are purchasing more of their inputs (raw mate
rials) in Nigeria, then it could be said that the products
of multinationals in Nigeria are becoming more local re 
source content oriented.

And hypothesis 5a states that if

the percentage of the products MNCs sell to other companies
in Nigeria is increasing, then production of industrial raw
materials in Nigeria is increasing.

The rationale here is

that any products that require further processing before
it can be used by the final consumer is regarded as indus
trial raw materials.

To test this group of hypotheses,

analysis of means and variance (ANOVA) were used.

The level

of significance used to test the hypotheses was .01 or .05.
To test hypotheses 4 and 8 , ratio analysis was used.
The level of significance used was .01 or .05.

Hypothesis 4

tries to measure the type of R & D undertaken by multi
nationals in Nigeria.

The rationale is that the degree of
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R & D and the nature of R & D work undertaken in a country
appear to be a good predictor of transfer of technology.
Hypotheses 8 tries to measure the importance of stability
of control and restrictiveness (severity) of control.
Hypotheses 7 and 9 are concerned with the effects
of control on two important variables— sector and nation
ality of investors.

Evidence exists in the literature

that the effects of control may vary with sector and with
nationality of investors.

As a results, a global assess

ment of the impacts of control may not be a wise decision.
To test this group of hypotheses, a stepwise regression
analysis with dummy variables was used.

Regression analy

sis is analogous to discriminant analysis.

Both techniques

try to find a linear composite which are used to predict
the criterion variable.

This technique was used to test

if control had any significant impacts on inflow and out
flow of FDI in Nigeria.

The level of significance used

was .01 or .05.
The computer package used for the analysis was SPSS.
In rare cases the SAS system was used to cross-check the
results obtained with SPSS.
SUMMARY
This chapter has outlined the research methodology
used in this study.

The population of the study was com

prised of 30 textile company executives, 30 pharmaceutical
company executives and 30 government officials, making a
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total sample population of 90.
Two questionnaires were used to collect data.

Ques

tionnaire A-l was used to collect data from Government
officials and Questionnaire A-2 was used to collect data
from multinational corporation executives.
The statistical techniques used to analyze the data
were Simultaneous Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA),
frequency and cross-tabulation analysis, means, ANOVA,
and multiple regression analysis.
The next chapter will deal with the study results
and their Interpretations.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE STUDY;

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

In this chapter the statistical results of the study
are presented.

These results are analyzed and interpreted.

The main objective of this chapter is to determine if the
statistical results indicate an acceptance or a rejection
of the hypotheses that have been stated earlier.
The first part of this chapter deals with the demo
graphic description of the three groups studied.

The

second section deals with the analysis and Interpretation
of the results of the study.
Descriptive Results Regarding Study Subjects
The statistical analysis of the data obtained from the
two questionnaires uaed in this study (Appendices A-l and
A«2) provides us wi t h substantial descriptive results con
cerning these three groups of respondents (i,e., textile
executives, pharmaceutical executives and government execu
tives) .

These results m a y be helpful In Interpreting the

statistical results of the study.
Group Demographical Information - The demographic in
formation includes the frequency of age group among the
three groups, the highest level of education attained, place
79
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where they attained the highest level of education, their
nationality and length of time spent with the present or 
ganization.
Age - As shown in Table 4-1, 35.6 percent of the three
groups were 31-40 years of age and 37.8 percent were b e 
tween the ages of 41 and 50.

Thus, 73.3 percent were b e 

tween the two age brackets (i.e., between 31 and 50).

Of

the three groups, the government population has a higher
proportion of respondents above 40 years of age.

Exactly,

50 percent of the respondents in this group were between
41-50 years.
Place (Country) Where They Attained Highest Level of
Education - Majority of the respondents attained their
highest level of education either in the U.K. or in the
U.S.A.

Forty percent have attained their highest level of

education in the U.S.A. while 36.7 percent got their high
est level of education in the U.K.
schooled in Nigeria (Table 4-2).

Only 18.9 percent were
Eighty-nine out of the

90 respondents have attained a university level.

It is

interesting to note that only 3 percent of the pharmaceu
tical executives attained their highest level of education
in Nigeria as opposed to 20 percent of.textile and 33 pe r 
cent of government population.

This is not surprising

since two Nigerian Universities just Introduced a curricu
lum for pharmacy three years ago.

TABLE 4-1:

CROUP FREQUENCY OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDINC TO ACE

(n=* 90 respondents)
—

30 Years
or
Under

Year

Group

^

.

Frequency

31-40 Years

RON
t

Fre
quency

ROW
I

Tex tiles

4

13.33

10

33.33

Phnrmaceut ical

4

13.33

12

40.0

Gove rintent

4

13.33

10

(13.33)

32

i

51 Years
or
Over

41-50 Years
Fre
quency

RON
1

Frequency

RON
t

Total
Frequenc)

30.0

7

23.33

30

10

33.33 .

4

13.33

30

33.33

15

50.0

1

3.33

30

(35.56)

34

(37.70)

9

1

!
12

| Total (Avuitijic)

12

(13.33)

90

L

TABLE 4-2:

GROUP FREQUENCY OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO TUE PLACE WHERE
THEY ATTAINED TIIE HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION
(n° 90 respondents)
Nigeria

Group

Western
Europe
(lixcl. U.K.)

U. K.

U.S.A.

^ * * 8 ^
Fre
quency

ROW
1

Frequency

RON
t

Fre
quency

RON
1

Fre
quency

Others
(Unspcci Fled]

RON
1

Fre
quency

RON
1

Textiles

6

20.0

6

20.0

14

46.7

1

3.3

3

10.0

Pharmaceutical

1

3.3

17

56.7

12

40.0

0

0

0

0

10

33.3

13

43.3

7

23.3

0

0

0

0

17

(18.9)

36

(40.0)

(36.7)

1

Government

Total (Average)

33

(1.1)

3

(3.3)

82

Nationality - As shown on Table 4-3, 53.3 percent of
all the respondents were Nigerian nationals.

About 24.4

percent were British and 15.6 percent were Americans.

Of

the 48 Nigerian nationals interviewed, 29 of them were
government officials.
government population.

This constituted 96.7 percent of
Among the five nationalities, the

Germans were the least represented (Column 5).
Years With Present Organization - Table 4-4 shows the
number of years spent with the present organization.
Exactly 50 percent have spent between one to five years
with the organization.
tween six to ten yeras.

About 33 percent have spent b e 
Only 17 percent have worked with

their present organization for a period more than ten
years.

Of the three groups, government officials have

worked in their present organization longer than any other
groups.

About 33 percent of them have worked with their

present organization for a period longer than ten years.
Other Descriptive Information About the Companies Other descriptive information gathered includes mean value
of employment of the two industries, mean value of employ
ment of expatriates in the two industries and the mean
value of employment of managers in the two industries.
These results will also be helpful in interpreting the
statistical results.

TABLE

4-3

GROUP FREQUENCY OF RESPONDENTS
ACCORDING TO NATIONALITY

(n - 90 respondents)

----------- 1
Nigerian

British

German

American

Others
[Unspeci find)

Indian

Group

Textile
Pharmaceutical
Government

Total (Average)

Xj

RON

Fre
quency

RON
1

33.3

10

33.3

S

16.7

1

3.3

2

6.7

2

6.7

9

30.0

11

36.7

9

30.0

0

0

0

0

1

3.3

29

96.7

1

3.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

48

(53.3)

14

Fre
quency

(15.6)

1

t

(1.1)

Fre
quency

Fre
quency

10

(24.4)

RON
»

RON

Fre
quency

22

RON
»

RON

1

Fre
quency

2

1

(2.2)

3

(3.3)

(Su m years spent in the organization - textile executives) - IBS years; Xj (aean years spent in the
organization - textile executives) ■ 5.S years; M d^(nedian years spent in the organization - textile
executives) ■ 8 years; c.v.j (coefficient of variation years spent in the organization - textile execu
tives) • 70.8.

*2

(Pharmaceutical executives) • 187 years;
executives) “ 8 years; c . v ^

Xj

(pharmaceutical executives) * 6.2 years; "dj (pharmaceutical

(pharmaceutical executives) * 44.7.

(Government executives) * 297 years; Xj (government executives) ■ 9.9 years; "dj (government executives)
28 years; c.v.j (government executives) ■ 104.4.

TABLE 4-4:

GROUP FREQUENCY OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF

YEARS SPENT WITH THE PRESENT ORGANIZATION
(n- 90 respondents)
.

Years

Group

11 Years

5 Years
or
Under
Fre
quency

or
Over

6-10 Years

RON

RON
t

Fre
quency

X

Frequency

RON
1

Total

20

66.7

6

20.0

4

13.3

30

Pharmaceutical

14

46.7

15

50.0

1

3.3

30

Government

11

36.7

9

30.0

10

33.3

30

45

(S0.0)

(33.3)

15

(16.6)

90

Textile

Total (Average)

TABLE 4-5:

30

MEAN VALUE OF EMPLOYMENT ACCORDING TO INDUSTRY
(n» 60 respondents)

Period

Total Employment
in 1980

Maximum
Value

2,041.0

180.5

4,800.0

61 ,230.0

44.8

376.3

145.0

950.0

11 ,290.0

53.7

Industry

Textile

Mean

Pharmaceutical
Percentage Increase/
Decrease (-):
1976-1980

Textile
Pharmaceutical

Coefficient
of
Variation

Minimum
Value

'

Sum

29.1

(30.0)

70.0

635.0

80.6

20.1

(5.0)

60.0

635.0

66.7
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Total Employment - Table 4-5 shows the mean value of
total employment of the firms according to industry.

The

mean value of employment in textile industry was 2,041
while pharmaceutical mean employment was 376.3.

The mean

value of the increase in employment in the textile indus
try was 22 percent for the period between 1876-1980.

In

the same period, pharmaceutical mean increase in employment
was 20.1 percent.
Employment of Expatriates - Table 4-6 presents results
of the employment of expatriates.

The mean value for tex

tile was 22 while pharmaceutical was 22.2.

Between 1976-

1980, the mean decrease in employment of expatriates was
24.8 percent for textile while pharmaceutical was 8.0
percent.
Employment of Managers - Total number of managers em
ployed by the textile companies in 1980 was 975.
was 32.4.

The mean

The total for pharmaceutical was 682, and the

mean was 22.7.

The mean employment of Nigerians in manage

rial positions was 14.9 (textile) and 6.2 (pharmaceutical).
Of the two industries, the textile industry has a higher
proportion of Nigerians in managerial positions than the
pharmaceutical industry.

Between 1976 and 1980, textile

companies have increased the number of Nigerian managers
by 45,5 percent while the pharmaceutical companies have in
creased Nigerian managers by 37,8 percent.

However, the

coefficient of variation is greater in pharmaceutical in
dustry (Table 4-7).

TABLE 4-6:

MEAN VALUE OF EMPLOYMENT OF EXPATRIATES ACCORDING TO INDUSTRY

(n= 60 respondents)

Fmployment
in 1980

Sum

Coefficient
of
Variation

Industry

Mean

Textile

22

7

40

6S9

39.8

22.2

8

SO

667

47.0

Pharmaceutical

Percentage
Textile
Increase
or
Pharmaceutical
; Decrease (-)
1976 -1980

TABLE 4-7:

Maximum
Value

Minimum
Value

(24.8)

(60)

(5)

(745)

(65)

(8.0)

(40)

20

(256)

(131)

MEAN VALUE OF EMPLOYMENT OF MANAGERS ACCORDING TO INDUSTRY
(n= 60 respondents)

Period

Maximum
Value

Sum

Coefficient
of
Variations

IS

45

972

29.6

22.7

8

40

682

42.1

14.9

5

30

446

50.8

6.2

1

18

185

77.0

1,035

48.6

1,134

77.5

Industry

Mean

Total Managers

Textile

32.4

Employed in 1980

Pharmaceutical

Nigerian Managers
Employed in 1980

Percentage Increase/
Decrease (-) of
Nigerian Managers:
1976-1980

Textile
Pharmaceutical

Textile
Pharmaceutical

Minimum
Value

45.5

10.0

37.8

1.0

60.0
100

j

1
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Analysis and Interpretation of the
Results of the Study
This section focuses on three important aspects of
this study.

First, it tries to determine the major objec

tives of Nigerian government with respect to industrial
policies in Nigeria, particularly as they relate to multi
national enterprises.

Secondly, it endeavors to measure

the means of accomplishing each of the stated objectives.
Thirdly, it attempts to determine the impacts of these means
in order to ascertain if objectives are actually being
achieved.

This section will therefore analyze and inter

pret the statistical results regarding these major areas of
investigation.
A.

Major Objectives of- Nigerian Government With
Respect to Industrial Policies in Nigeria.
Table 4-8 shows group frequencies and tests of signi

ficance of the importance each group attaches to each of
the major national objectives with regard to the formula
tion of industrial policies in Nigeria.

Column 1 shows the

various economic objectives that were discussed in the last
chapter and also in our model on page 16.

Column 2 indi

cates the level of importance; this may range from extreme
ly important to "not at all important".

Column 3 through 5

give the scores of each of the population group on each of
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TABLE 4-8
GROUP FREQUENCY AND TEST OF
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE IMPORTANCE
OF THE VARIOUS ECONOMIC
OBJECTIVES SET BY THE
NIGERIAN GOVERNMENT
(n- 90 respondents)
National
Objective

Level of
import
ance .

Textile

Pharma
ceutical

Govern
ment

Total

Calcu Tabular
Z
lated
Z
.05

.01

Level 1
2
3
Total

25
4
1
30

.29
1
0
30

26
3
1
30

80
8
2
90

12.4**

1.64 2.33

Level 1
2
3
Total

25
5
3
30

23
7
0
30

25
5
0
30

70
17
3
90

10.3**

1.64 2.33

Local
Resource
Content

Level 1
2
3
Total

25
4
1
30

28
2
0
30

29
1
0
30

82
7
1
90

12.2**

1.64 2.33

Employ
ment

Level 1
2
3
Total

24
6
0
30

26
4
0
30

20
8
1
30

71
18
1
90

10.5**

1,64 2.33

Technolo
gical
Capabili
ties

Level 1
2
3
Total

23
7
0
30

28
2
0
30

25
4
1
30

76
13
1
90

10.4**

1.64 2.33

Level 1
2
3
Total

7
15
8
30

8
2
20

12
10
8
30

27
27
36
90

-1.4

1.64 2.33

SelfReliance

II

II

II

If
II

Industrial
Raw
Materials

II

II

II

Exporting

M

;

-------------------- _____

**P 4.01
Level of importance:

...

30...

Level 1— extremely important;
Level 2— somewhat important;
Level 3— not at all important.
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dependent variable.

A ratio analysis is done on the total

score shown on column 6 to determine their significance.
Of a total sample size of 90, 80 of them think that
self-reliance is extremely important as an economic objec
tive for Nigeria.

In the same vein, 70 think Local Resource

content is important; 82 think Employment is important; 70
think Technological Capabilities is important; 76 think
Industrial Raw Materials is important; and only 27 think
exporting is important.
The results of this study convincingly indicate a u n 
animous agreement that all but one objective is an important
objective for Nigeria.
.01.

These were all significant beyond

The only exception is the objective of exporting of

final products.
Interpretation of Results on National Objectives
Of particular Interest are the results on exporting of
final products.

Only 12 out of 30 government officials

think export should constitute national objectives.
may raise an interesting question.

This

If as much as 60 per

cent of government officials disagree with regards to this
objective, why should the Nigeria government have it in its
policy handbook?

As one would expect, managers of multi

national corporations * perception of this objective was al
so discouraging.

Only 8 of the 30 pharmaceutical managers

and 7 of 30 textile managers supported this objective.
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One probable reason for the abject rejection of this
objective by managers of foreign companies could be as a
result of the way they perceive their mission in Nigeria.
Nigeria imports over 90 percent of all pharmaceuticals used
locally and approximately 55 percent of all textile
materials.^

Thus, most of these companies were attracted

into Nigeria because they saw a huge market to be served
(import-substitution hypothesis).

Their primary objective

is to produce locally and feed local market and avoid
excessive tariffs levied on in-coming finished products.
Most of the managers argue that it is inconceivable that
they should be asked to export when their supply is con
siderably lower than the local demand.
The probable reason why government officials were not
in support of this objective could be as a result of a n u m 
ber of factors.

In the first place, nation-state encourage

exporting in order to improve their balance-of-payment
position.

There are two ways that this could be done.

First, the balance of payment would be improved by selling
abroad, therefore, increasing the amount of "transfer-in".
Conversely, the balance of payment would be improved by
reducing the amount of export, therefore decreasing the
amount of "transfer-out".

^Nigeria:
Op. c i t . . p. 132

Transfer-in are uncontrollable

A Survey of U.S. Business Opportunities.
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while transfer-out could be controlled.

For centuries,

Nigeria has been an export-oriented economy.

2

Thus, it

is not surprising that at the present level of develop
ment, the emphasis has shifted to the replacement of the
formerly imported products with domestically produced
equivalents or substitutes.

This type of strategy makes

a lot of sense for a country which has been experiencing
a deteriorating balance-of-trade over the past four years
(see Appendix F ) .
Finally, the general consensus obtained with regard
to the validity of the other objectives may be as a
result of proper communication.

It is possible that the

managers of multinationals have been well informed through
bureaucratic machinery regarding national policies with
respect to industrial enterprises.

It is possible that

most of these executives have been given a copy of
government guidelines and thus, they know what industrial
policies of Nigeria are.
B.

Means of Accomplishing National Objectives

This section will answer two key questions.

First:

Of the several means used to accomplish each of the
objectives, which means are regarded as the most important?

2
Yansane, Op. cit., p. 9
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Second:

Do the three groups of respondents agree with each

of the means for achieving the objectives?
1.

If not, why?

Means of Enhancing Self-Reliance

Hypothesis 1 states that the Nigerian government p e r 
ceives multinationals as a threat to their self-reliance
objectives and as a means of perpetuating neo-colonial r e 
lationship, that the main purpose of formulating regulations
on the nature of ownership/involvement is to ensure selfsufficiency in the economy.
Table 4-9a shows the results of a discriminant analy
sis on data collected on self’•reliance.

The five predictor

(independent) variables defined in Table 3-2 are listed on
column 1.

Column 2, 3, and 4 indicate the mean score of

textile, pharmaceutical and government respectively on
these predictor variables.

These scores reveal the extent

to i»diich the predictor is a true measure of the criterion
(dependent) variable-'-in this case the criterion variable
is self-reliance.
score is 1,

The maximum score is 5 and the least

Column 5 indicates sample averages which is a

composite score of the three population groups on each of
the predictor variable.
Of the five predictor variables, joint venture has the
largest composite score (4,59), followed by expatriate quota
(4.52) and purchase of local inputs (4.12).

The least score

was associated with exporting of final products (2.26).

TABLE 4-9a
MEAN SCORES AND TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF SELF-RELIANCE
(n = 90 respondents)

Group Means
Pharma Govern
Textile ceutical ment
Average

SD

Sign.
Chi- .
Square F-Ratio 2 Level

0.37

0.62

0.25

Xj Joint Venture

4.63

4.70

4.43

4.59

0.733

1.08

0.345

X 2 Expatriate Quota

4.33

4.63

4.60

4.52

0.864

1.09

0.341

X- Type of Technology
Transferred

3.93

3.93

4.30

4.06

0.976

1.43

0.246

X^ Purchase of Local Inputs

3.87

4.10

4.40

4.12

1.069

1.92

0.153

X,j Export of Final Products

2.47

1.63

2.67

2.26

1.147

7.91

0.001

Centroids

26.87

0.003

Independent Variables:

*The test for the equality of group centroids is a general Chi-Square test. Here it is
significant beyond .0 1 , which is an indication that the groups differ immensely.
The tests for the independent variables are Univariate F- ratios. Only variable X, has a
significant value (beyond .001), which indicates that the gToup means on this variable
differ greatly.
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Thus, it can be concluded that the most important means of
enhancing self-reliance is insisting on joint venture
arrangement (X^).
Two other important information need to be highlighted
in Table 4-9a.

First, a test of significance must be con

ducted with respect to each of the predictor variables.
This test is the univariate F-ratio.

As can be seen from

the table, only export of final products (X^) has a signi
ficant value (beyond .001), which indicates that the group
means on this dependent variable differ greatly.

Second,

a test has to be run on the group centroids; i.e., to deter
mine if the groups are mutually exclusive.

The test for

the equality of group centroids is a general chi-square
test.

Here it is significant beyond .01, which is an indi

cation that the groups differ immensely.

However, the

pharmaceutical group is clearly separated from the other
two groups as evidenced in a centroid score of .62.

The

reason might be that pharmaceutical companies have more to
lose from self-reliance compared to the textile companies.
Since joint venture (X^) has the largest mean score
(Table 4-9a; column 5) all possible comparisons of the five
means on this column have to be made in order to determine
if there was a significant difference between joint venture
(X^> and any other variables (X£ through X ^ ) .
The test used to accomplish this objective was
Scheffe's Multiple Range Test (Table 4 - 9 a ) .

The predictors

are represented by X^ through X^ in the first column.

Since

TABLE 4-9b: SCHEFFE’S TEST
ORDERED GROUP MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 AND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
" *—

1

X1

X2

4.59

4.52

X3

X4

4.12

4.59

2.26

4.59

.05

.01

0.07

0.45

0.53

No

0.53

0.45

0.53

P ^-01

0.47

0.45

0.53

P <.0o

2.33

0.45

0.53

P <.01

Difference

X5

4.06

4.59

t\

Scheffc Test

Group Means

TABLE 4 - 9 c :

* |

Significant

SCHEFFE’S TEST

ORDERED GROUP MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 AND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
’
Group Means
Variable

Textile

4.63
X1

Pharmaceutical

4.70

X2

4.33
-

.01

0.07

0.63

0.79

No

4.43

0.20

0.63

0.79

No

4.43

0.27

0.63

0.79

No

0.30

0.53

0.79

No

4.60

0.27

0.53

0.79

No

4.60

0.03

0.53

0.79

No

4.33

4.63

____

__

Difference

Ml.

.05

Government

4.70

4.63

4.33

Scheffe Test

__

Significance
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the comparison is between joint venture (X^) and all other
variables, the mean score for joint venture is entered first.
Then the other variables can be entered at random.
The difference between the mean score of joint venture
(XjO and expatriate quota (X2 ) was .07.

Using Scheffe's

test, this difference was not statistically significant.
Thus, it can be concluded that expatriate quota (X2 ) is also an extremely Important means of enhancing self-reliance.
All other variables were significant:

meaning that they

are least important in enhancing self-reliance at the level
of significance considered.
At this point, another important question has to be
addressed.

And that is:

Do the three groups of respondents

agree with one another on the means for achieving selfreliance?

If not, why?

The analysis summarized on Table

4-9c was done in order to answer this research question.
The two variables which are undef consideration are joint
venture CX^) and expatriate quota

•

The task here is

to determine if the three population is in agreement in the
use of these predictors to enhance self-reliance.

First

the three groups, are compared on joint venture (X^) and
then on expatriate quota Q ^ ) ,

The mean scores used for

these comparisons are obtained from Table 4-9a columns 2,
3, and 4.

Thus, as can be seen from Scheffe's paired com

parison test, there was no significant difference among
the three groups of respondents in their choice of joint
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venture (X^) and expatriate quota (X2 ) as a means of
enhancing self-reliance in Nigeria (Table 4-9 c ) .

The

findings clearly support the first hypothesis that the
Nigerian government perceives multinationals as a threat
to their self-reliance objectives and as a means of p e r 
petuating neo-colonial relationships, that the main
purpose of formulating regulations on the nature of
ownership/involvement is to ensure self-sufficiency in
the economy.
Taken together, the study results suggest some
interesting revelation.

Except exporting (X^), all the

variables were considered good predictors of self-reliance
(Table 4-9a; Column 5).

The mean scores were above 4.0

in a possible 5.0 scale.
There is a general agreement among the group studied
that self-reliance is important to Nigeria.

However,

managers of foreign firms disagree immensely with govern
ment officials with respect to the method of measuring it.
The government group thinks that the transfer of shares
to nationals and the replacement of top foreign executives
with nationals are clear indication of a rise in selfreliance.
Personal interviews with the foreign executives
revealed the fact that although a substantial amount of
shares have been transferred to Nigerian nationals, control
of the firms has basically not been relinguished to these
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nationals.

The foreign executives think these strategies

will not necessarily lead to an increase in self-reliance.
2.

Means of increasing Local Resource
Contents of Manufactured Products

A discriminant analysis results are given on Table 410a.

These results are based on the data collected on the

dependent variable--local resource contents.

The five

predictor variables are the same as those used in the
analysis of self-reliance just completed in the last sec
tion.

The mean scores of textile, pharmaceutical and

government are also given for each of the predictor varia
bles.

The scores show the extent to which these predictor

variables are a true measure of local resource contents.
The composite scores of the three groups on each of the
predictor are given on the column entitled "Sample Average."
A comparison of the composite mean scores of the three
populations, as indicated in the column entitled "Sample
Average," shows that purchase of local inputs (X^) has the
largest mean score (3.97).

It can be concluded that this

variable best predicts local resource contents.

The next

larger score is associated with type of technology trans
ferred (Xg).

As was in the case of self-reliance, the

least predictor is export of final products CX^).

Thus,

the most important means of enhancing local resource
contents is purchase of local inputs (X^).

TABLE 4-10a
MEAN SCORES AND TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF
LOCAL RESOURCE CONTENTS OF MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS

(n = 90 respondents)

Group Means
'

Pharma Govern
Textile ceutical ment
Average

SD

ChiSign.
Square F-ratio Level

-0.541

-0.415

X 1 Joint Venture

2.30

2.43

3.43

2.72

1.05

13.35

0.0000

X£ Expatriate Quota

2.36

2.53

3.40

2.77

1.00

11.54

0.0000

^3 Type of Technology
Transferred

2.93

3.00

4.17

3.67

1.06

17.43

0.0000

X^ Purchase of Local Inputs

3.83

3.73

4.33

3.97

0.95

3.61

0.1

X,. Export of Final Products

2.07

2.13

2.47

2.22

1.01

1.35

0.3

Centroids

33.69

0.956

0.001

Independent Variables:
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A test of significance on the mean scores of the p r e 
dictor variables shows that all of the predictor variables
are significant.

These are joint venture (.0000); expatri

ate quota (.000); type of technology transferred (.0000);
purchase of local inputs (.1); and export of final products
(.3).

These significant differences indicate that the

group means on local resource contents did not differ
greatly.
Another interesting piece of information that need to
be brought out on this table is the scores on group cen
troids.

As one would expect, Group 3 (government official)

is distinctly different from the other two groups.

Group 1

and 2 tend to cluster together on the negative side of the
axis (abject rejection of policy instrument), whereas Group
3 moves decidedly toward the positive side, which represents
a general approval of these policy instruments (means).

In

this regard, it should be noted that Group 3 (government)
makes the moat dramatic movement of the three groups from
rejection to approval of means.

The distance between

Group 3 (government) and Group 1 (textile) is enormously
greater (i.e., Q.956 to

Q.541) than the distance between

Groups 1 and 2 (pharmaceutical)

(i.e., -0.541 to *0,415).

Since purchase of local inputs (X^) shows the highest
mean score (Table 4-lQa; Column 5), comparison has to be
made between all possible pairs.

As was done in the case

of self-reliance, the starting point would be the largest
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score.

In this case, this would be 3,97 and this Is

associated with purchase of local Inputs (X^),

It can be

seen that through Scheffe1s paired comparison, there Is no
significant difference between purchase of local Inputs
(X^) and type of technology transferred (X^)*(Table 4-10b).
Thus, It would appear that regulations with respect to pur
chase of local Inputs and/or type of technology transferred
might be very effective In Increasing local resource coni

tents of manufactured products In Nigeria.
Finally, it has to be acertained if the three groups
are in agreement with the conclusion reached in the last
paragraph.

This result is summarized on Table 4-10c.

With

regards, to purchase of local inputs, there is a general
consensus among the three groups that it could be extremely
effective.

However, with the choice of type of technology

transferred (Xg) there was a significant difference b e 
tween textile (2.93) and government (4.17) and between
pharmaceutical (3.00) and government (4.17).

Stated in a

more general terms, managers of multinationals did not
think that regulating over the type of technology transfer
red was going to help Nigeria increase local resource
contents of manufactured products.

Government officials

thought it would.
The probable reasons for these differences m a y be p art
ly due to the unique goals of the MNCs and partly due to
the inescapable environmental factors.

TABLE U- 10b:

SCHEFFE'S TEST

ORDERED GROUP MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 AND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Group Mean5

X4

X1

3.97

2.72

X2

Scheffe Test

X3

2.77

3.97

3.67

3.97

2.22

3.97

.05

.01

1.25

0.45

0.53

P <

.01

1.20

0.45

0.53

P <

.01

0.30

0.45

0.53

No

1.75

0.45

0.53

P <

Difference

XS

TABLE 4-10c:

Significance

.01

SCHEFFE's TEST

ORDERED GROUP MEANS A ND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 A ND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Group Means
Variable

Textile

3.B3
X4

Ph a ma c e u t i c a l

3.73

X3

Governnent

.01

0.10

0.63

0.79

No

4.33

0.50

0.63

0.79

No

4.33

0.60

0.63

0.79

No

0.07

0.63

0.79

No

4.17

1.24

0.63

0.79

p

4.17

1.17

0.63

0.79

3.00

2.93
3.00

Difference

Significant

.05

3.73

3.83

2.93

Scheffe Test

t
t

<£ .oi]
1
P ^ -01|
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An MNC operating within a national frontier usually
has specific goals and purposes.

Paramount among these

goals are growth globally and profit maximization.

As a

result factors are transferred, rearranged and absorbed in
order to maximize their uses in such a way that the corpora
tion may fulfil its global mission,

The use of local inputs

is thus looked upon as a means to an end.
Verbal reports obtained during the interview reveal
that regulations alone may be insufficient to bring about
increases in the use of local resources.

Equally important

are the quality and easy access to these resources; the
amount of incentives given to improve and upgrade these r e 
sources; and the overall attitudes of host government and
nationals toward foreign companies.
3.

Means of Enhancing Employment Opportunities
The results of the simultaneous discriminant analysis

on employment opportunities with the five predictor varia
ble (X^ through X^) are presented in Table 4-lla.

.With

respect to the five measures of employment opportunities,
one finds two strong relationships.

These strong relation

ships are associated with the type of technology transferred,
X^ (4.62) and purchase of local Inputs,

(4.37); reading

from the column of the table entitled "Sample Average."

TABLE 4-lla
MEAN SCORES AND TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR DISCRIMINANT
ANALYSIS OF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
(n = 90 respondents)

Group Means
Pharma Govern
Average
Textile ceutical ment

SD

Sign.
ChiSquare F-ratio Level
33.78

0.001

0.448

0.417

0.031

Xj Joint Venture

2.80

2.60

3.53

2.98

1.06

7.37

0 .Q01

X 2 Expatriate Quota

3.43

3.23

4.13

3.60

1.02

7.45

0.001

X- Type of Technology
Transferred

4.83

4.47

4.57

4.62

0.79

1.77

0.177

X^ Purchase of Local Inputs

4.37

3.80

4.37

4.18

0.88

4.45

0.014

Xj Export of Final Products

3.97

3.33

3.57

3.62

1.02

3.08

0.051

Centroids
Independent Variables:

i
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Of the five predictors, type of technology transferred,
has the strongest relationship with employment opportuni
ties (4.62).

This is followed by purchase of local inputs,

(4.18), export of final product, X^ (3.62), expatriate
quota, X 2 (3,60), and joint venture, X^ (2.98).
This result offers support for hypothesis 3 that the
Nigerian government associates the increase in unemploy
ment in Nigeria to the type of know-how transferred into
Nigeria; that the primary reason for regulating over the
type of technology transferred into Nigeria is to increase
employment opportunities for Nigerians.
Of particular interest are the scores on group cen
troids (Table 4-lla).

The group centroids indicate that

the three groups clustered together on the positive side
of the a x i s ; indicating that the groups are in agreement
with the means of enhancing employment opportunities.
These centroids scores were highly significant (E< ,001).
The 8core on the type Of technology transferred, X^
has to be compared pairwise with the scores of all other
variables in order to determine if the score of type of
technology transferred is significantly different from any
other scores.
Table 4-llb.

The results of this analysis la shown on
As can be seeti, type of technology trans

ferred, Xg has no

significant difference w i t h purchase of

local inputs, X^.

However, there was significant differ

ence between type of technology transferred and any other

TABLE 4-llb:

SCHEFFE'S TEST

ORDERED GROUP MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 AND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
-—

'

■""

— - •

Group Means

X3

X1

4.62

2.98

X4

X2

4.62

Scheffe Test

X5

Difference

3.60
4.18

4.62

3.62

4.62

TABLE 4-llc:

.OS

.01

1.64

0.4S

0.53

P<£.01

1.02

0.4S

0.53

P C .01

0.44

0.4S

0.53

No

1.00

0.45

0.53

P<-01

Significant

SCHEFFE'S TEST

ORDERED GROUP MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 AND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Scheffe Test

Group Means
Variable

Textile

4.83
X3

4.47

X4

.01

0.36

0.63

0.79

No

4.57

0.26

0.63

0.79

No

4.57

0.10

0.63

0.79

No

0.57

0.63

0.79

No

4.37

0.00

0.63

0.79

No

4.37

0.57

0.63

0.79

No

4.47

4.83

4.37

.05

Pharmaceutical Government Difference

3.80

4.37
3.80

Significant
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variables.

T h u s , it can be concluded that any controls on

purchase of local Inputs locally would ordinarily help to
enhance employment In Nigeria.
The overall assessment of the opinion of the three
population groups with respect to the use of these varia
bles (i.e. type of technology transferred, X^ and purchase
of local inputs, X^) in enhancing employment, has to be
established.

The results are indicated in Table 4-llc.

As predicted, this table shows that there were no signifi
cant differences across the three samples.
There is a common folklore surrounding the MNCs and
their transfer of capital intensive technology in the LDCs.
The hypothesis that the primary reason for regulating over
the type of technology transferred into Nigeria is to in
crease employment opportunities for Nigeria; paralleled
this folklore, although there was no intention to test the
folklore per se.

The results were strictly consistent with

the hypothesis and the folklore.

Respondents believe

that control over type of technology transfer has signifi
cant impact on employment opportunities for Nigerians.
4.

Mean8 of Enhancing Nigerians Technological
Capabilities

To determine the cumulative perception of the three
population groups with respect to the means of enhancing

TABLE 4-12a
MEAN SCORES AND TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR DISCRIMINANT
ANALYSIS OF TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES
(n = 90 respondents)

Group Means
Pharma Govern
Average
Textile ceutical ment

SD

0.993

ChiSign.
Square F-ratio Level
38.67

-0.411

-0.583

X^ Joint Venture

2.13

2.20

3.40

2.58

1.13

15.89

0.0000

X 2 Expatriate Quota

2.23

2.37

3.30

2.63

1.06

10.93

0.0001

X- Type of Technology
Transferred

4.00

3.93

4.60

4.18

0.79

7.48

0.0001

X^ Purchase of Local Inputs

2.07

1.93

3.10

2.37

1.01

16.02

0.0000

X,j Export of Final Products

1.73

1.47

2.53

1.91

1.03

10.47

0.0001

Centroids
Independent Variables:
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technological capabilities in Nigeria, multiple discrimin
ant analysis was used.

The results are shown on Table 4-

12a. As were in the last previous cases, the focus would
first be on the column entitled "Sample Average."

The r e 

sults show that type of technology transferred,

has the

largest mean score (4.60).

Thus, it can be concluded that

control over type of technology transferred would enhance
technological capabilities in Nigeria.
The Univariate F-ratio test shows that these sample
means did not vary greatly.
significant

(V-£ .0001)

The means were all highly

.

Since the type of technology transferred, X^ appears
to be the unanimous choice for enhancing technological
capabilities according to the results of our study, the
score on this variable will have to be compared pairwise
with all other scores in order to determine if it was
significantly different from any other variables,

The r e 

sults of this comparison is shown in Table 4-12b.
.

It is
i

obvious from these results that type of technology trans
ferred, Xo is significantly different from any other
i

variable (P^.01),

Thus, It can be concluded that control

over type of technology transferred might be the only
rational thing to da if a host nation is thinking of im
proving technological capabilities among the nationals of
that country.

TABLE 4-12b:

SCHEFFE'S TEST

ORDERED GROUP MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 AND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Scheffe Test

Group Means

*3

X1

4.18

2.58

X4

X2

X5

2.63

4.18

2.37

4.18
4.18

1.91

TABLE 4-12c:

Significant

.05

.01

1.60

0.45

0.53

P<.01

l.SS

0.45

0.53

PC.01

1.81

0.45

0.53

P<.01

2.27

0.45

0.53

P <. 0 1

Difference

SCHEFFE'S TEST

ORDERED GROUP MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 AND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Group Moans

Scheffe Test

Variable Textile Pharnaceutical Governnent Difference

4.00

X3

3.93

4.00
3.93

.05

.01

Significant

0.07

0.63 0.79

No

4.60

0.60

0.63 0.79

No

4.60

0.67

0.63 0.79

PC.OS
.
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Ill

Across group comparison is made and the results are
Indicated on Table 4-12c.

The objective is to determine

if the three groups agree on the control of the type of
technology to enhance technological capabilities.
ingly, one significant difference was observed.
between pharmaceutical and government groups.
no other significant difference found.

Interest
This was

There was

Pharmaceutical

population group did not think that imposing legislation
on the type of technology transferred would enhance Nige
ria's technological capabilities.
The probable reason for this significant difference
is as a result of the level of technology in the industry.
In a high technology industry, like pharmaceutical, tech
nological capabilities may not be increased overnight.
Technological capability is a function of a myriad of
factors:

Interests of the nationals in developing techno

logical culture, intelligence, literacy level in the coun
try, level of education and type of education acquired,
dedication and achievement motivation, aspirational level
of the indigens and intuition.

D,J.C. Forsyth and R.F.

Solomon observed that technology transfer is a function of
country characteristics into which it is being transferred,

and D. Morawetz argued that technology transfer is a

function of competitive pressure and relative price of

3

^Forsyth and Solomon, Op.clt. , p, 200
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factors (I.e. raw materials, labor and capital).^

As a

result, technological capability is an evolutionary
cess.

pro

It may have many strings attached to it.
5.

Means of increasing the Production of
Industrial Raw Materials Locally

Hypothesis 5 is based on the idea that transnational
corporation circumvent host government regulations on for
eign remittances by seeking approval to import their raw
materials and spare parts from abroad.

The MNCs not only

use this means to transfer their badly needed fund to their
parent company but also use this means to transfer price.
To keep these in check, most host nations have insti
tuted regulations requiring MNCs to produce industrial raw
materials locally.
To address hypothesis 5, a simultaneous discriminant
analysis, was employed to investigate the relative import
ance of each of the independent variable (X^ through X^)
in predicting production of industrial raw materials.
These results are recorded in Table 4-13a.

Except for

purchase of local Inputs (X^) which has a mean score of
3.37 out of a possible 5.0 scale, all the other variables
were below 3.0 (Table 4-13a; Column 5).

However, the re

sults indicate that purchase of local Inputs (X^) best
>

A-

Sforawetz, O p .c i t . , p. 495

«

,

.

.**

TABLE 4-13a
MEAN SCORES AND TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
OF PRODUCTION OF INDUSTRIAL RAW MATERIALS LOCALLY
(n = 90 respondents)

Group Means
Pharma Govern
ChiSign.
Textile ceutical ment
Average Square F-ratio Level

Centroids

-0.594

-0.577

1.171

38.78

X 1 Joint Venture

1.13

0.86

2.77

1.59

22.22

X 2 Expatriate Quota

2.13

2.13

2.77

2.34

2.95

X, Type of Technology
Transferred

2.10

2.07

3.80

2.66

11.28

0.0000

X^ Purchase of Local Inputs

2.76

2.97

4.37

3.37

16.09

0.0000

X s Export of Final Products

2.23

2.30

2.67

2.40

0.44

0.647

0.0000

Independent Variables:
0.0000
0.058
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predicts production of Industrial raw materials.

As a r e 

sult, It would appear that regulating over purchase of
local Inputs would be more effective than any other var i 
ables.

This finding supports hypothesis 5 that the Niger

ian government Is concerned about the outflow of funds In
Nigeria, that the main purpose of regulating over purchase
of local inputs is to reduce outflow by encouraging p r o 
duction of Industrial raw materials locally,
As in the previous analysis, the purchase of local in
puts (X^) Is compaired with the rest of the other independ
ent variables.

The results of this comparison convincingly

indicate that purchase of local inputs is significantly
different to any of the other variables (Table 4-13b),
Finally, the question of whether the three population
groups were in agreement in respect to the use of the means
to enhance production of industrial r a w materials has to be
addressed.

The results of this study offer some evidence

that managers of multinational corporation strongly dis
approve the use of this means to improve production of in
dustrial raw materials in Nigeria (Table 4-13c).
were significant beyond .01.

These

As would be expected, only

government officials thought this means would be success
ful in increasing industrial raw materials.

Thus, the

hypothesis that the main purpose of regulating over pur*
chase of local inputs is to reduce outflow b y encouraging
production of industrial raw materials locally is only

TABLE 4-13b:

SCHEFFE'S TEST

ORDERED GROUP MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 AND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
Scheffe Test

Group Means

X4

X1

3.37

1.59

X2

X3

X5

2.34

3.37

2.66

3.37

2.40

3.37

TABLE 4-13c:

.05

.01

1.78

0.45

0.53

P-vS.01

1.03

0.45

0.53

P^.Ol

0.71

0.45

0:53

P^.01

0.97

0.4S

0.53

P<.01

Difference

Significant

SCHEFFE'S TEST

ORDERED GROUP MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 AND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
‘
Scheffe Test

Group Means
Variable Textile Pharmaceutical Government Difference

2.76
X4

2.97

2.76
2.97

.05

.01 Significant

0.21

0.63

0.79

No

4.37

1.61

0.63

0.79

P <

4.37

1.40

0.63

0.79

9 4. .01

.01

-
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acceptable for the government group but rejected for the
textile and the pharmaceutical populations.
Most of the managers of MNCs were very sensitive to
the issue of producing raw materials in Nigeria.
group centroids further illuminate this finding.

The
Group 1

(textile) and 2 (pharmaceutical) cramp together on the n e 
gative portion of the axis (meaning complete rejection of
the policy instrument) while group 3 (government) complete
ly stand out on the positive side (Table 4-13a).
As was explained earlier during this analysis, the
MNCs' executives argued that any business enterprise must
have a mission and a goal.

That their goal did not include

production of industrial raw materials.

They noted that

if raw materials were available, they would absorb them
but that it would be very difficult for them to survive
if they spread themselves so thin b y engaging in the p ro
duction of r a w materials, especially when there are
sources outside Nigeria where these raw materials could be
purchased relatively cheaper,

They maintain that if

Nigeria wants raw materials to be produced locally,
Nigerian government must have to make some concessions to
the MNCs.
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6.

Means of Enhancing Export In Nigeria

The primary objective for regulating over exporting
Is because of the balance-of-payment effect.

Exporting

will generate foreign currency In the International mone
tary fund.

Hypothesis 6 Is based on the Idea that foreign

companies are very Insensitive to most national export p ro
motion efforts.
The results obtained from a discriminant analysis of
this variable is consistent with this hypothesis (Table
4-14a).

Exporting of final products (X^) has the largest

mean score, thus, the hypothesis that controls over export
of final products are perceived by Nigerian government
officials as having been made necessary by the lack of
sensitivity of foreign investors to national export pro
motion objective, is supported.
There was no significant difference between exporting
of final products (X^) and any other variables (Table 4-14b).
Also, the three groups did not differ in their opinion
regarding this variable.

In other words, there was a

general consensus that the reason for imposing regulations
on exporting is because Nigerian government thought that
foreign companies were insensitive to national export pr o 
motion program (Table 4-414c).

TABLE 4-l4a
MEAN SCORES ANJ) TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF EXPORT PROMOTION
(n = 90 respondents)
Group Means
Pharma Govern
Textile ceutical ment
Average]

SD

ChiSquare F-ratio
49.85

Sign.
Level

-0.482

-0.485

0.003

1.93

1.90

3.00

2.28

1.07 13.01

13.01

0.000

1.70

2.10

2.83

2.21

0.99

12.84

0.000

X, Type of Technology
Transferred

3.03

2.53

3.63

3.07

1.09

9.06

9.001

X^ Purchase of Local Inputs

2.00

2.00

3.10

2.37

1.05

14.09

0.000

Xg Export of Final Products

4'53

4.13

4.63

4.43

0.87

2.86

0.063

Centroids

0.0000

Independent Variables:
X^ Joint Venture
V

2 Expatriate Quota

i

TABLE 4-14b:

SCHEFFE'S TEST

ORDERED GROUP MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 AND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

Schefl e Test

Group Means

XS

X4

4.43

2.37

X3

X2

3.07

4.43

2.21

4.43

2.28

4.43

TABLE 4-14c:

Significant

.05

.01

2.06

0.45

0.53

P<.01

1.36

0.45

0.53

PC.01

2.22

0.45

0.53

P<.01

2.15

0.45

0.53

P < .01

Difference

X1

SCHEFFE’S TEST

ORDERED GROUP MEANS AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GROUP MEANS AT THE .05 AND .01 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE
1
Group Means
Variable

Textile
4.53

XS

Pharnaceuticul

Scheffe Test
Goverment

.05

.01

0.40

0.63

0.79

No

4.63

0.10

0.63

0.79

No

4.63

0.50

0.63

0,79

No

4.13

4.53
4.13

Difference

Significant

•
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C.

Impacts of Means (Regulations) on Accomplishment of
Objectives
This section will concern itself with the measure of

actual accomplishment of each of the objectives.

Speci

fically, it will attempt to answer three distinctively
important questions,

first;

Is there any indications

that each of the objectives is being accomplished?
Second:

Are there any unidentified means that are r e 

sponsible for the accomplishment of objectives?

Third:

If the objectives are not accomplished, what might be the
underlying reasons?
1.

impacts of Means (Regulations) on Self^Reliance
The conceptual framework that led to the hypothesis

regarding self-reliance is baaed on political fears— fear
baaed on the beliefs that multinational corporation may
serve as arms for their home governments and that they
may also be powerful enough to disrupt or influence local
politics.

This fear is largely a carryover from colonial

periods when such firms as Levant and the British East
India Company acted as political agents of their home
governments.

For example* in 1975, the U.S, State Departi

ment requested that Gulf Oil suspend its Angolan opera
tions in an effort to weaken Soviet-backed factions that
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were taking control of the government.^

Host nations

have also selectively prevented foreign domination of key
Industries, those that might affect a very large segment
of the economy by virtue of their size and influence on
others.

In other cases, the host government has required

management of local personnel in order to ensure that
these establishment can survive in the absence of foreign
managers.
In this study, an effort was made to measure the
change in the nature of involvement over a period of time
(i.e. 1976-198Q),

Table 4-15a shows the results of one

of the measures, namely, equity ownership.
It was observed that equity held in private (Niger"
ian) hands has risen from 6.33 percent (prior to 1976) to
16,69 percent in 1980 among textile companies (Table 415a).

According to the results of one-way ANOVA of this

data on Table 4-15a, this increase in the share of
Nigerian (private) on the equity of textile companies was
found to be highly significant (Table 4-15b).

T h u s , it

can be concluded that between 1976 and 1980, Nigerian
private firms have improved their shares in the equity of
textile companies in Nigeria.

'’"Gulf Oil Seeks Talks to Resume Operations Under
Aneola Regime." Wall Street Journal, 24 (February, 1976) ,
p. 17

TABLE

4-15a

FREQUENCY OF EQUITY SHARES OF TEXTILE COMPANIES
THAT ARE OWNED BY NIGERIAN FIRMS (PRIVATE)

N

Means

3

6.33

3.11

Percentage ownership in 1976

14

17.14

8.25

Percentage ownership in 1980

26

16.69

7.88

Percentage ownership at inception

SD

43

TOTAL

TABLE 4-15b
ONE-WAY ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE FOR EQUITY SHARES OF
TEXTILE COMPANIES THAT ARE OWNED BY
NIGERIAN FIRMS

Source of Variation

SS

df

MS

Calculated
F

tabular
F
.05

Between Samples

1071

2

536

Within Samples

1830

40

46

TOTAL

3.23 5.18

«
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* P<.01

2901

11*

.01
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Table 4-16a shows

the same information as was in

Table 4-15a, but at this time, the focus is on the equity
held by the Nigerian government.

In the same industry,

and during the same period, Nigerian government has increas
ed its shares of equity capital from 11.6 percent to 25.2
percent.

One-way ANOVA summary table indicates that this

increase was significant beyond .001 (Table 4-16b).

As

far as the textile sector is concerned, these findings
clearly support hypothesis la that reasons that if the n a 
ture of involvement is changing from wholly-owned subsi
diary to joint venture or from joint venture to licensing
agreement, the self reliance la increasing.
The next task is to test the hypothesis in respect to
pharmaceutical sector.

Table 4-17 shows the frequency of

equity shares of pharmaceutical companies that are owned
by Nigerian private firms.

As indicated in Table 4-17,

there were no Nigerian private firms that owned any shares
in foreign pharmaceutical firms before or in 1976 inclu
sive.
Table 4-18a shows the same information only that the
Nigerian government equity shares In foreign pharmaceutical
is being considered h e r e .

The results Indicate that equi

ty shares held by Nigerian government in foreign pharmaceu
tical companies have increased from 10.8 before 1976 to
11,5 in 1980.

One-way ANOVA of this data indicates that

this Increase is insignificant (Table 4-18b).

Thus, re-

TABLE

4 -1 6 a

FREQUENCY OF EQUITY SHARES OF TEXTILE COMPANIES
THAT ARE OWNED BY THE NIGERIAN GOVERNMENT

N

M eans

SD

S

1 1 .6

2 .1 9

P e r c e n ta g e o w n e r s h ip a t i n c e p t i o n
P e r c e n t a g e o w n e r s h ip i n 1976

21

1 4 .2 9

5 .7 6

P e r c e n t a g e o w n e r s h ip i n 1980

30

2 5 .2 0

1 0 .1 9

TOTAL

56

TABLE ~ 4 -1 6 b
ONE-WAY ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE FOR EQUITY SHARES OF
TEXTILE COMPANIES THAT ARE OWNED BY

THE

NIGERIAN GOVERNMENT

S o u rc e o f V a r i a t i o n

SS

df

MS

B etw een S a n p le s

1934

2

967

W ith in S a m p le s

2545

53

48

4479

57

TOTAL
'

20*

T a b u la r
F
.0 5

.0 1

3 .1 8

5 .0 6
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* P jI . 0 0 1

C a lc u la te d
F

TABLE

4-17

FREQUENCY OF EQUITY SHARES OF PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES
THAT ARE OWNED BY NIGERIAN FIRMS (PRIVATE)

N

Means

Percentage ownership at inception

0

0

0

Percentage ownership in 1976

0

0

0

Percentage ownership in 1980

10

7.0

2.6

TOTAL

10

SD

TABLE

4 - lU a

FREQUENCY OF EQUITY SHARES OF PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES
THAT ARE OWNED BY THE NIGERIAN GOVERNMENT

N

M eans

SD

4

1 0 .8

7 .5

P e r c e n t a g e o w n e r s h ip i n 1976

10

1 0 .0

5 .2

P e r c e n t a g e o w n e r s h ip i n 1980

30

1 1 .5

5 .1

P e r c e n t a g e o w n e r s h ip a t i n c e p t i o n

TOTAL

44

TABLE

4 - 16b

ONE-WAY ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE FOR EQUITY SHARES OF
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES THAT ARE OWNED
BY THE NIGERIAN GOVERNMENT

SS

df

MS

C a lc u la te d F

122

2

61

1 .0 3 *

W ith in S am p le s

2526

43

59

TOTAL

2648

45

S o u rc e o f V a r i a t i o n
B e tw ee n S am p le s

j
*

N ot S i g n i f i c a n t

T a b u l a r F.
.0 5

.0 1

4 .0 7

7 .3 1

i
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suits of hypothesis tests associated with this Impact pr o 
position with respect to pharmaceutical sector is contrary
to predictions— the results clearly indicate that the n a 
ture of involvement has not changed in the pharmaceutical
companies for the period considered in this study.
Interpretation of Results on Self-Reliance
Several points emerged from this research with r e 
spect to ^self-reliance.

First there was not contest among

the groups as to whether self-reliance was important or not
important.

The research groups agree that self-reliance

is an important objective for every soverign nation.

'

How

ever, they all disagree when consideration is being given
to the methods of reaching this goal.
0

The government group thinks that stripping of foreig
ners some of the equity shares and top executive positions
would ensure self-reliance.
The foreign managers completely disagree with, these
policy instruments.

They maintain that since the in dig io

nization program was implemented in Nigeria in 1975, a
substantial amount of shares have been transferred to
Nigerian nationals, but control of the firms have basical
ly not been handed over to these nationals.

They also

maintain that although MNCs have relatively increased the
number of Nigerians in top positions, the decision making
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hierarchy is still a prerogative of foreign executives in
most foreign affiliates in Nigeria.

This confirms the

observation made by Sani that "... indigenous executives of
multinationals are little more than glorified clerks who,
like monks without hoods, are generally dressed in borrow
ed robes while occupying the token executive chairs assign
ed to them."®

Daniel Affiong observed that the multina

tionals will provide the indigenous ,lmock executives"
wi t h cozy offices
power.^

and expensive desks and chairs without

A survey done in Nigeria in 1978 showed that

there was no Nigerian employee of a multinational corporaQ

tion classified among senior management.
A measure of self-reliance based on the nature of
involvement, though it may look very impressive and grati
fying on paper, does not actually tell much.
where does decision-making reside?

We must ask,

An anonymous observer

told the researcher that the Nigerian executives were so
complaicent and fond of their new-found positions that
they would not rock the boat least they jeopardize their

®Sani, Op.cit., p. 10
^Daniel A. Affiong, Imperialism and Dependency; ob
stacles to African Development CEnogu. Nigeria:
Fourth
Dimension Publishing, C o . , L t d . , 1980), p. 136

8
I b i d ., pp. 136-137
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enviable positions.

They were satisfied with answering

the chief executives of multinational corporations even
though they did not have the power commensurate with such
positions as long as they get the material things that come
with such positions (i.e. air-conditioned offices, well
furnished offices, free housing, company car and a chauf
feur , free parking, et c ) ,

He continued that in these

token positions the indigenous executives have not the
faintest idea on corporate policy regarding transfer
pricing, purchase of inputs, profit remittance, employment
and similar policies.

These policies and related cases

are made and executed without the national executives*
knowledge.

In this regard, the indiginlzation programs

are only working on paper.
Another related issue emerged in this study \dxich in
itself may generate a set of questions revolves around the
definition of self-reliance.

There were as many concep

tions of self-reliance as there were respondents.

Even

the Nigerian government officials that Included selfreliance in the national seta of objectives could not agree
on a unitary definition.

To some of them, "self-reliance

is tightening your belt," to others, it is "living within
your m e a n s t o

still a few m o r e , it is

.avoiding

conspicuous consumption of non-essential goods by the
Affluent minority..
determined?

Can self-reliance be quantitatively

In a dependent-interdependent world, should

TABLE

4 -lS a

MEAN VALUE OF RAW MATERIALS USED AND
PRODUCED BY MNCs LOCAL PLANTS
IN TEXTILE INDUSTRY

N

Mean

SD

P e r c e n ta g e p r o d u c e d i n 1980

23

1 3 .0

7 .0

P e rc e n ta g e in c r e a s e s in c e l a s t f iv e
y ea rs

27

6 .5

1 4 .0

TOTAL

50

TABLE

4 -lV b

ONE-WAY ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE FOR RAW MATERIALS
USED AND PRODUCED BY MNCs LOCAL PLANTS
IN TEXTILE INDUSTRY

S o u rc e o f V a r i a t i o n

B etw een S am p le s
W ith in S a m p le s
TOTAL
* P < .0 S

SS

df

MS

529

1

529

5879

48

118

6408

49

C a lc u la te d F

4 .5 *

T a b u la r F
.0 5

.0 1

4 .0 4

7 .1 9
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any nation strive for this goal?

Is self-reliance an ob

jective or a virtue which nationals of a nation has to
Internalized?

Obviously, at this time, these questions

may not be completely answered.

But they probably deserve

attention of host national policy-makers especially those
A

»

of the developing world.
2.

Impacts of Means (Regulations) on Local

Resource Contents of Manufactured Products.
In order to acertain if regulations have had any signi
ficant Impacts on the local resource content of manufactur
ed products in Nigeria, four levels of analysis have to be
done.

First, it has to be established if textile com

panies are producing more ra w materials locally for their
operations in Nigeria.

Second, it has to be determined

if textile companies in Nigeria are purchasing more raw
materials from firms that are locally based.

Finally, the

two levels of analysis mentioned above have to be done with
respect to the pharmaceutical industry.
To get at the first level, the mean value of ra w
materials used and produced by textile companies in Nigeria
is shown on Table 4-19a.

As the results indicate, foreign

textiles companies in Nigeria generated 13 percent of
their raw material inputs within their affiliates in
Nigeria in 1980.

This represented an increase of 6.5 per-*
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cent from the level generated during the last five years.
A one-way ANOVA summary table shows that this Increase
was significant beyond .05 (Table 4-19b).
Next, the proportion of the raw materials textile
companies purchase from other locally-based firms In
Nigeria has to be determined.
sis Is shown on Table 4-20a.

The results of this analy
As the results Indicate, the

proportion of the raw materials textile companies obtained
from private Nigerian firms in 1980 had Increased by 9.2
percent oyer the quantity purchased during the last five
years.

A test of significance of this increase convincing

ly indicates that it is significant beyond .01.

The second

hypothesis which states that if the MNCs are using more
local inputs in their manufacturing operations in Nigeria,
the resource contents of manufactured products in Nigeria
la increasing can now be accepted in respect to the tex
tile industry.
The same procedure m a y be used in order to determine
if the last hypothesis Is also acceptable to the pharmaceu
tical population.

Table 4-12a is similar to Table 4-19a,

The only difference is that in Table 4-2l a , the focus Is
on the pharmaceutical industry. As the results s h o w , the per
centage increase of the ra w materials pharmaceutical firms
produced locally in Nigeria has only Increased by 6,6 pe r 
cent over the last five yesirs,

It was found that this in

crease was insignificant (Table 4-2lb).

1

TABLE 4-20a
MEAN VALUE OF RAN MATERIALS PRODUCED BY NIGERIAN
PRIVATE LOCAL FIRMS AND SOLD TO FOREIGN FIRMS
IN TEXTILE INDUSTRY IN NIGERIA

N

Mean

SD

P e r c e n t a g e p r o d u c e d i n 1980

31)

2 0 .3

1 4 .2

P e rc e n ta g e in c r e a s e s in c e l a s t f iv e y e a r s

30

9 .2

1 3 .0

TOTAL

60

TABLE 4 - 2 0 b
ONE-WAY ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE FOR RAW MATERIALS
PRODUCED BY NIGERIAN PRIVATE LOCAL FIRMS
IN TEXTILE INDUSTRY

S o u rc e o f V a r i a t i o n

SS

df

MS

C a lc u la te d F

T a b u la r F
.0 5

1848

1

1848

S a a p le s

10749

58

179

TOTAL

12597

59

B e tw ee n S a a p l e s
W ith in

*

1 0 .3 *

4 .0

.0 1
7 .0 8

P < .0 1
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TABLE 4-21a
MEAN VALUE OF RAN MATERIALS USED AND PRODUCED BY MNCs
LOCAL PLANTS IN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

P e rc e n ta g e p ro d u ce d in I9 6 0

Mean

SD

6 .4

3 .6

6 .6

4 .5

15

P e rc e n ta g e in c r e a s e s in c e l a s t f iv e y e a r s

13

TOTAL

28

TABLE

4 -2 1 b

ONE-WAY ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE FOR RAW MATERIALS USED
AND PRODUCED BY MNCs LOCAL PLANTS
IN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

S o u rc e o f V a r i a t i o n

df

MS

28 ‘

1

28

W ith in S a m p le s

1496

26

53

TOTAL

1524

27

B e tw ee n S am p le s

*

SS

N ot S i g n i f i c a n t

C a lc u la te d F

0 .0 1 *

T a b u la r F
.0 5

.0 1

4 .2 2

7 .7 2
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Finally, the proportion of the raw materials pharma
ceutical companies purchase from other locally-based firms
in Nigeria has to be assessed.
sis is shown on Table 4-22a.

The results of this analy
As can be seen, the propor

tion of the raw materials purchased locally by pharmaceuti
cal companies in 1980 amounted to 9.2 percent.

The

increase over the quantity purchased during the past five
years was 8.3 percent.

This increase was found to be

highly insignificant (Table 4-22b).

T h u s , the hypothesis

that if MNCs are using more local inputs in Nigeria, the
resource contents of manufactured products is increasing,
does not warrant any support as far as the pharmaceutical
industry is concerned.
Interpretation of Results on Local Resource Contents
It must be said that since the data collected to test
the last hypothesis was not longitudinal, it would appear
to be Inappropriate to draw unequivocal conclusions.

A

better approach could have been to physically measure the
amount of raw materials a firm used in relation to their
total operations.

Then controls could be Imposed and the

impacts measured after a given period.

Even the conclusions

reached from this approach will not be unequivocal because
the relationship between impacts of regulations and amount
of raw materials produced and/or purchased m a y be a pro~

TABLE

4 -2 2 a

MEAN VALUE OF RAW MATERIALS PRODUCED BY NIGERIAN
PRIVATE LOCAL FIRMS AND SOLE TO FOREIGN FIRMS
IN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY IN NIGERIA

N

Mean

SD

P e r c e n t a g e p r o d u c e d i n 1980

26

9 .2

2 .3

P e rc e n ta g e in c r e a s e s in c e l a s t f iv e y e a r s

26

S .3

2 .7

52

TOTAL
—

TABLE

4 -2 2 b

ONE-WAY ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE FOR RAN MATERIALS PRODUCED
BY NIGERIAN PRIVATE LOCAL FIRMS IN
PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

S o u rc e o f V a r i a t i o n

SS

df

MS

B e tw ee n S a a p l e s

405

1

.4 0 5

W ith in S a a p l e s

325

50

6 .2 4

325

SI

TOTAL

0 .1 0 *

T a b u la r F
.0 5

.0 1

4 .0 3

7 .1 7
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* N ot S i g n i f i c a n t

C a lc u la te d F
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duct of other variables.

Thus, as far as the local r e 

source content is concerned, it Is very difficult to make
a cause and effect relationship.
However, the research findings clearly indicate that
noticeable progress has been -made^in increasing the amount
of local resource content of local1./’•manufactured products
in textile industry.

On the other \iand, regulations have

not made any major impacts on pharmaceutical companies.
Two major reasons can be used to explain this phenomenon.
On the one hand, textile belongs to a low technology in
dustry,

The fabrics needed to operate textile plants are

relatively easy to find and/or produce in a mediating
technological environment like Nigeria.

On the other

hand, pharmaceutical is a high technology industry.

As

a result, the formulae needed to m i x drugs are relatively
hard to obtain or develop.

*

Ordinarily, it can be concluded that the refusal to
employ more local resources b y multinationals ma y be
traced from the availability and easy access of the input
factor much less than refusal to employ these inputs.
Thus, it would appear that a firm operating in a h i g h
technology industry would be less likely to find these i n 
puts available for its use in less developing countries
(IDCs) than those firms operating in low technology Indus^
tries,

As a result, host government should allow1h i g h
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technology Industry more operating leverage especially
when It concerns the use and production of raw m aterials.
The emphasis ought to be on the transfer of high technology
through research and development.
3.

Impacts of Means (Regulations) on Employment
Opportunities
Table 4-5 shows the mean value of employment accord

ing to Industry.
ed 376 people.

On the average, textile companies employ
This represented an increase of 27 percent

(textile) and 20 percent (pharmaceutical) from the level
employed five years ago.

On the whole, the 60 companies

Interviewed created 1,270 new jobs within the last five
years (Table 4-5),
Aggregate data collected from Nigerian Federal Office
of Statistics show that in 1975 all textile companies In
Nigeria that were foreign-owned, employed 55,000 people
and all foreign pharmaceutical firms had a total employment
level of 1,788 workers.

By 1979 the employment figures

have risen to 90.9 thousand and 2,485.3 for the textile and
pharmaceutical companies respectively.

g

Thus, it can be

concluded that the two industries alone have created 36,597
new jobs since 1976,

These findings corroborate the con-

Q
Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial R e 
v i e w , 1 6 (June, 1979), p, 46
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elusions of the earlier mentioned studies on the contribu
tions of MNCs in less developing countries.

Sabolo found

that MNCs operating in LDCs created two million jobs by
the end of 1970.

According to him, the represented 0.2

percent of the total active population of L D C s .^
The employment opportunities could further be enhanc
ed if the activities of a foreign company results in a
"ripple effect" in the economy.

Tables 4-23, 4-24, and

4-25 show an attempt to measure some of the "linkages."
Table 4-23 shows the results of the number of local
suppliers that have emerged as a result of company opera
tions.

The results show that all the 30 textile companies

studied have induced local suppliers to emerge and only 24
out of the 30 pharmaceutical firms have done so (Table 423).

On the whole, textile firms have induced a total of

174 organizations while pharmaceutical firms have induced
73 organizations.
On the issue of local distributors and sales organiza
tions having emerged as a result of company operations,
it was found that 27 out of 30 textile companies has in
duced some changes and only 1 out of 30 pharmaceutical
companies reported making any effort to stimulate local
distributions and/or sales organizations (Table 4-24).
\

10Sabolo, Op.cit., p. 47

TABLE

4-23

FREQUENCY OF LOCAL SUPPLIERS EMERGED
AS A RESULT OF COMPANY OPERATIONS
(n = 60 r e s p o n d e n t s )

In d u s try

F re q u e n c y

Row 3

Mean

Sum

T e x tile

30

100

5 .8

174

P h a r m a c e u ti c a l

24

SO

3 .0

73

T o t a l ( A v e ra g e )

54

( 9 0 .0 )

4 .4

1 2 .3 5

TABLE.4-24
FREQUENCY OF LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS AND SALES
ORGANIZATIONS EMERGED AS A RESULT OF
COMPANY OPERATIONS

t

Mean

Sum

5 .9

158

In d u s try

F re q u e n c y

Row

T e x tile

27

9 0 .0

1

3 .3

0

0

( 4 6 .7 )

2 .9 5

79

P h a r m a c e u ti c a l

T o t a l (A v e ra g e )

28
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Finally, the results of the encouragement given to
stimulate local entrepreneurship Is shown on Table 4-25.
As the table indicates, 6 out of 30 textile firms reported
any type of encouragement given to stimulate local entre
preneurship, and only 1 out of 30 pharmaceutical companies
did so.
Interpretation of Results On Employment Opportunities
One thing that emerged in the study of this variable
is that there are many factors that would affect employ
ment.

Although capital intensive projects are prone to

criticism when employment issues are being discussed, in
certain line of activity capital intensive may be the only
way to operate.

Labor intensive technology in textile

industry has been particularly successful in Nigeria, but
the pharmaceutical companies maintain that it is hard for
them to employ too many workers in such an industry.
They maintain that if there operation is capital intensive,
this does not necessarily mean they do not realize the
practical implications of such practices.

In order to be

efficient and successful, they have to adopt capital in
tensive techniques.
Another thing that emerged in the study of this varia
ble is the measurement of the amount of "cultivation'' each
foreign company is making in order to ensure a ripple

TABLE- 4*25
FREQUENCY OF ENCOURAGEMENT GIVEN TO
LOCAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP (EXCLUDING
SUPPLIERS AND DISTRIBUTORS)
(n » 60 respondents)

Row 1

Industry

Frequency

Textile

6

20.0

Pharmaceut ical

1

3.3

Total (Average)

7

(U.7)
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effect.

The textile companies seem to be more active and

successful in this regard than the pharmaceutical com
panies.

The reason for this is because the textile com

panies have to sell their products to the general public.
As a result, they have to build up clientele through
aggressive promotional activities.

On the other hand, the

pharmaceutical companies have only one consumer--the
government.

Since they are prohibited from selling to the

general public, there would be no need trying to cultivate
the market by setting up channels of distribution or build
ing up clientele.
4.

Impact8 of Means (Regulations) oh Technological
Capabilities
Hypothesis 4 states that if fundamental product

development research is being done in Nigeria b y MNC's,
then Nigeria's technological capabilities are increasing.
It was found that 6 out of the 30 textile companies
sampled had some type of R & D programs in Nigeria.

Among

the 6, only 4 of them were engaged in fundamental product
development work.

Since the sample size of 6 is too small,

it is impossible to use the data collected from textile
companies as a test of this hypothesis.

Therefore, the

data collected from pharmaceuticals will be used,

TABLE 4-26
FREQUENCY AND TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NATURE
OF R $ D NORK DONE IN NIGERIA
BY FOREIGN PHARMACEUTICALS

**

C a lc u la te d
Z

T a b u la r
Z
.0 5
.01

N

Y es

No

Company h a s a n R 6 D d i v i s i o n i n N i g e r i a

30

30

0

R % D f o r S a l e s a n d S e r v i c e P a c k Up

30

0

30

R G D f o r P r o c e s s A d a p t a t i o n a n d D e v e lo p m e n t Work

30

16

14

4 .2 7 * *

1 .6 4 2 .3 3

R % D f o r F u n d a m e n ta l P r o d u c t D e v e lo p m e n t Work

30

21

9

3 .3 3 * *

1 .6 4 2 .3 3

R ( D f o r B a s ic R e se a rc h

30

0

30

P < .0 1
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It was found that all the 30 pharmaceutical com
panies interviewed had some level of R & D programs in
Nigeria.

Sixteen of them were engaged in process adapta

tion and development work while twenty-one of them had
R & D for fundamental product development work.

This ratio

was found to be significant beyond .01 (Table 4-26).

Thus,

this hypothesis is acceptable.
Interpretation of Results on Technological Capabilities
Some general measures of transfer of technological
capabilities are the level of R & D work being done, the
number of nationals engaged in R & D programs and the n a 
ture of R & D being undertaken in the country.
The result of our study shows that only 13 percent of
textile companies had some R & D division in their bases
in Nigeria.

The pharmaceutical firms had various degrees

of R & D work being done.
The research done by the Nigerian Council of Science
and Technology reported that less than 13 percent of
foreign firms in the Nigeria had some type of R & D pro
grams in their affiliates in Nigeria.

They concluded that

foreign firms in Nigeria perform their R & D in their
parent company .^

^ B a b a t u n d e , Qp .c i t ., p . 40
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On the basis of the findings in this research, it
may be

concluded that the companies studied by the

Nigerian Council of Science and Technology must have been
low technology industries.

Firms in high technology in

dustries (such as pharmaceuticals or computers) must inevit
ably engage in some levels of research in order to enable
them to cope with the environment.

Don Hellriegel and

John Slocum observed that in the pharmaceutical industry

12

a product is often obsolete within six m o n t h s .

This

problem becomes greater for a pharmaceutical company
operating in a tropical climate where various formulae
used to treat certain elements in cold countries may have
to be altered in order to make them fit for use in tropical
countries.

T h u s , high technology industries have a vested

interest in investing in R & D because of their constant
quest of a means to stay alive.

Therefore, it will be

erroneous to conclude that the main reason that pharmaceu
tical companies are engaging in research in Nigeria is that
they want to comply with the laws.
that "the corporation.

Harry Johnson observed

. .has no commercial interest in

diffusing its knowledge to potential native competitors."

^ H e l l r i e g e l and Slocum, Op.clt,, p, 145
•^Johnson. Op.cit.. p. 244
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5.

Impacts of Means (Regulations) on Production of
Industrial Raw Materials
Hypothesis 5a states that if the proportion of the p r o 

ducts conq>anies sell to other companies is increasing, pr o 
duction of industrial raw materials is increasing.
It was found that between 1876 and 1980, total raw
materials that other Nigerian plants produced and sold to
foreign textile companies in Nigeria has increased by 9.2
percent (Table 4-20a) and the raw materials sold to
foreign pharmaceutical companies in Nigeria has increased
by 8.3 percent (Table 4-21a).

For textile industries,

this increase was found to be significant beyond .01
(Table 4-20b) while the Increase in pharmaceutical indus
tries was found to be insignificant (Table 4-21b).

Thus,

this hypothesis is acceptable for the textile industry
but rejected for the pharmaceutical industry.
Interpretation of Results oh Production of Industrial R a w
Materials in Nigeria
There are many reasons why Nigerian government is in
sisting on the production of industrials raw materials in N i 
geria.

One of the major reasons is the prevention of ille

gal transfer of funds out of Nigeria, for example; transfer
pricing,

But it must be understood that although, rela-
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tively more raw materials were produced locally in 1980
than the previous years, it does not necessarily mean that
less funds were remitted out of Nigeria for that year.
MNCs have several avenues through which they can remove
fluids from a host country.

Whenever one route closes,

other routes are aggressively sought.
Two things may happen when MNCs are forced to produce
raw materials.

First, their efficiency may be reduced b e 

cause they are going into areas in which they do not have
the expertise.

Secondly, the costs of productlng the raw

materials may be relatively higher than the costs of buy
ing them from an independent carrier.

When this happens,

the overhead costs will he increased which automatically
increases the margin.

In order to break even, the company

may be selling its products at higher prices, thus making
these products less competitive in the world market.
Besides these two major problems, the products pro
duced may he lower in quality as a result of poor quality
inputs.

The foreign executives interviewed maintain that

this is probably the primary reason why smuggling is
widespread in Nigeria.

They noted that although imported

products are considerably cheaper than Nigerian-made p ro
ducts*
quality.

they are also found to be relatively superior in
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It is obvious from the verbal report obtained during
the interview that foreign companies need some type of
inducement in order to make them produce industrial raw
materials.

Foreign executives complained that the incen

tives stipulated (for example tax holiday) are just oh p a 
per.

No foreign executive agreed that his or her company

had ever received any tax holiday or any of the othe con
cessions promised to those who produce industrial raw
materials locally.
6.

Impacts of Means (Regulations) oh Export

Hypothesis 6a states that if the value contents of e x 
ports of manufactured products of multinationals are in
creasing, then total export in Nigeria is increasing.
Since all of the MNCs interviewed had no records of
export, the researcher has no evidence to either prove or
disaprove the research hypothesis.
Interpretation of Results on Export Promotion in Nigeria
Most of the companies that operate across national
frontiers are usually huge.

As a corporation increases in

size, it usually attains economies of scale.

At that level,

the unit cost of its products becomes relatively cheaper
as the capacity increases.

Thus, such, corporations can

afford to lower the price of their products and at the
same time make a reasonable profit.

To be able to sell in
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different countries, the products have to compete with
internationally produced products.

The competition may

take several forms, namely, price and quality competition.
Most companies in Nigeria have not attained economies of
scale and can not compete effectively in international
markets.

Nigerian-made goods are still more expensive

than those imported in spite of the huge tariffs levied on
the imported goods.
Some of the foreign executives interviewed blame
their poor equipment for their inability to compete inter
nationally.

This goes to support the critics' point of

view that MNCs transfer technology that had become obsolete
to their affiliates.

Inspite of their obsolence, those

technologies are valued higher than they are worth which
makes it even more difficult for the affiliates to break
even.
One possible reason w h y the MNCs interviewed were not
exporting any products might be as a result of export"
prohibitation clauses which the parent companies may have
imposed on their affiliates in Nigeria.

Hood and Young

14

observed that MNCs sometimes include export-prohibition
clauses in their contact agreements with their affiliates,
and when this occurs the affiliates are restricted to sell
the products of the technology only in national markets.

^ H o o d and Young, Op. b i t ., p. 201
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Critics argue that this limitation not only robs firms and
the nation of capital that could be flowing into the
country but also protects subsidiaries of the same multi
national companies located in neighboring countries.

Al 

though, no specific effort was made to determine if these
restrictive clauses exist in Nigeria, it is possible to
think they do since most of the MNCs operating in Nigeria
also have affiliates in other West African countries.
i

Dt

General impacts of Means (Regulations)

This section measures the general impacts of means
(regulations) on the flow of foreign direct investment
(FDI) in Nigeria.
Hypothesis 7 states that multinational firms initial
ly react adversely to the imposition of controls by the
Nigerian government, but that subsequent stability in the
control imposed will ameliorate their adverse impact.
The nature of the reaction was determined by measur
ing the effects of means of control on the inflow of
foreign direct investment (FDI) and on the outflow of
funds in Nigeria.
Table 4-27 shows an actual flow of foreign private
capital by country or region of origin between 1970 to 1979
inclusive.
As the results show, the Nigerian government
\ *
passed laws on MNCs in 1972, 1974 and 1977.
Since these
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laws were not implemented until the following years, that
means that the impacts of the laws were felt two years
from the years in which they were passed (i.e. these occurr
ed in 1974, 1976 and 1979).
As one would expect, total
during those

years the impacts

inflow of FDI went down
of laws were felt.

On the

other hand, outflows also increased correspondingly in
those years.
In 1974, when the initial impact of 1972 laws was
felt, total volume of FDI declined from H757.4 million to
M521.1 million) and in 1979 by 33,8 percent (i.e. from
M1136.5 million to H752.4 million).
To determine the influence
and regulations) variables used
gression analysis was performed.

of the categorical

(year

in the model, multiple reThe overall model R

2

was

found to be .64, indicating that most (64 percent) of the
variance of the dependent variable (in this case inflow of
FDI) was explained b y the categorical variables used in
this model (Table 4-28a),

To determine the cumulative

impacts of the three regulations, a stepwise multiple r e 
gression analysis were done.

The regression results are

shown on Table 4-28b.

change w as .188, meaning that

The R

18,8 percent of the variance of the dependent variable (in
flow of FDI) was caused by the impact of regulations.
incremental F-value associated wit h the change in R
highly significant (P^.01).

2

The

was

TABLE

4-27

FLOW OF FOREIGN PRIVATE CAPITAL BY COUNTRY OR
REGION OF ORIGIN, 1970-1979 (N Million)

Country/Region
of Origin

Type of Flow

1970

1971

***
1972* 1973** 1974*
1975** 1976*** 1977* 1978** 1979***

United
Kingdom

Inflow
Outflow
Net Flow(-)

94.6 207.2 236.0 265.8
47.2
59.6 58.3 174.6
47.4 147.6 177.7 91.2

119.7
147.8
(28.1)

214.5
189.5
24.7

United States
of America

Inflow
Outflow
Net Flow(-)

17.1 174.3
74.6 151.4
48.2 44.0 67.8 153.0
26.2 107.4 (50.7 21.3

151.1
159.0
(7.9)

253.0
17.8
235.2

Western
Europe

Inflow
Outflow
Net Flow(-)

58.0
28.4
29.6

Other
(Unspecified)

Inflow
Outflow
Net Flow(-)

j 28.8
i
5.6
1 18.2

Total

Inflow
Outflow
Net Flow(-)

121.1
84.5

320.0
189.2
130.8

169.5

301.6
221.3
80.3

149.9
26.1
123.8

128.6
49.5
79.1

717.3 1136.5
519.7 412.5
197.6 724.1

752.4
729.9
22.5

91.7
43.5
48.2

172.6
128.0
44.6

191.6
61.3
130.3

195.8
132.9
62.9

213.6
127.7
85.9

28.8
13.5
15.3

46.0
14.1
31.9

63.7
24.0
39.7

98.6
13.4
85.2

80.7

101.8

22.8

31.9
69.9

251.0 489.6 432.81577.8
129.4 170.0 1 8 4 . 5 3 8 5 . 2
121.6 319.6 248.3 192.6

507.1
458.8
| 48.3

757.4
282.0
475.4

521.1
474.8
46.3

10.0
28.4

280.1
206.9
.73.2

42.1
39.0
81.9 316.8
190.0 170.9 116.3 252.2
(159.0) (89.0) 200.5 (210.1)

92.6 150.9
56.4 44.9
36.2 106.0
38.4

379.4
150,1
229.3

57.9

289.5

120.0

1.595 |1.551 1.5/4 (1.659
1.624
1.400 1.404 1.520(1.520 11.590
Compiled fro» Economic and Financial Review, Central Bank of Nigeria, Vol. 18 and 19.

Official Exchange Rate
Source:

205.6

*
**
***

fji

Years when controls (laws) were passed.
Years when controls (laws) were implemented.
Years when the impacts of controls (laws) were felt.
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TABLE 4-28a
REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE OF INFLOW OF FOREIGN DIRECT
INVESTMENT (FDI) IN NIGERIA:

Source of Variation

SS

df

1970-1979

Calculated
F

MS

Tabular
F
.05

Regression

336871

1

336871

Residual

187969

8

23496

TOTAL

524840

9

TABLE

14.34**

R-Square

.01

5.32 11.26

.64185

4-28b

A STEPWISE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE SHOWING IMPACT
OF MEANS (REGULATIONS) ON INFLOW OF FOREIGN
DIRECT INVESTMENT (FDI) IN
NIGERIA:

R2

1970-1979

R 2 Change

F-Value

Incremental Tabular
F-Value
F
.05

Dependent Variable--Inflow of FDI

.01

5.32 11.26

Independent Variables:
Year
Impact of regulations

P-i .05

.64185
.83003

.64185
.18818

14.34**
7.75*

5.59 12.25
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Similar analysis was also done in regard to the total
outflow of funds in Table 4-27.

As can be seen, an R

2

of

.76 indicates that 76 percent of the variation in outflow
of fund in Nigeria has been explained by the categorical
variables used in the model (Table 4-29a).
of regulations improved the R

However, impact

by 11 percent (Table 4-29b) .

This change was significant beyond .05.
The results of this analysis have shown that FDI did
go down and outflow of fund did go up following each of
the years investment laws were implemented.

Thus, these

results are consistent with the hypothesis that multina
tional firms initially react adversely to the imposition
of controls by Nigerian government, but that subsequent
stability in the control imposed will ameliorate their ad
verse impact.
It was hypothesized that foreign investors' attitudes
toward the control imposed relate to the stability of the
system of control more than the severity of the system.
To address this hypothesis, a ratio analysis waa done
w i t h the group frequency data obtained.

As the results in

dicate , 38 of the 90 respondents maintained that they were
more concerned about the severity (restrictivenesa) of the
laws than the stability of the laws.

On the other hand,

32 of them felt that the stability of laws was m or e import
ant to them than severity.

It wa s interesting to K now that

TABLE

4-29a

REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE OF OUTFLOW OF FUNDS
FROM NIGERIA:

Source of Variation

SS

1970-1979

Calculated
F

MS

DF

Tabular
F
.05

Regression
Residual
TOTAL

238415

1

238415

74253

8

9282

312668

9

.01

5.32 11.26

25.69

R2
.76252

TABLE 4-29b
A STEPWISE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE SHOWING IMPACT OF
MEANS (REGULATIONS) ON OUTFLOW OF FUNDS FROM
NIGERIA:

1970 - 1979

R2

2

R Change F-Value

Incremental Tabular
F
F-Value
.05

.01

Dependent Variable--Outflow of funds
Independent Variables:
Year
Impact of regulations

*

PZToT

**

P<.01

.76252
.87219

.76252
.10967

25.69**

6.01*

5.32 11.26
5.59 12.25
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of the three groups, only the pharmaceutical group thought
that both severity and stability were equally important.
Fifty percent of them thought that they are concerned about
both (Table 4 - 30) .

Ratio analysis of these responses

reveals that there were no significant differences between
those who said they preferred stability and those who perferred severity of the laws (Table 4-3Q).

Thus, the results

were strictly inconsistent with the hypothesis.
This result partly supports Robinson's finding in a
study of 15 less-developed countries (LDCs).

In some of

the countries, for example Mexico, Robinson found that the
foreign Investors' investment plans remained unchanged de
spite the appearance of two laws in 1973 that seemed to
move in a more restricted direction.

In the same study,

Robinson found that a handful of foreign firms were literal
ly lining up and waiting to enter Burma, despite the cer
tainty that the socialist government of Burma would impose
a very restrictive investment policy.

In contract, the

less restrictive investment climate of Peru seemed to have
15
brought almost a complete halt to n e w investment Inflows.
On the other hand, Robinson found that when ANC0M'lS
Decision 24 was implemented, foreign companies operating in
ANCOM postponed further investment among the member states

^Robinson. Qp.cit., p, 329

TABLE

4^-30

GROUP FREQUENCY AND TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
IMPORTANCE OF STABILITY AND SEVERITY
(RESTRICTIVENESS) OF T1IE LAW
IN THE DECISION TO INVEST
IN NIGERIA
(n - 90 respondents)

Calculated Tabular
Pharma Govern
2
ment Total
2
Textile ceutical
.05

Stability of the laws is wore inportant to we than severity
Both Stability and Severity of the laws are important
Severity of the laws is wore important to we than Stability

TOTAL
*

Not Significant

13

8

11

32

2

IS

3

20

IS

7

16

38

30

30

30

90

0.80*

1.64

0.82*

1.64
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in the expectation that the common policy embedded in Decision 24 would eventually break down.

16

The ninth hypothesis suggests that controls may have
widely different effect on (a) different industrial sector,
and (b) different nationality of investors.
To address hypothesis 9a, six industrial sectors were
arbitrarily selected.

The cumulative foreign investment

(FDI) in Nigeria between 1970 through 1979 is shown in
Table 4-31.

The years in which, laws were imposed and im 

plemented have also been indicated.
A stepwise regression summary table showing the cumu
lative impacts of control (laws) on the six selected
sectors is shown in Table 4-32a.

Column 1, shows the in

dustrial sectors (Food, Textile, Metal Products, Indus
trial Chemicals, Machinery and Rubber Products) ■ In
column 2 , the variable entered in the regression is indi2
cated.
Column 3 shows the R and column 4 indicates the
2
value of R after the second variable is entered.
Column
5 gives the F-value and column 6 shows the incremental

2

F-value associated with the improvement in R .
The results clearly indicate that the laws had signi
ficant impact on four sectors (i.e. Food, Textile, Machine*
ry and Rubber Products), and basically no impacts on two
sectors (i.e. Metal Products and Industrial Chemicals),

16Ibid.. p. 330

TABLE

4**31

CUMULATIVE FOREIGN PRIVATE INVESTMENT (FDI)

IN

SIX SELECTED INDUSTRIAL SECTORS IN
NIGERIA:

SECTOR

1970-1979

(N THOUSAND)

1970

1971

1972*

1973**

1974***

Food

19282

43674

43198

48490

25156

Textiles

39948

64072

67098

68504

4076

13438

16142

18010

27718

9156

1976***

1977*

1978**

1979***

51226

24921

63009

72461

36296

58299

125018

72546

243593

301047

96156

20084

7802

7554

7461

7195

7108

6964

28312

36084

34326

62327

98461

167983

169047

209460

10374

14662

10629

11716

18520

23470

28049

41008

55910

916

5418

1366

4236

12038

10861

28739

20418

24516

37977

Official Exchange Rate($] 1.400

1.404

1.520

1.520

1.590

1.624

1.595

Industrial Chenicals
Metal Products
Machinery
Rubber Products

Source:

1975**

Compiled fron Economic and Financial Review. Central Bank of
Nigeria, Vol. it and 1$.
*
**
***

Years when controls (laws) were passed.
Years when controls

(laws) were inpleaentcd.

Years when the inpacts of controls (laws) were felt.

1.551

1.574

1.659
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The Incremental F-value of the first four cases were all
significant.
Significant impacts on Food, Textile and Rubber Pr o 
ducts were expected because these are low technology in
dustries .

For several yea r s , these sectors have had a lion

share of the total FDI in Nigeria.

In 1972 when the first

Nigerian Enterprise Promotion Decree was passed, textile
sector, for instance, had about 20 percent of all FDI in
Nigeria.
The focus of the present industrial policy is to
leave these low technology sectors in the hands of nationals
and to attract high technology industries from outside
Nigeria.

It was on the basis of this that these sectors

were placed in schedule two in the Nigerian Enterprise Pro
motion Decree in which nationals must own at least 60 p e r 
cent of the equity shares.
However, the positive impact of the laws on machinery
is surprising.

It would appear that the impact of the laws

on this sector would be negative since it belongs to high
technology area.

One probable reason for this phenomenon

might be due to the rapid reduction in investment in low
technology area.

This might be followed with a reduction

in Investment in capital goods.

TABLE

4-32a

A STEPWISE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE SHOWING IMPACTS

OF

MEANS (REGULATIONS) ON A SELECTED INDUSTRIAL
SECTORS IN NIGERIA
(Dependent Variable**lnflow of FDI)

SECTOR

Variable
Entered

R2

R

2

Change

F-Value

Incremental
F-Value

F-Tabulnr
.05

Food

Year
1upsets of Laws

Textile

Year
(■pacts of Laws

Metal Products

Year
lupacts of Laws

Industrial
Cheaicals

Machinery

Year
Inpacts of Laws
Year
lupacts of Laws

Rubber Products

Year
lupacts of Laws

*
**

P^.05
E-C.OI

.55418

.55418

.87405

.31987

.42738

.42738

.82341

.39603

.13566

.13566

.17100

.03534

.87351

.87351

.88173

.00822

.84043

.84043

.91434

.07391

.78752

.78752

.94063

.15311

24.3
17.8**
5.97
15.70**
1.26
0.30
55.25
0.49
42.14
6.04*
29.65
18.01**

.01

5.32

11.26

5.59

12.25

5.32

11.26

5.59

12.25

5.32

11.26

5.59

12.25

5.32

11.26

5.59

12,25

5.32

11.26

5.S9

12.25

5.32

11.26

5.59

12.25
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Table 4-32b Is an extentlon of Table 4-32a.

The only

difference here Is that an effort is made to determine the
impacts of each of the laws singly instead of cumulatively.
Looking across the variable entered column, it is ob
served that the laws of 1977 made the greatest impact on
all sectors than any other laws taken singly.

The impacts

of the laws in 1977 were significant in all the sectors
but two.

The only exceptions were the industrial chemicals

and textile sectors.
It is interesting to see that none of the laws had
significantly affected industrial chemicals.

This is under

standable because of lack of industrial raw materials
especially in the high technology areas.

The research,

predicted that controls may have widely different effects
on (a) different industrial sector.

This prediction has

been supported.
These findings corroborate the conclusions reached by
several other researchers.

In a study done in Columbia,

Lombard found that the "more prominent the size of foreign
investment in a particular sector of the economy, the more
sensitive and restrictive the host country will b e .
Robinson also found in his study of 15 less developed coun
tries that the major motives of host government in applying

^ L o m b a r d , O p .c i t ., p. 176
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TABLE 4-32b
A STEPWISE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE SHOWING IMPACTS
OF MEANS (REGULATIONS) ON A SELECTED INDUSTRIAL
SECTORS IN NIGERIA
(Dependent Variable--Inflow of FDI)

_2
R
Sector

Variable Entered'

R

Change

Incre
mental
F-Value

Tabular
I
.05

Food

Textiles

Year

.1936

.1936

Impact of 1974 Laws

.3971

.2035

2.36

5.59 12.25

Impact of 1977 Laws

.7002

.3031

70.80** 5.59 12.25

Impact of 1972 Laws

.9101

.2098

16.40** 5.59 12.25

Year

.4274

.4274

Impacts of 1977 Laws

.6601

.2327

4.75

5.59 12.25

Impacts of 1974 Laws

.8288

.1687

6.9 *

5.59 12.25

Impacts of 1972 Laws

.9109

.0821

6.5 *

5.59 12.25

S.59 12.25

Year

.8735

.8735

Industrial

Impacts of 1972 Laws

.9112

.0377

2.9

Chemicals

Impacts of 1977 Laws

.9373

.0261

2.9

5.59 12.25

Impacts of 1974 Laws

.9420

.0047

0.6

5.59 12.25

Year

.7875

.7875

Metal

Impacts of

Laws

.9109

.1343

9.7 *

5.59 12.25

Products

Impacts of 1972 Laws

.9359

.0250

2.7

5.59 12.25

Impacts of 1974

.9406

.0048

1977

Laws

0.6
......

Year
Machinery

.8404

.8404

.8950

.0546

Impacts of 1974

Laws

Impacts of 1977

Laws

.9620

.0670

Impacts of 1972

Laws

.9634

.0014

.7875

.7875

Year

! 5.59 12.25

1

3.64

5.59 12.25

Rubber

Impacts of 1977

Laws

.9109

.1234

9.49*

5.59 12.25

Impacts of 1972

Laws

.9359

.0250

2.70

5.59 12.25

Impacts of 1974

Laws

.9406 - .0048

0.56

5.59 12.25

P^.OS

PsC.Ol

,
i

5.59 12.25

12.40** 5.59 12.25
0.30

f

I
j

i

Products

*
**

.01

;

\
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control Is to channel external resources into high priority
uses.
In order to test the impacts of control (means) on
different nationality of investors, the data on Table 4-27
was used.
data.

Two groups of analysis were done using this

First, the inflow data of the different countries

and/or regions was used for the analysis and second, the
outflow data was used in similar manner.
Table 4-33a shows the results of a stepwise regres
sion of the Impacts of means on the various nationalities
of investors in Nigeria.
of FDI.

The dependent variable is inflow

Surprisingly, the cumulative effect of the three

regulations (means) in respect to the total inflow of FDI in
Nigeria was only significant on the United Kingdom ( P < .01).
There were no other significant impact found among other
nationalities and/or regions.
variable improved

the R

2

In addition, the impact

from .47 to .82.

This means that

the impact variable contributed approximately 35 percent of
the change in the inflow of FDI of the MNCs from the U.K.
origin.
Of special interests are the results obtained from
the United States based MNCs<

Surprisingly, the results

indicate that the impact of the laws (means) were not signi-

^ Robinson, Op.cit., p. 335

TABLE

4-33a

A STErWISE REGRESSION S U M A R Y TABLE SHOWING IMPACTS OF MEANS
(REGULATIONS) ON NATIONALITY OF INVESTORS IN NIGERIA
(Dependent VariabIe--lnflow of FDI)

Nationality of Investors

Variable
Entered

R2

R 2 Change

F-Valuc

Increnental
F-Value

F-Taltular
.05

United Kingdon

United States

Western Europe
(Excluding U.K.)

Others (Unspecified)

*

P<.05

*•

p<*.oi

Year

.4725

.4725

Inpacts of Laws

.8164

.3440

Year

.0273

.0273

Inpacts of Laws

.4856

.2374

Year

.9076

.9076

lapacts of Laws

.9169

.0093

Year

.8833

.8833

Inpacts of Laws

.9137

.0304

7.17

.01

5.32 11.26
13.23**

5.59 12.25

5.32 11.26

0.24
3.25

5.59 12.25

S.32 11.26

78.55
0.78

5.59 12.25

5.32 11.26

60.55
2.47

5.59 12.25
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fleant on investors of the U.S.

However, a careful exami

nation of the results on Table 4-33a reveal that the r e 
gression model used to predict the dependent variable
(inflow of FDI) in respect to the United State, was only
able to explain 2 .7 percent of the change in the inflow of
FDI.

This implies that there might be some exogenous

variables that might be affecting inflow of FDI of the U.S.
origin in Nigeria.

When impacts of laws was introduced

into the model, the R

increased from .027 to .486.

Thus,

irrespective of the insignificant impact observed in the
results, impacts of laws do explain 24 percent of the
change in the total inflow of FDI of the U.S, investors in
Nigeria.
Similar analysis was done using outflow of funds as a
dependent variable.

The results of this analysis are

shown in Table 4-33b.
As the results Indicates, a positive impact was found
on investors of the United States and Western Europe (ex
cluding U.K.).

Surprisingly, there was n o significant im

pact found among other nationalities of investors.
A closer examination of the R

2

on Table 4-33b indi

cates that the regression model was unable to provide

an

explanation of 36 percent of the changes in outflow or funds
of the U.K. baaed companies and 3Q percent of the U.S.
based companies.

The low explanatory power of the re-

TABLE

4-33b

A STEPirrSE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE SHOWING IMPACTS OF MEANS
(REGULATIONS) ON NATIONALITY OF INVESTORS IN NIGERIA
(Dependent Variable--Outflow of funds)

Nationality of Investors

Variable
Entered

RZ

RZ Change

F-Value

Increwcntal
F-Value

F-Tabulnr
.05

United Kingdoa

Year

.6334

.6334

Iapacts of Law

.6370

.0037

Year

.4690

.4690

Iapacts of Law

.7073

.2383

Year

.7322

.7322

(■pacts of Law

.9091

.1770

Year

.7705

.7705

Iapacts of Law

.8312

.0607

13.82

.01

5.32 11.26
0.07

•

7.07

5.59 12.25

S.32 11.26

United States

Western Europe
(Excluding U.K.)

S. 67*

21.87

5.59 12.25

5.32 11.26
13.63**

26.86

5.59 12.25

5.32 11.26

Others (Unspecified)

*

P C

2.53

5.59 12.25

.05

** P C .01
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gression model is a clear evidence that there are other
variables that are causing the up and down swings noticed
in the outflow of funds of the U.K. and the U.S. based
multinationals.

As far as the investors of Western Europe

(excluding U.K.) and other investors (unspecified) were
concerned, the model provided an acceptable explanation of
the changes in the dependent variable.

For Western Europe

(excluding U.K.) the model was able to explain 90 percent
of the changes in R

and for other countries (unspecified)
2
the model explained 83 percent in R
(Table 4-33b).
To test if the laws had any major impacts on unremitt

ed profits, the cumulative data on Table 4-34 was used.
The Table is similar to Table 4-27.

The only difference

is that Table 4-34 focuses on unremitted profit as a com
ponent of net capital flow.
A stepwise regression results of the cumulative data
in Table 4-34 is shown in Table 4-35.
An examination of
2
the R indicates that the regression model was able to ex 
plain majority of the changes in the dependent variable
(unremitted profits),

For the U . K ., the model explained

92 percent; for the U.S. 92 percent; for the countries of
Western Europe (excluding U.K.), 93 percent; and for other
unspecified countries, 84 percent of the changes in un r e 
mitted profit was explained.
Surprisingly and highly consistent with numerous e m 
pirical findings, the U.S. is a net exporter of capital in

4-34

TABLE

COMPONENTS OF NET CAPITAL FLOW BY ORIGIN,
1970-1979 (N Million]

Component
Unremitted
Profits1
C-)

j

Country/Region of Origion

J 1970 | 1971 1972*

United Kingdom
; 14.2
6. 6
United States
|
Western Europe (excluding U.K.)
8.0
8.8
Others (Unspecified)
j
Total
i 37.6

27.6
9.2

34.5

12.6
10.2

17.5
9.6

59.6

68.2

United Kingdom
1 (Z.6) 12.4
United States
0.6 5.2
5.6
1.8
Western Europe (excluding U.K.)
Others (Unspecified)
6.2 9.0
9.8 28.4
Total

S.9
4.4
1.3
4.7
16.3

1

Changes in
Foreign Share
Capital (Net)
C-)
Trade and
Suppliers
Credit (Net)
(-)

6.6

25.6 15.9
33.0 (12.9)
7.4 22.0
1.4
1.4
67:4 | 26.4

United Kingdom
United States
Western Europe (excluding U.K.)
Others (Unspecified)
Total

16.0
28.6

Official Rate of Exchange

1.40 ; 1.40 1.52

(.$)

12.6
5.2
62.4

1973** 1974*** 1975** 1976*** 1977* 1978** 1979***
92.6
10.9
43.5
20.7
167.7

115.9 139.2
20.2 26.5
58.7
41.0
33.3 49.3
210.4 273.7

169.3
41.1
60.7
54.4
324.5

8.4 15.1
0.4
(1.2)
15.6 19.2
12.6 15.1
35.4
50.9

26.4

30.2

25.5
0.3
16.2
21.5
63.5

18.5
(29.9)
84.1
8.9
81.6

27.4
56.2
20.5
47.3
151.4

38.3
(8.6)
42.3
4.7
76.7

1.59

1.62

41.6
9.5
18.8
13.6
83.5

33.5

20.3
4.0
6.3
36.7

(43.1)
0.7
(8.8)
11.9
(39.3)

99.2
53.9
24.9
5.9
183.9
1.52

6.1

10.0
23.4
19.0
85.9

75.1
7.9
46.8
17.8
147.6

11.6'
0.9
11.7

6.0

*
**
***

48.9
1.4
89.0
25.2
164.5

55.9
(2.0)
95.1
40.2
189.2

1.57

1.65

!
U.59

^Excludes those of oil prospecting companies.
Source: Compiled from Economic and Financial

31.4
(1.6)
62.8
10.7
103.3

0.6
23.4
28.2
78.6

R eview, Central Banlc of Nigeria, Vol. 18 and 19.

Years when controls (laws) were passed.
Years when controls (laws) were implemented.
Years when the impacts of controls (laws) were

felt.

1 1.55

TABLE

4-35

A STEPWISE REGRESSION SUMMARY TABLE SHOWING IMPACTS OF MEANS
(REGULATIONS) ON UNREMITTED PROFITS AS A COMPONENT OF
NET CAPITAL FLOW IN NIGERIA
(Dependent Variable--Unrenittcd Profits)

Nationality of Investors

-----------Variable
Entered

R2

R2 Change

F-Value

Increnental
F-Value

F-Tabular
.05

Year

.9207

.9207

Inpacts of Law

.9230

.0093

Year

.670S

.6705

Inpacts of Law

.9165

.2459

Year

.9216

.9216

Inpacts of Law

.9266

.0051

Year

.8334

.8334

Inpacts of Law

.8378

.0044

92.82

.01

5.32 11.26

United Kingdon

United States

Western Europe
(Excluding U.K.)

Others (Unspecified)

0.93

5.59

12.2S

S.32 11.26

16.28
20.67**

5.59 12.25

94.0

5.32 11.26
«

0.48

5.59 12.25

5.39 11.26

40.02
1.90

5.59 12.25

* P-dL.05

** P^.01
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float country.

Among the countries and/or regions investi

gated, the impacts of the lavs was only significant on the
U.S. multinationals.

(P-C.Q1),

There were no other signi

ficant impacts found among investors of other nationalities.
It was hypothesized that controls may have widely
different effects on different nationality of investors.
The results of this hypothesis tests using inflow of FDI,
outflow of funds and unremitted profits as dependent vari
able^, indicate that the effects of the laws on these de
pendent variables varied from country to country and/or
from region to region.

In some country and/or region, the

effect were positive, in others the effects were negative.
Thus, this hypothesis is supported.
Interpretation of Results on the general Impacts pf Means
The following profile of the U.S. multinational cor
porations emerge from this study.

First, that the U.S.

corporations are net exporters of capital from the host
country,
In 1976 and 1979 the total investment of the U.S. cor
poration in Nigeria amounted to 39 million and N42.1 million
respectively.

In the same year, they withdrew N190 million

and N252.2 million respectively.
investment

of

These represented a net

N-159 million in 1976 and H-210.1 million in

1979 (Table 4.27),

The outflows represented 967 percent
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and 117 percent of the total Investment from the United
States in those years.
These results are consistent with several other findings,

Stobaugh found that U.S. corporations recouped their

initial capital investment within four to eight years after
the initial investment.

19

Qnwumere also found that the U.S.

corporations transferred a total of $23 million from LDCs
on
for the year 1974/1975,
Obie Whiehard found in a more
recent study that U.S, firms sent $6,4 billion abroad for
new investment in 1979.

In the same year a total of $56.4

billion was earned out of which $38 billion was remitted to
the United States.

This represented 593 percent of the

total investment for that year.

Whiehard concluded that

this resulted in a positive effect in the U.S, balance of
payments of $31.6 b i l l i o n . ^
The second thing tha;t emerged in respect to the U.S.
corporation is that majority of their investment capital
results from reinvestment of funds earned from the host
country.

In 1979, FDI from U.S. corporations in Nigeria

•^Stobaugh. Qp.cit., p. 120

20

Onwumere,' O p .c i t ., p , 24

^ O b i e G, Whiehard, "Trends in the U.S. Direct Investment position Abroad, 1950-79." Survey of Current Business
(February, 1981), pp. 39-56.
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amounted to 1942.1 million (Table 4-27).

Out of this total,

N 4 1 .1 million came from unremitted profits (Table 4-34).
These results also corroborate several research find
ings.

Richard Barnet and Ronald Miller found that between

1957 and 1965, all U.S. base global corporations financed
83 percent of their Latin American investment from reinvestment earnings.

22

Daniels, Ogram and Radebaugh found

that the net value of U.S, investment increased by $124.6
billion during the 1970s,

Of this increase, about 64 per-

23
cent came from reinvestment of funds.
Thus, using the inflow/outflow as a criteria for mea^
suring the benefits of FDI, it can be concluded that since
the U,S. corporations have withdrawn more than they put in,
their activities in Nigeria have resulted in a negative
balance-of-payment effects.

However, several scholars

have argued that we have to look at the "ripple effect" of
such, investment;

the lives that must have been saved, and

the savings in the amount of imports.

24

22
Richard J. Barnet and Ronald E. Miller, Global R e a c h ,
(New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1974), p. 153
23

John Daniels, Ernest Ogram and Lee Radebaugh, Inter
national Business; Environments and Operations. (Reading,
M a s s . : Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1982), p. 299

^Vernon, Op.cit♦. p. 95
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It Is also possible to conclude that Americana are
risk averters when It comes to Investing in LDCs.
reasons for this may be nu m e r o u s .

The

The key factor may be

probably as a result of unfamiliarlty with the environment.
The British, for example, have lived in Nigeria, ruled
the people and have interacted with the nationals for many
centuries.

Most of the ruling elites have either studied

in Europe or visited there.
for vacationing Nigerians.

Europe is closer and cheaper
Thus, there has been a con

stant interaction between Nigerians and the British.

As

a result, the Europeans have probably learned the Nigerian
culture, ways of doing business, and can easily "dance to
the African tune."

A British executive (\rtio will like to

remain anonymous) told the researcher, "you can get anything
you want in Nigeria if you have the right connection."
This is probably why the British executives remain calm and
unfrightened to any sudden changes in investment laws in
Nigeria,
A Synthesis of Our Model
The model on page 16 begins w i t h the national goals
or objectives,

Since goals, by their nature, are state

ments of what people think ought to happen, they are not
subject to proof or disproof in the way that statements of
facts are.

Therefore, in attempting to understand why
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they 1 were being proposed or advocated, it was necessary to
examine the values and assumptions that appear to underlie
them.

In this way, any observer may have a better means of

interpreting them and a better basis for forming his own
stance with respect to them.
The consequences of national goal achievement m a y be
of three types?

(l)vIntended and positive.

These are the

consequences that were aimed for and which the nation con
siders to be of benefit to it.

The major problem we o b 

served was that the Nigerian government leaders thought
that these objectives have been accomplished when in fact
it did not seem that way to the other groups.

And, of

course, in an environment where there is low trust and re 
latively lack of open communication, feedback of these
perceptions to the leaders will be greatly diminished and
will allow them to exercise the luxury of a fair amount of
self-deception regarding the situation.
The next consequence of national goal achievement is
(2)

Unintended and positive.

Frequently, in pursuing cer

tain goals, highly desirable but unintended consequences
will result from goal attainment; these would represent
outcomes not anticipated but which, could be turned into
advantages,

In general, Nigerian economy is better today

than eight years ago ?

Inflation which was as much as 5Q

percent in 1974 is down to 15 percent; unemployment has
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been curtailed; the balance-of-payment la n o w positive;
since 1978, Nigeria's balance-of-trade has shown a surplus
and the volume of FDI has shifted to those sectors that
Nigeria has less expertise in.

Although it would be erron

eous to conclude that regulation alone has Induced these
changes in the economy since there are many other variables
that affect these variables, we cannot rule out the fact
that regulations have had an impact in these changes.
The final consequence of national goal achievement is
(3) Unintended and Negative.

Just as there are unexpected

positive outcomes as a result of goal pursuit, so there
are sometimes unanticipated negative o n e s ; i.e. ne w p r o 
blems may be created that were not foreseen.

This latter

type of consequence is a crucial one to keep in mind.

Kolde

observed that imposition of regulations on a globally in
tegrated MNCs jeopardizes their efficiency and productivity.
Since these transnational corporations have become agents
of development in terms of transfer of factors, their demise
would be detrimental
ing countries.,

25

to the economic future of the develop-

John Dunning comments t h a t ;

...like
tionals
come in
perform

animals in a zoo, multina
(and their affiliates)
various shapes and sizes,
distinctive functions, behave

2 ^Endel-Jakob Kolde, Environment of International
Business. (Boston, Mass.j Kent Publlshinc Co., 1982),
p ” 295
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differently and make their individual Impacts on the environment.
It Is thus difficult to make
statements about Impacts and have
these apply to all M N E s ,.,, You
risk throwing out someA"good apples'*
with the "bad a p p l e s . "26
The policy makers must constantly be asking themselves:
If nations try to reach a stated goal, are there some disadvantages that might result as well as advantages?

Are

the disadvantages serious enough to outweigh the potential
benefits?
Before proceeding to conclude this chapter, the inter
dependency assumptions involved in our model
highlighted,

to be

No variable exists in Isolation, and va r i 

ables cannot properly be understood if they are considered
apart from the basic model.

To put this another way, the

economic goal of increasing local resource contents of m a n u 
factured products cannot be considered in isolation from
others, perhaps equally desirable g o a l s .

T h u s , the model

focuses on the interrelationships among the variables.

If

a policy maker is to influence a situation, he/she needs
to understand the entire "package" of benefits the nation
is seeking in order to successfully design a "system" of
control (means) that would "maximize"

the stated benefits

(objectives),

^®John H, Dunning, ’-The Future of Multinational Enter
prise," Lloyds Bank Rev i e w . (July, 1974), p. 16
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SUMMARY
The primary objective of this study was to determine
the effectiveness of national control of foreign business
es in Nigeria.

To accomplish this objective, we had to d e 

termine the national economic^ g o a l s , measure the means
through which these goals were to be achieved, and measure
the Impacts of these means on actual accomplishment of goa l s .
Twelve hypotheses were developed to accomplish the purpose
of this research.

Table 4-36 summarizes the conclusions of

the study,
The final chapter will present a summary of the study;
implications of the results of the study for international
management, policy makers and academicians; and suggestions
for further research.

TABLE

4-36

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY RESULTS

Hypotheses

la'

Results

That the Nigerian government
perceives multinationals as a
threat to their self-reliance
objective and as a means of
perpetuating neo-colonial re
lationships.
That the main
purpose of regulating the
nature of ownership/involve
ment is to ensure self-suf
ficiency in the economy.

This hypothesis was
accepted for the three
groups studied.

That if the nature of involve
ment is changing from whollyowned subsidiary to joint
venture or from joint venture
to licensing agreement, the
self-reliance is increasing.

This hypothesis was a c cep
ted for the textile group
but rejected for the p h a r 
maceutical group.

That if the MNCs are using
more local inputs in their
manufacturing operations in
Nigeria, the local resource
content of manufactured p r o 
ducts in Nigeria is increasing.

This hypothesis was accep
ted for the textile group
but rejected for the p h a r 
maceutical group.

That the Nigerian Government
associates the increase in u n 
employment in Nigeria to the
type of know-how transferred
into Nigeria.
That the p r i 
mar y reason for regulating
over the type of technology
transferred into Nigeria is
to increase employment o ppor
tunities for Nigerians

This hypothesis was a ccep
ted for the three groups.

That if fundamental product
development research is
being done in Nigeria by
MNCs, then Nigeria's tec h 
nological capabilities are
increasing.

This hypothesis was accep
ted for the pharmaceutical
group but rejected for the
textile group.

Table 4-36
Summary of the Study Results

Hypotheses

Results

HS :

That the Nigerlal Government
is concerned about the o u t 
flows of funds in Nigeria.
That the main purpose of
regulating over purchase of
local inputs is to reduce o u t 
flows and encourage production
of raw materials locally.

This hypothesis was
accepted for the government
group but rejected for both
textile and pharmaceutical
groups.

H5 a :

That if the proportions of the
products company sells to
other companies is increasing,
production of industrial raw
materials is increasing.

This hypothesis was accep
ted for the textile group
but rejected for the p h a r 
maceutical group.

That control over export of
final products are perceived
by Nigerian Government o f f i c 
ials as having been made
necessary by the lack of sen
sitivity of foreign investors
to national export promotion
objectives.

This hypothesis was accep
ted for the three groups.

That if the value content of
exports of manufactured p r o 
ducts of multinationals is
increasing, then total export
in Nigeria is increasing.

This hypothesis was reject
ed for both g r o u p s .

That multinational firms
initially react adversely to
the imposition of controls
by Nigerian Government, but
that subsequent stability in
the controls imposed will
ameliorate their adverse
impact.

This hypothesis was accept
ed.

That foreign investors'
attitudes toward the control
imposed relate to the s t a 
bility of the system of
control more than the severity
of the system.

This hypothesis was r e 
jected.

Hfia :

Hs :
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Table 4 0 6
Summary of the Study Results

Hypotheses
H g : That controls may have widely
different impacts on (a)
different industrial sectors,
and (b) different nationality
of investors.

Results
Parts "a" and "b" of this
hypothesis were all accepted.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This chapter will summarize this research, state m a 
jor conclusions, mention major implications of the study
to international business and make academic suggestions
for further research.
Summary
The major purpose of this study is to determine the
effectiveness of national control of foreign companies in
Nigeria.

To accomplish this purpose it is necessary to

(1) determine the major objectives of Nigerian government
with respect to industrial policies in Nigeria, particular
ly as they relate to multinational enterprises,

(2 ) m e a 

sure the means of accomplishing each of the stated objec
tives, and (3) attempt to determine the impacts of these
means in order to ascertain if objectives are actually
achieved.
Since goals (objectives) are statements of what peo
ple think ought to happen, they are not subject to proof
or disproof in the way statements of facts are.

Thus, no

hypothesis was proposed but. the objectives were just taken
183
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as given.

The task was to determine the means used to

accomplish the "given" objectives and then measure the
impacts of the various means.
In order to achieve these stated purposes, twelve
hypotheses were developed and tested.

Hypotheses 1, 3, 5,

and 6 were designed to test the second purpose (i.e. m e a 
sure the means of accomplishing objectives); Hypotheses
la, 2, 4, 5a, 6 a, 7, 8 and 9 were designed to measure the
third purpose (i.e. measure the impacts of means on actual
accomplishment of objectives).
1.

Hypotheses Relating to the Means
ox Accomplishing Objectives
Hypothesis 1 states that the Nigerian government per

ceives multinationals as a threat to their self-reliance
objective and as a means of perpetuating neo-colonial
relationships; that the main purpose of regulating the
nature of ownership/involvement is to ensure self-suf
ficiency in the economy.

This hypothesis was accepted

for the three groups studied.
Hypothesis 3 states that the Nigerian government
associates the increase in unemployment in Nigeria to the
type of know-how transferred into Nigeria; that the pri
mary reason for regulating over the type of technology
transferred into Nigeria is to increase employment oppor
tunities for Nigerians.
the three groups studied.

This hypothesis was accepted for
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Hypothesis 5 states that the Nigerian government is
concerned about the outflows of funds in Nigeria; that
the main purpose of regulating over purchase of local
inputs is to reduce outflows and encourage production of
raw materials locally.

This hypothesis was accepted for

the government group but rejected for both textile and
pharmaceutical groups.
Hypothesis 6 states that controls over export of
final products are perceived by Nigerian government offi
cials as having been made necessary by the lack of sensi
tivity of foreign investors to national export promotion
objective.

This hypothesis was accepted for the groups.

The general results obtained from the study of the
means of accomplishing the major objectives show that
both government and multinational corporation executives
are in agreement that the reasons for imposing the stated
control means are due to the various economic goals sought.
Both disagree in the extent to which these means will
help Nigeria in accomplishing the objectives.

Nigerian

government officials think they will, managers of foreign
companies vehemently think they will n o t .(Chapter IV).
2.

Hypotheses Relating to the Impacts of
tfeans on Objective Accomplishment
Hypothesis la states that if the nature of involve

ment is changing from wholly-owned subsidiary to joint
venture or from joint venture to licensing agreement, the
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self-reliance is increasing.

This hypothesis was accepted

for the textile group but rejected for the pharmaceutical
group.
Hypothesis 2 states that if MNCs are using more local
inputs in their manufacturing operations in Nigeria, the
local resource content of manufactured products in Nigeria
is increasing.

This hypothesis was accepted for the tex

tile group but rejected for the pharmaceutical group.
Hypothesis 4 states that if fundamental product de
velopment research is being done in Nigeria by MNCs, then
Nigeria's technological capabilities are increasing.

This

hypothesis was accepted for the pharmaceutical group but
rejected for the textile group.
Hypothesis 5a states that if the proportion of the
products companies sell to other companies is increasing,
production of industrial raw materials is increasing.
This hypothesis was accepted for the textile group but
rejected for the pharmaceutical group.
Hypothesis 6 a states that if the value content of
exports of manufactured products of multinationals is in
creasing, then total export in Nigeria is increasing.
This hypothesis was rejected for both textile and pharma
ceutical groups.
Hypothesis 7 states that multinational firms initially
react adversely to the imposition of controls by Nigerian
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government, but that subsequent stability in the controls
imposed will ameliorate their adverse impacts.

This hypo

thesis was accepted.
Hypothesis 8 states that foreign investors' attitudes
toward the control system imposed relate to the stability
of the system of control more than the severity of the
system.

This hypothesis was rejected.

Hypothesis 9 states that controls may have widely
different effects on (a) different industrial sectors and
(b) different nationality of investors.

Part "a" and "b"

of this hypothesis were both accepted.
In general, the results of this group of hypotheses
support the expected trends.

It was found that controls

have enhanced self-reliance, local resource contents of
manufactured products, increased manufacturing of indus
trial raw materials locally and increased employment of
nationals.
However, the unintended negative impacts have also
increased:

Inflows of FDI have diminished and outflows

of funds have increased tremendously.
Conclusions
The following general conclusions are drawn from this
research:
Self-reliance is an important economic goal for any
sovereign nation.
in self-reliance.

The rest of the objectives are embodied
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Multinational corporations penetrate the industrial
sector of Nigeria with a complete package of entrepreneur
ship, skills, design, financing, technology and marketing
organizations.

This complete transfer induces capital-

intensive technologies.

MNCs are called upon by Nigerian

leaders to depackage their offerings to suit the unique
needs and factor endowment of Nigeria.

Since the markets

in developed countries are now shrinking, the success of
MNCs in the 8 0 *s will be dependent upon their ability and
willingness to respond to this calling from the LDCs (of
which Nigeria is one of them).
MNCs' investment in Nigeria has forestalled selfreliance in the way it has discouraged linkages, either
backward or forward.

The reason for this is because of

the MNC's policy of transferring a complete package of
production technique which has resulted in a foreign en
clave whose linkages with the local economy are tenuous
and limited.

The result is "a growth without development".

Backward and forward linkages are necessary to contribute
added employment or production which might set off a dif
ferent chain of growth throughout the economy.
Nigeria is not more self-reliant today than it was
ten years ago.

A measure of self-reliance based on the

amount of equity shares transferred to nationals is not
a good measure of self-reliance.

Basically, the decision

making hierarchy (even among companies where Nigeria has
majority interests) still lies in foreign hands.
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The Nigerian government cannot improve on the p ro
duction of industrial raw materials by mere control.
MNCs must be motivated and rewarded in this regard.

Fed

eral government can set the pace by leading the way in
this regard.
The two industries studied did not export because
they were iraport-substitution industries.

Thus, they

de-emphasized exports.
In general, the Nigerian economy is better with con
trols than without them.

It has been found that controls

have contributed significantly to a positive benefit for
Nigeria.
The impacts of the laws are greatest on the food,
textile and rubber products sectors and least on metal
products and industrial chemical sectors.

Thus, a poten

tial investor in Nigeria would relatively succeed in h a v 
ing his/her investment proposal accepted in metal products
and/or rubber product sectors.
Americans think of Nigeria as a high-risk country to
invest in.

The reason may be as a result of their unfamil

iarity with the environment, their distance from Nigeria
or the volatility of the industries they invest in.
Putting a ceiling on the amount of profits, manage
ment fees and royalties to be repatriated out of Nigeria
h a s .increased the volume of MNCs reinvestment but at the
same time it has! induced fears on the present and poten-
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tial foreign Investors.

MNCs need some type of stable en

vironment to operate, especially in the short run.

The

only way to eradicate this fear is to make no further
changes on these laws for the next foreseeable future.
In general, the Nigerian indiginization program has
not been successful as it ought to have been.

The fail

ure in some areas did not occur as a problem inherent in
the laws but

as a result of their applications.

There are

so many laws

on the book but those who are supposed to

enforce them also turn around to tell the MNCs how to get
around them (just for their own selfish ends).

As a re 

sult, some of the laws are not applied.
Nigeria is a "headless giant".

It has been

given

all types of lofty names including "the giant of

Black

Africa", "African Power House", etc., and it wants to keep
this image.
from scratch.

It must get out of this illusion and start
It has so many projects that are never

completed before new ones take off.
Implications
The results of this study have a practical implication
to international management.

Several studies have been

done about host country control on MNCs, but no studies
have been done to measure the impacts of these laws in re
lation to their objectives.

Hood and Young observed that

"what is lacking to date is knowledge of effectiveness of
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the controls which has been implemeht-ed in relation to the
objectives set and the likely effectiveness of those cur
rently being proposed."^

Robinson maintained that the

knowledge of objective is necessary if we are to effectively measure the impact of control.

This study sup

ports these observations.
The findings of this study also have significant im
plications to foreign investors.

Foreign investors in

Nigeria need to be concerned with the economic objectives
of the nation and the fears nationals may have over the
operation of the MNCs so that they can develop a communi
cation package that will be designed to reduce these
fears.

This approach will be very crucial since it will

aim at ameliorating conflict situations.
The results of this study also have a practical
implication to Nigerian officials.
The study has raised some key issues whi c h they
should ponder.

What do they mean by self-reliance?

Shouldn't they be looking at the points where effective
decisions are made?
Moreover, the results of this study support other
findings regarding a general "blanket application" of
laws.

Laws may affect different sectors differently.

The policymakers must constantly reevaluate their control
^Hood and Young, op. c i t .. p. 248.
^Robinson, op. c i t .. p. xxxii.
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strategies to make sure the unintended negative impacts are
not overwhelmingly greater than their potential benefits.
Any control process must be closely monitored to see if
changes need to be made in the system of control in order
to achieve the intended objective.
Finally, the results of this study have significance
for academicians.

All the studies of MNCs in the third-

world countries have concentrated in Latin America.
ca is becoming a very important and viable market.

Afri
Afri

can markets may have some unique characteristics that are
not found in Latin America or elsewhere.
Suggestions for Further Research
It is suggested that further research be done in
several LDCs to further validate the conceptual model we
developed and tested in this study.

Since different n a 

tions will have different unique sets of needs (depending
on their factor endowments) their objectives may be en
tirely differently from the ones we have espoused in the
model.

Different objectives will require different out

put (impacts).

But the basic structural framework of

our model may not be altered.
Even in Nigeria (where the basic model was developed)
other variables may b e considered since we did not assert
that our variables were exhaustive.
also be increased.

Research samples may
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Since there were no existing questionnaires to adopt,
the researcher developed these questionnaires from scratch.
Therefore, improvements on these questionnaires are n e 
cessary for further research.

Some questions in these

questionnaires assumed that each respondent has some know
ledge regarding some of the basic concepts and terminolo
gies used.

Field experience during the research indica

ted that most of the respondents knew basically nothing
about some of these concepts and terminologies.
result,

As a

the researcher spent countless hours trying to

explian these concepts and terminologies as they are used
in international business.

There has to be a way of sim

plifying these concepts and terminologies so that the
layman can easily understand them without losing their
me anings.
To proper validate our conceptual model, a longitu
dinal study needs to be done whereby economic goals are
set, relevant controls imposed, and then the impacts
are measured overtime.

Then changes are made and the e f 

fects of the changes are measured and noted.
Since control usually has a negative connotation,
research needs to be done to determine the best approach
to use to involve MNCs in national goal-setting activity.
Since MNCs are part of the system, a process similar to
an MBO program would be devised so that both parties take
part in goal setting.
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And finally, studies need to be done on the effects
of the external environment In the formulation and execu
tion of national economic objectives and the selection
of control strategies.
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Questionnaire A - 1
Government Questionnaire
I. General information about the respondent:
a.
b.
e.

d.
a.
f.

Your age: __ less than 31;
31-40;
41-50; over 50.
high school;
Highest level of education completed:___ elementary school;
training; ___ university;
others (specify)
U.S.A.;
Place where you attained the highest level of education:
Nigeria;
Western Europe;
others (specify)
Your position In this organisation
What nationality are vou7
How long have you been In this orgenlzatlon?_

Please Indicate how Important you feel each of the following objective Is for the
sector In Nlgprla. (Circle one number In each line across).
Objective Is:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Not at all
Important

Not very Somewhat
Important Important

Very
Important

Extreme'y
Important

To achieve
self-suffi
ciency In
tndustrlel
production
To Increase
local re
source con
tent of
manufactured
products
To generate
employment
opportunities
for Nigerians
To Increase
Nigeria's
technological
capability
To encourage
tha production
of Industrial
raw materials
In Nigeria
To promote
export from
I
Nigeria
Others you think should be Included (Please fill In)

h.

I

2

3

4

5

teacher
U.«.

manufacture

Please rank the six
objectives In the
order of Importance
I ■ most Important
6 - least Important
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Below are listed several elements on which regulations or lews may be passed In order to enhance
SELF-SUFFICIENCY in Nigeria. Please Indicate how Important regulations and laws affecting the
following elements are for Increasing SELF-SUFFICIENCY In Nigeria. (Circle one number In each
line across).
Very
Extremely Please rank the five
Lews or regula- Not at all Not very Somewhat
Important Important Important Important elements In the order
tfons requiring Important
of Importance.
or affecting the
1 ■ most Important
following:
5 " least Important
a.

Joint
venture
b. Expatriate
quota
c. Type of technology
transferred
d. Purchase of
local inputs
e. Export of
final product
f. others (specify)

4.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

. 2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

•

Below are listed several elements on which regulations and laws may be passed In order to In
crease the amount of LOCAL RESOURCES of manufactured products. Please Indicate how Important
the following elements are for Increasing LOCAL RESOURCE CONTENTS of manufactured products in
Nigeria, (circle one number In each tine across).
Very
Extremely Please rank the five
Laws or regula- Not at all Not very Somewhat
Important Important Important Important elements in che order
tlons requiring
Important
of Importance
or affecting
1 ■ most Important
the following:
5 - least Important
a.

Joint
venture
1
b. Expatriate
quote
1
c. Type of technology
transfar red
1
d. Purchase of
local Inputs
e. Export of
final products
f. others (specify)

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5
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5.

Below ere listed severe! elements on which regualatlons or laws may be passed In order to en
hance EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES for Nigerians. Please Indicate how Important regulations and
lews affecting the following elements are for Increasing EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES for Nigerians.
(Circle one number in each line across).
Laws or regula
tions requiring
or affecting the
following:

a.
b.
c.

d.
a.
f.

6.

Not at all
important

Joint
venture
Expatriate
quota
Type of tech
nology trans
ferred
Purchase of
local Inputs
Export of
final products
others (specify)

Not very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Extrem ely

Important

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

2

3

it

5

2

3

4

5

Please rank the
five elements in
the order of Im
portance.
1 ■ most important
5 * least Important

5

Below are listed several elements on which regulations or laws may be passed In order to In
crease TECKNQLOGAL CAPABILITY in Nigeria. Please Indicate how Important regulations and laws
affecting the following elements are for increasing TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES for Nigeria.
(Circle one number in each line across).
Laws or reg
ulations req
uiring or
affecting
the following:

Not at all Not very
important important

Somewhat
Important

a. joint
venture
b. Expatriate
quota
c. Type of
techno
logy
transferred
d. Purchase of
local Inputs
e. Export of
final
products
f. Others (specify)

2

3

Very
Important

Extremely
Important

it

5

It

5

It

5

k

5

4

S

Please rank the five
elements in order of
Importance
1 ■ most Important
5 “ least Important
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7.

Below are listed several elements on which regulations or laws may be passed In order to
PROMOTE EXPORT. Please Indicate how Important regulations end laws affecting the following
elements are for PROMOTING EXPORT In Nigeria. (Circle one number In each Itne across).
Laws or regu
lations requrlng or
affecting the
fol lowing:;
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

Not at all
Important

Not very
Important

Somewhat Very
Important Important

Extremely
Important

Please rank the five
elements In the order
of Importance.
I ■ most Important
5 - least Important

Joint
venture
Expatriate
quota
Type of tech
nology
transferred
Purchase of
local inputs
Export of
final products
Others (specify)

1
8.

Below are listed several elements on which regulations or laws may be passed In order to enhanee
the production of INOUSTRIAL RAW MATERIALS. Please Indicate how Important regulations and laws
affecting the following elements are for Increasing the production of INDUSTRIAL RAW MATERIALS
In Nigeria. (Circle one number In each Itne across).
Laws or reglatlons req
uiring or
affecting the
following:
a.
b.
e.

d.
e.
f.

Joint
venture
Expatriate
quota
Type of
techno
logy
transferred
Purchase of
local Inputs
Export of
final
products
Others (speetfy)

Very
Important

Extremely
Important

Not very
Important

Somewhat
Important

1

2

3

A

5

1

2

3

It

5

1

2

3

A

5

1

2

3

It

S

1

2

3

L

5

I

2

Not at alt
Important

5

Please rank the five
elements In the order
or Importance
1 • most important
3 • least Important
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9.

How effective are the regulations or taws Imposed on the following elements been In achieving
the Intended objectives In Nigeria. (Circle one number In each line across).
Laws or regillations requlrlng or
affecting the
following:
a.

Not at all
effective

Joint
venture

1

Not very
effective

2

Somewhat
effective

Very
effective

Extremely
effective

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

Expatriate
quota

c.

Type of
techno*
logy
transferred

1

d.Purchase
of local
Input

e.Export of
final
products

f.

1

' 1

2

2

2

Others
(specify)
I

5

‘Please, bciefly
explain the obJectlve achieved

__________
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10.

Do you think Nigeria would have attracted more foreign Investment If regulations or laws were
not Imposed on the following elements? (Circle one number In each line across).
Lews or regulatlons req
uiring or
effecting the
following:

Yet

No ’

Unceratln

a.

Joint venture

1

2

3

b.

Expatriate quota

1

2

3

c.

Type of techno
logy transferred

1

2

3

Purchase of
local Inputs

1

2

3

Export of final
products

1

2

3

I

2

3

d.

e.

f.

Others (specify)

Please explain briefly

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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11.

To what degree do you feel that activities of multinational firms of the following nation
alities cause a loss of national self-reliance In Nigeria?
Major
loss
a.

U.S.A.

b. Western Europe
c. U.K.____________
d. Japan
e. France
f. Others (specify)
12.

Minor
loss

No
loss

Please rank
______________________

____

____

____

_____
___
_____
_____

___
___

_____
___

_ _ ______ ______ ____
'
■

Do you feel there Is any difference In the way a typical multinational firm operating In
Nigeria acts as compared to a typical locally-owned firm? (Please check one box)
f~ I Not at all n

Not very
f~ l Somewhat
f~ l Very
different
different
different
different
If different, please list three major differences:

/ 7 Extremely
different

1. __________________________________________________________

2.
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13.

Below are listed several Items which might be considered as major reason(s) for NHC's Invest
ment In Nigeria. Please Indicate the degree of Importance your firm attaches to each Item
as being the reason for Investing In Nigeria. (Circle one number In each Itne aeross).
Reason Is:

Not at all
Important

Not very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Extremely
Important

That
foreign
Investment
climate In
Nigeria Is
favorable
1
That raw
materials
are aval 1able in
Nigeria
I
c. That In
expensive
labor Is
avallable
In Nigeria
1
d. That market
Is available
In Nigeria
1
e. That. Nigerian
controls of
forlegn busi
ness are not too
restrictive
1
f. That Nigerian
controls of
foreign
business are
not frequent
ly changing
1
Other (specify)

1

2

3

*

5

Please rank these
Items In the order
of Importance
1 ■ most Important
6 • least important
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Appendix A-2

Multinational Corporation Questionnaire
I.

General Information about the respondent:
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

Vour age: __ less than 31;
3 1-kO;
kl-50;
over 50.
Highest level of education completed:
elementary school;
high school;
training;
university; ___ others (specify)
U.S.A.
Place where you attained the highest level of education:
Nigeria;
Western Europe;
others (specify)
Vour position In this organization
What nationality are you?
How long have you been In this organfzatlon?_

teacher
U.K.;

Please Indicate how Important you feel each of the following objective Is for the manufacturing
sector In Nigeria. (Circle one number In each line across).
Objective is:

Not at all
Important

Not very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

To achieve
self-suffi
ciency in
Industrial
production
b. To increase
local re
source con
tent of
manufactured
products
To generate
employment
opportunities
for Nigerians
To Increase
Nigeria's
technological
eapabi ?1ty
To encourage
the production
of industrial
raw materials
In Nigeria
To promote
export from
A
I
Nigeria
Others vou think should be Included (Please fill In)

g*

h.

Extremely
important

Please rank the six
objectives In the
order of Importance
1 - most Important
6 - least Important
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Below are listed several elements on which reguletlons or lews may be passed In order to enhance
SELF-SUFFICIENCY In Nigeria. Please Indicate how important regulations and laws affecting the
following elements are for Increasing SELF-SUFFICIENCY In Nigeria. (Circle one number In each
line across).
Laws or regulaNot at all Not very Somewhat
Very
Extremely Please rank the five
tlons requiring
important important Important Important important elements In the order
of importance.
or effecting the
1 ■ most Important
following:
5 ■ least important
a. Joint
venture
b. Expatriate
quote
c. Type of technology
transferred
d. Purchase of
local Inputs
e. Export of
final produet
f. others (specify)

1
Below are listed several elements on which regulations and laws may be passed In order to In
crease the amount of LOCAL RESOURCES of manufactured products. Please Indicate h m important
the following elements are for increasing LOCAL RESOURCE CONTENTS of manufactured products in
Nigeria. (Circle one number In each line across).
Very
Extremely Please rank the five
Laws or regula Not at ell Not very Somewhat
Important important Important Important important elements In the order
tions requiring
of Importance
or effecting
1 * most Important
the following:
5 • least Important
a.

Joint
venture
j
b. Expatriate
quota
1
c. Type of technology
transferred
1
d. Purchase of
local Inputs
Export
of
e.
final products
f. others (specify)

2
2
2
2
2
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5.

Below are listed several clement! on which regualat Iont or laws may be passed In order to en
hance EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES for Nigerians. Please Indicate how Important regulations and
laws affecting the following elements are for increasing EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES for Nigerians.
(Circle one number In each line across).
Laws or regula
tions requiring
or affecting the
following:

Not at all
Important

Joint
venture
b. Expatriate
quota
Type of tech
nology trans
ferred
d. Purchase of
local Inputs
e. Export of
final products
f. others (specify)

6.

Not very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Extremely
Important

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Please rank the
five elements In
the order of Im
portance.
1 - most Important
5 ■ least Important

Below are listed several elements on which regulations or laws may be passed In order to In
crease TECHNOLOGAL CAPABILITY in Nigeria. Please Indicate how Important regulations and laws
affecting the following elements are for Increasing TECHNOLOGICAL CAPABILITIES for Nigeria.
(Circle one number In each line across).
Laws or reg
ulations req
uiring or
affecting
the following:

Not at all
Important

a. Joint
venture
b. Expatriate
quota
c. Type of
technology
transferred
d. Purchase of
local inputs
e. Export of
final
products
f. Others (specify)

Not very
important

Somewhat
important

Very
important

Extremely
important

1

2

3

4

S

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

5

Please rank the five
elements In order of
Importance
1 ■ most Important
5 ■ least Important
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7.

Below are listed several elements on which regulations or laws may be passed In order to
PROMOTE EXPORT. Please Indicate how Important regulations and laws affecting the following
elements are for PROMOTING EXPORT In Nigeria. (Circle one number In each line across).
Laws or regu
lations requrlng or
affecting the
fol lowing:.

Not at ell Not very
Important Important

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Extremely
Important

Please rank the five
elements In the order
of Importance.
1 ■ most important
5 ■ least Important

a.

Joint
venture
b. Expatriate
quota
c. Type of tech
nology
transferred
d. Purchase of
local Inputs
e. Export of
final products
f. Others (specify)

8. Below are listed several elements on which regulations or laws may be passed In order to enhance
the production of INDUSTRIAL RAW MATERIALS. Please in Icate how Important regulations and laws
affecting the following elements are for Increasing the production of INDUSTRIAL RAW MATERIALS
In Nigeria. (Circle one number In each line across).
Laws or reglations req
uiring or
affecting the
following:
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

Not at all
Important

Not very
Important

Somewhat
important

2

3

Very
Important

Extremely
Important

Joint
venture
Expatriate
quota
Type of
techno
logy
transferred
Purchase of
local Inputs
Export of
final
products
Others (specify)
5

Pfease rank the five
elements In the order
or Importance
1 • most Important
5 • least Important
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Hew effective ere the regulations or lew* Imposed on the following elements been In echievlng
the intended objectives In Nlgerta. (Circle one number In each line eeross).
Lews or regulettons requlring or
affecting the
following:

Not at all
effective

a. Joint
venture

1

b. Expatriate
quota

1

Not very
effective

Somewhat
effective

Very
effective

Extremely
effective

2

3

4

S

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Type of
techno
logy
trans ferred

d. Purchase
of local
Input

Export of
final
products

f.

Others
(specify)

‘Please,.briefly
explain the objectlve achieved
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10. Do you think Nigeria would have attracted more foreign Investment if regulations or laws were
not Imposed on the following elements? (Circle one number In each line across).
Laws or regulatlons req
uiring or
affecting the
following:

Yes

No*

a.

Joint venture

1

b.

Expatriate quota

I

c.

Type of techno
logy transferred

1

Purchase of
local Inputs

1

2

3

Export of final
products

I

2

3

1

2

3

d.

e.

f.

2

Unceratln

2

2

3

3

3

Others (specify)

Please explain briefly
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11.

To whet degree do you feel that activities of multinational firms of the following nation
al It las cause a loss of national self-reliance In Nigeria!
Major
lots
a. U.S.A.
b. Western Europe
c. U.K.____________
d. Japan
e. France
f. Others (specify)

12.

HI nor
loss

No
loss

Please rank

___
__ _ _
___

___
___
___

___
___
___

___

___

____

__________________
________________
__________________
'
■

Oo you feel there Is any difference In the way a typical multinational firm operating In
Nigeria acts as compared to a typical locally-owned firm? (Please check one box)
n

Not at all r j Not very
f~ I Somewhat
/~ l Very
different
different
different
different
If different, please list three major differences:

1.

2.

/~7 Extremely
different
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13.

Relow are listed several Items which might be considered as major reason(s) for NHC's Invest
ment In Nigeria. Please indicate the degree of Importance your firm attaches to each Item
as being the reason for Investing In Nigeria, (Circle one number In each line eerots).
Reason Is:

a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

g.

Not at all
Important

That
foreign
Investment
climate in
Nigeria is
favorable
1
That raw
materials
are avail
able In
Nigeria
1
That In
expensive
labor Is
available
In Nigeria
1
That market
Is available
In Nigeria
1
That. Nigerian
controls of
foriegn busi
ness ere not too
restrictive
1
That Nigerian
controls of
foreign
business are
not frequent
ly changing
1
Other (specify)

Not very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Extremely
Important

2

3

*

5

2

3

*

5

2
2

3
3

2

2

*
*

3

3

_____ _

5
5

*

*

Please rank these
Items In the order
of Importance
1 ■ most Important
6 “ least Important

5

5

1
1*.

How was ownership dbvlded in your company?
2 ownership
at Inception
a.
b.
c.

15.

t ownership
In 1980

Nigerian firm (private)
Nigerian government
Vour firm (NNC)

How many people does your company emp1oy?_
(b)

16.

2 ownership
In 1976

Please Indicate percentage Increase _ J2) or percentage decrease _(2) In the total
number of people employed since 19767“

How many foreigners worked In this company In 19807
(b) Please Indicate percentage increase
(2) or percentage decrease __(2) In the number
of foreigners employed In your company since 1976.

17- What Is the number of managers In this company?
(b) How many Nigerian managers worked In your company inI9B0? _ _
(c) Please Indicate percentage Increase (2) or percentagedecrease
of Nigerian managers In your company since 1976.

(2) in the number
”
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16.

PlMie Indicate approximate proportion of your raw materials (by value) In I960 that were
produced by:
t In 1980
t
6

a. Vour Nigerian plant
b. Other Nigerian auppllert
c. Other auppllert outside Nigeria
19-

X

Please Indicate approximate percentage Increase or decrease In the raw materials produced by
the following groups In the last five yeers:
Increase
a. Vour Nigerian plant
b. Other Nigerian producers
c. Other producers outside Nigeria

decrease

1

6

X

2
X

X

6

same
X
X

20.

Please Indicate approximate proportion of your products you exported In I960
X
(b) Please Indicate approximate percentage Increase
(6) or percentage decrease __(2) of
your export since 1976.

21.

To what degree Is the technology employed by your company In Nigeria the same as those am*
ployed by your company outside Nigeria? (Please check one box)
n

Not at all
the same

n

Not entirely ' /~7 Somewhat
the same
the same

t~ 7 Entirely

the same

f~~I Extremely the

same

b. If different, please explain

22.

Does your company In Nigeria has an RSD division?
[ I Ves
£ 7 No
b. If yes, would you please categorize the nature of work being undertaken by your USD
division:
a. Mainly PSD for sales/service back-up /~7
b. Mainly process adaptation and development work /~~7
c. Mainly fundamental product development work /~7
d. Mainly basic research /*~7
a. Others (specify)

_______________________________________________________ a
23.

Have any local suppliers come into being as a result, directly or Indirectly, of your
activities?
,
£ J Yes [ J No
b. If yes, please Indicate approximate number of suppliers
■
c. Please Indicate approximate size of their employment

24.

Nave any local distributors or sales organizations come into being as a result of your
activities?
*—

£7 *•*

D

No

b. If yes, please indicate approximate number of distributors
c. Please Indicate approximate size of their employment
25.

Has your company taken any steps, other than those covered above to encourage local entre
preneurship In Nigeria?
I~ 1 Ves
n
b. If yes, please explain how

No
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KPVmUJX B
SCHEDULES 1, 2 and 3 OF NIOBRIAK ESTERSRISES PROMOTION
DECREE, 1977
SCHEDULE 1
ENTERPRISES EXCLUSIVELY RESERVED FOR HXSERIAHS
1. Advertising and public relations business.
2. All aspects of pool betting business and lotteries*
3. Assembly of radios, radiograms, record changers, television
sets, tape recorders and other electric domestic appliances
not combined with manufacture of components.
4. Blending and bottling of aleeholic drinks.
5. Blocks and ordinary tile manufacture for building and con
struction works.
6. Bread and cake making.
7. Candle manufacture.
S. Casinos and gaming centres.
9. Cinemas and other places of entertainment.
10. commercial transportation (wet and dry cargo and fuel).
11. Commission agents.
12. Departmental stores and supermarkets having an annual turn
over of less than N2,000,000.
13. Distribution agencies excluding motor vehicles, machinery
and equipment and spare parts.
14. Electrical repair Shops other than repair Shops associated
with distribution of electrical goods.
15. Establishments specialising in the repair of wattes, docks
and jewellery, including imitation jevellery'for the
general public.
16. Estate agency.
17. film distribution (including cinema films).
18. Garment manufacture.
19. Hairdressing.
20. Xce-cresm making when not associated with the manufacture
of other dairy products.

.
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22. Laundry and dry-deanlng.
23. Manufacturers' representstives.
24. Msnufacture of jewellery and related artides, including
imitation jewellery.
25. Manufacture of suitcases, brief esses, hand-bags, purees,
wallets, portfolios and shopping bags.
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26.
27.
2B.
29.
20.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Municipal bus services and taxi*.
Newspaper publishing and printing.
Offi.ee cleaning.
Passenger bus services of any kind.
Poultry faming.
Printing of stationery (when not associated with printing
of books).
Protective agencies.
Radio and television-broadcasting.
Retail trade (except by or within departmental stores and
supermarkets).
Rios milling.
Singlet manufacture.
Stevedoring and shorehandling.
Tyre retreading.
Travel agencies.
?..iolesale distribution of local manufactures and other
loeally produced goods.
SCHEDULE 2
ENTERPRISES IN RESPECT OF WHICH 11X0BRIANS MUST HAVE
AT LEAST 60 PER CENT EQUITY INTEREST

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
6.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Banking ' commercial, merchant and development banking.
Basic iron and steel manufacture.
Beer brewing.
Boat building.
Bottling of soft drinks.
Business services (other
thanmachineryand equipment
rental and leasing) such as business management and
consulting services} fashion designing.
Clearing and forwarding agencies.
Canning and preserving of fruits and vegetables.
Coastal and inland waterways shipping.
Construction industry.
Departmental stores and supermarkets having annual turn
over of not less than S2,000,000.
Distribution agencies for machines and technical equip
ment.
Distribution and servicing of motor vehicles, tractors
and spare parts thereof or similar objects.
fish and ahrinp trawling
andprooessinq.
Fertiliser production.
crain mill products except rice milling.
Industrial Cleaning.
insecticides, pesticidesandfungicides.
Internal air transport (scheduled and charter services).
Insuranee^all classes.
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21. Lighterage.
22. Manufacture of biscuits and similar dry bakery products.
23.
Manufsctura of
bieyelos.
24.
Manufacture of
eomsnt.
25.
Manufacture of
cosmetics and perfumery.
26.
Manufacture of
cocoa, chooolate and sugarconfectionery.
27.
Manufacture of
dairy products, butter, cheese,milkand
other milk products.
2S. Manufacture of food products like yeast, starch, baking
powder, coffee roasting: processing of tea leaves into
black tea.
29. Manufacture of furniture and interior daoorstion. Manu
facture of metal fixtures for household, office and
public building.
30.
Manufacture of
leather footwear.
31.
Manufacture of
matches.
32.
Manufacture of
metal containers.
33. Manufacture of paints, varnishes or other similar articles.
34. Manufacture of plastie products such as plastic dinnerware. tableware, kitchenware, plastic mats, plastic
machinery parts, bottles, tubes and cabinets.
35. Manufacture of rubber produets, rubber footwear, indust
rial and mechanical rubber specialities such as gloves,
mats, sponges and foam.
36. Manufacture of tyros and tubes for bicycles and motor
cycles} of tyres and tunes for motor vehicles.
37. Manufacture of soap and detergents.
36. Manufacture of wire, nails, washers, bolts, nuts, rivets
and other similar articles.
39. Other manufacturing industries such as non-rubber and
non-plaetic toys, pens, pencils, unbrellas, canes,
buttons, brooms cwd brushes, lamshades, tobacco pipes
snd cigarette holders.
40. Mining and quarrying.
41. Oil milling, cotton ginning and crushing Industries.
42. Paper conversion industries.
43. Plantation sugar and processing.
44. Plantation agriculture for tree crops, grains and other
cash crops.
45. Printing of books.
46. Production of sawn timber, plywood, veneers and other
wood eonversioo Industries.
47. Petro-dtemiaal feedstock industries.
48. Publishing of books, periodicals and sueb like.
49. Pulp and paper mills.
50. Restaurants, cafes and ether eating and drinking places.
51. Salt refinery and packaging.
52. Screen printing on cloth, dyeing.
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53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

Inland and aoastal shipping.
Slaughtering, storage aasoeiated with industrial processing
and distribution of neat.
Tanneriea and laathar finishing.
Wholesale distribution of imported goods.
Photographic studios, including ooamercial and aerial
photography.
SC8EDDL8 3
ESTBKPRISSS XM WHICT MXQERIABS MOST HAVE AT XJSAST 40
.PER CB9T E Q V m INTEREST

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

U.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Distilling, rectifying and blending of spirits suoh as
ethyl alcohol, whisky, brandy, gin and the like.
Tobaoco manufacture.
Manufacture of basic industrial chemicals (organic and
inorganic) except fertilisers.
Manufacture of synthetic resins, plastic materials and
man-made fibres except glass.
Manufacture
of
druga and medicines.
Manufacture
of
pottery, china and earthenware.
Manufacture
of
glass and glass products.
Manufacture
of
burnt bridles and structural clay products.
Manufacture
of
miscellaneous non-mineral productssuchas
concrete, gypsum and plastering products, including
ready-mixed concretei mineral wool, abrasive} asbestos
products} graphite produets.
Manufacture of primary non-ferroua metal products sudh as
ingots,bars and billets} sheets, strips, eirelea, sections
rods, tubes, pipes and wire rods} casting and extrusions..
Manufacture of (fabricated metal) cutlery, hand tools and
general hardware.
Manufacture of structural metal producta-ooaponents of
bridges, tanks, metal doors and screens, window frames.
Manufacture of miseesllaneoua fabricated metal products,
except machinery and equipment, such as safes and vaults}
steel springs furnaces} stoves, and the like.
Manufacture of engines and turbines.
Manufacture of agricultural machinery and equipment.
Manufacture of metal and wood working machinery.
Manufacture of apecial industrial machinery and equipment,
sudh as textile and food machinery, paper industry '
machinery, oil refining machinery and equipment, and
the like.
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16.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Manufacture of office, cpwputlng and accounting naAinezy.
Manufacture of other machinery and equipment except elect
rical equipment, pmps, air and gee compressors*
blowers, air-oonditiming and ventilating machinery;
refrgerators, end the like.
Manufacture of electrical industrial machinery and
apparatus.
Manufacture of radio, television and communication equip
ment and apparatus.
Manufacture of electrical appliances and houseware.
Manufacture of electrical apparatus and supplies not
elsewhere classified, such as insulated wins and cables,
batteries, electric lamps end tubes, fixtures and lamp
switches, sockets, switches, insulators and the like.
Ship building and repairing (excluding boat building).
Manufacture of railway equipment.
Manufacture of motor vehicles and motor-cydes.
Manufacture of aircraft.
Manufacture of professional and scientific and measuring•
and controlling equipment, such as laboratory and
scientific instruments, surgical, medical and dental
equipment, instruments and supples and orthopaedic and
prosthetic appliances.
Manufacture of photographic and optical goods.
Manufacture of watches and clocks.
Ocean transport/shipping.
oil servicing companies.
Storage and warehousing— the operation of storage facult
ies and warehouses (including bonded and refrigerated
warehouses) for hire by the general public.
Textile manufacturing industries.
Betels, rooming bouses, eaaps and lodging places.
Data processing and tabulating services (on a fee or
contract basis).
production of cinema and television films (or motion
picture production).
Machinery and equipment rental and leasing.
All other enterprises not ineluded in Schedule 1 or 2 not
being public sector enterprises.
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APPENDIX C

NIG3RIS'S PI0N32R INDUSTRIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Bone crushing
Cattle and ether livestock ranching
Cultivation and processing of plant foodstuffs, vegetables
and fruits
Deep-sea trawling, coastal fishing, shrimping and inland
lake fishing, and processing of fish
Gum arabic plantation and procaasing
Integrated dairy production
Integrated wood projects
Manufacture of animal foodstuffs
Manufacture of basic and intermediate industrial chemicals
from predominantly uigerian raw materials
Manufacture of cement
Manufacture of ceramic goods
Manufacture of cocoa products
Manufacture of fertilizers
Manufacture of glass and glassware
Kanuafacture of goods made wholly or partly of rubber
Manufacture of iron and steel from iron ore
Manufacture of leather
Manufacture of lime from local limestone
Manufacture of machinery entailing substantial useof
locally made components
Manufacture of nets from local raw materials
Manufacture of oil-well drilling materials containing
high local content
Manufacture of pharmaceuticals
Manufacture of products made wholly or mainly of metal
Manufacture, of pulp, paper and paperboard and goods made
of these materials
Manufacture of salt
Manufacture of starch from plantation crops
Manufacture of surgical dressings
Manufacture of textile fabrics and man-made fibers
Manufacture of yeast, alcohol and related products
Mining and processing of barites and associated minerals
Mining of lead and zinz ores by underground mining methods
Oil-palm plantation and processing
Oilseed processing
Quarrying and processing of marble
Rubber plantation and processing
Smelting and refining of nonferrous base metals, and
manufacture of their alloys
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Appendix P. Principal luoii in regulatory practical of aalaetad
countriaa concerning imports and uaa of technology
Principal iaauaa

Countriaa

I. Policiaa on controlling coata
1.

Calling on ranittanea arlalng
from foreign direct InTeataenta

2* Ceiling on renittanca of royalties

Algeria. Argentina, Brazil,
India, Paraguay, ANCOM
Argentina, Brazil, India

3. Llaitationa regarding paynent of
royaltlaa between subsidlaxy and
parent oonpany

Brazil, India, ANCOM
if* •Teehnblogyeal.contributiona.entitl
ed only to royaltlaa and cannot be
regiatered aa capital contributiona ANCOM
5* Control on paynent for unuaed
ANCOM
patenta
Japan, Vest Qemant, Spain,
6* Control on package licencing
USA
7* Control on the paynent of royaltlaa
during the entire duration of nanufaeture of a product, or the ap
plication of the proceaa involved
without any opacification of tine,
or excessively long tema of
enforcenent
Mexico, Spain
6. Control on price fixing practices
Japan, Spain, USA, Argentina,
Mexico, ANC0M
9* Control on excessive prices of
technology
Spain, Argentina, Mexico
10* Control on improper or discrimina
tory royalties
USA
II. Abusive nractit • either deened to be illegal or otherwise controlled
(a) Territorial restrictions
Japan, Spain, Argentina, Brazil
tin Territorial restrictions on ..
exports
Mexico, ANCOM
(b) Restrictions on purchases* output ofr sales
12
On sources of supply of raw mater- Australia, Ireland, Japan, New
ials, spare parts, intermediate
Zealand, Spain, UK, USA, SEC,
products, capital goods and/or
Argentine, Brazil, Mexico,
eoapeting technologies
India, Malawi, Zambia, ANCOM
13* On pattern of production
Japan, Spain, Mexico, ANCOM
IA* On sales and/or distribution
Japan, Spain, USA, Brazil,
Mexico, ANCOM
!c) Post-exniratlon effects
55* Limitations on or payment for the
New Zealand, Spain
mu, UN, USA,
use of a patented invention even
India, Malawi, Zambia
“
after the patent has: expired
I6* limitations on or payment for the
use of related know-how even after
the agreement has expired,
Spain
d) Limitations affecting the dynamic effects of the transfer
17* Control on the purchase of tech* I Spain, Argentina,'ladla, Mexico
nology already available in the .I
country
1

(.
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18, Limitations on field of nas
19* To nas staff designated by the
supplier
20. Orant-back provisions

ill.

21. Limitations Imposed on the
management of the recipient
enterprise
22. Limitations of the research or
technological development of the
recipient enterprise
(e) Other practices
23. Hot to contest validity of
patents
2i+. Authentic text of contract in
foreign language
Patent policies
23. Patents protected provided they
are in the social interest
26 Patent granted, as a general pol
icy, to ensure that new inventions
are worked in the country
27. Compulsory licenses, revocation
or expropriation of patent are
recognised for reasons other
than non-working

.

USA
Mexico, ARCOM
Japan. Spain, USA, Argentina,
Brazil, Mexico. ANCOM
Spain, Mexico
Spain, Mexico

USA
Spain, Argentina
Peru

Canada, India
Austria, Canada, Denmark, France
France, Finland, Vest Germany,
Ireland. Norway, Sweden, USA,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland,
Romania, USSR, Algeria, Brazil,
Colombia, India, Iraq, Israel,
Nigeria, Peru
Denmark, Finland, Vest Qermany,
25. Regulations on employees' in
ventions
Norway, Sweden
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
29. Recognition of inventors' cert
6DR, Poland, Romania, USSR,
ificates notwithstanding the
Algeria
grant of patent
IV. Promotion of national technological capabilities
Algeria, Argentina. Brazil,
30. Incentives to export-oriented
India. Mexico, Philippines,
activities
Republic of Vietnam, Sri Lanka,
Yugoslavia, Romania
Algeria, Argentina, Central
31. Provision regarding training of
African Republic, Egypt, Gabon,
national personal in foreign
collaboration agreements
Ohana. India, Indlnesia, Kenya,
Liberia, Libyan Arab Republio,
Malagasy, Nigeria, Philippines,
Somalia, Uganda
32, Preferential schemes for national
Argentina, Gabon, India,
supply of goods and/or services
ANCOM
from national sources
33. Measures to facilitate absorption
Brazil, India, Peru, Republic
of Korea
and diffusion of foreign techno*
logy and development of indigen
ous technology
(Source: UNCTAD,
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APPENDIX E
FOREIGN TRADE SUMMARY
CH MILLION)

Year

Import

Export

Balance
of
Trade

1972

991.4

1411.9

420.6

1973

2124.8

2277.4

1652.8

1974

1737.3

5795.7

4058.0

1975

3917.4

4988.4

1613.3

1976

5132.6

6622.4

1489.8

1977

6556.9

7887.7

472.0

1978

8632.2

6292.9

(2313.3)

1979

10491.5

7249.3

(3242.2)

Source:

Compiled from Economic and Financial
Review. Central Bank of Nigeria,
Lagos.
Volume 15, 16, 17 and 18.
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Appendix F

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
A ND A G R I C U L T U R A L A ND MBCH A N IC A L CO LL BO B

B A T O N B O V BE • I O V 1 I 1 A N A . 70B0J

Colltg* o f B u tin a s Aim inittrwticn
• r r i a •» ihwiii anreiu

July 13, 1979

To Whom Ze Nay Cone Rim $
Thlo letter le to eay thet Mr. Sylvesue S u m y Ogburla le e candidate tor
the doctoral detree la Business Administration at Louisiana State
University. Mr. Ogburla le la Nigeria ensased la raaaareh to fulfill
requlreaente for the completion of hie degree. Aealetance and eaeourefeaeat
that you may be able to extend to Mr. Ogburla will be greatly appreciated
by the faculty members who are eupervlelag hie research.

Lamar B. Jones
Associate Dean and
Coordinator of Graduate Studies
College of Business Administration

LBJiklb

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
B A T O N B O U C 1 • L O U I S I A N A • 7BB0A

C olitgt o f B u iin ttt Adminiitration
DBPARTMBNT OP

July 13, 1979

Pear Sir,
I rill be conducting f. research to*determine the effects
of national control of foreign firms in Nigeria, You/your
conpany has been selected to take part in this study. 1 rill
be calling on you on ay arrival in Lagos to set up tine to
neet with you at your convenience.
Please feel free to contact ne or the above deportment if
you have any questions regarding this study.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Sylvanus S* Ogburla
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L o u i s i a n a St a t i U

niversity
M i m n w u i u » aHuwuii M u m

ano

Much 11. INI

h n m a t Secretary
podaral Ministry if S N iw lii
Maloeey Su m s

ncnsA
Saar Stoi
lhle letter certifies that Mr. Sylvasos Sassy Ogburla, a Matal
Mlgarlaa Bmnaatt Scholar, la a candidate for the Doctoral degree
la hrirw* Atotolstratloe at toulslaaa State Delverolry. To eoopletc
degree regulrcweate, Mr. Ogburla le conducting raaaareh ae the ratluala
mi the effects of "National Control af foreign Butlaaae to Bigeria,
a topic which h ; ha of latereat to the Tlgorlan Government. taring
the aeatha af May throu|h toe INI, Mr. Ogburla will ha aaklag a aeooad
crip to gigeria, Interviewing g m t a m affletolo and huatoaaa
anecutlvee to the Lagoa area, (atoee hla eeeslttee aetoere Sactoad
that tha mature af the work. required cue tripa.) toy eeetotamee to the
fan af fundtog, transportation, aao af g o m n M t docunontc and libraries,
aa wall aa aecoeregaMU you M y ha able to aataad to Mr. Ogburla will ha
greatly appreciated by tha University affletolo ead faculty moahara too
are supervising hla raaaareh.
Slacerely,

toner B. Joeaa/
Asaoetota taaa'aad

Coordleator of Oradueta Studies
Collage af Buatoaao toatolatratlan
IBJiklb
Lo

u isia n a

state

U n iversity

a a r o n k o t o t . i o u i o i a n a - r e te i

Coflegr o f t m in m Adtot o WaHoii

■anarwaWMnor
Kay 6, 1951
Saar aespendentt
X a= conducting » raaaareh to detcrnine tha affect? of
I.etioncl Contrsl of foreiffr. businesses Is "iperla. “aa
prlsary objective la tc detcrnine If any chances need to be
eaua in tha control process in order t: antbla foraicr.
conptxie* operate sere effectively in Klsarlr..
Tour coapany hka been randonly selected as one ef the fifty
cosnanles that till be pnrticlpatins in this study. This
worn is entirely an individual research tc enable tha
re.earch.r eorplste his
dlrsertstion in the sbcva
instltutiaa* It is therefore not sponsored by any institution
or sovernsent. Thus, any inforBation and/or responses ycu nay
*ive rill V
?.r.
c-nfi-1-.r.cr sr.: in no rr-y rill
yrur identity be revealed.
X rill erectly appreciate year cooperation in this study
•nd if you wint s eo-y of the result of this stud;- b«
seat to you, X will be willinf tc nail you a ccpy,
Sbsah you la advance fcr your cooperation,
Slacerely,

55 •
Sylvanus s. C-burir.
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APPENDIX

H

CLASSIFICATION MATRIX FOR OUR SAMPLE

Predicted Group Membership
Actual
Group

No. of
Cases

1

30

2

30

3

Predicted
Total

Textile

Pharmaceutical

Government

Group
Classification
Percent

6

3

70.0

8

17

5

56.7

30

1

8

21\

70.0

90

30

31

29

Percent of "grouped" cases currently classified (Hit-ratio) a
[21 + 17 + 21]

4-

90 «= 65.56*.1

1This indicates that we have more than doubled our classification accuracy.
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VITA
Sylvanus Sunny Ogburla was b o m In Elele, Rivers State,
Nigeria on July 12, 1948.

He attended the Seventh-day

Adventist T.T.C. Ihie-Nbawsi, Nigeria from 1964 to 1967.
His education was disrupted by the Civil War in Nigeria.
However, at the end of the war, he enrolled at St. John's
T.T.C. Diobu-Port Harcourt.

He graduated from this insti

tution with a Teacher's Grade II (High Elementary) certifi
cate.
He taught at St. Paul's Government School, Ahoada,
Nigeria, from January 1971 to December 1971.

In January

1972, he proceeded to West Germany In order to further his
education.

He first enrolled at the Goethe Institute,

Munich, West Germany.
While in the Goethe Institute, he was awarded a
scholarship by the Rivers State Government of Nigeria.
This scholarship was only tenable in the United States of
America.

This made him leave the Federal Republic of West

Germany by December 1972 to enroll at Andrews University,
Berrien Springs, Michigan.
In June 1974, he transferred to Western Michigan
University, Kalamazoo, and in August 1975, he graduated
with a B.B.A. degree in marketing.
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He also enrolled in
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the graduate school at the same institution and in August
1976, obtained the Master of Public Administration (M.P.A.).
From June 1976 to June 1977 he worked as a sales repre
sentative for Western and Southern Life and at the same
time took courses towards an M.B.A. degree.

However, in

1977, he resigned from this job to pursue the Doctor of
Philosophy in Business Administration at Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge.
While undergoing his doctoral program, he taught as
a graduate assistant at Louisiana State University from
August 1978 to May 1980.

Presently, he is an Assistant

Professor of Business Administration at Alabama A & M
University, Huntsville, Alabama.

On the completion of his

doctoral program, he will be returning to Nigeria to join
the faculty of the University of Port Harcourt.
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